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Fair, CZald

Tonight, Wednesday;
15 Below Tonight

Second Storm
In Week Heads
Into Midwest

Vienna Awaits
Return of
V. M. Molotof

Bitter 90W and the heaviest
snows of the winter thus far hit
a -wide band of tbe United State*
from Montana through Kansas ,
Texas, Oklahoma and the Old
South today. ; Northwest:-'" Florida '
was due to fee! below-zero cold
with hazardous driving conditions
¦
developing by tonight . '' •".-- .
Two, and possibl y four more,
deaths were blamed on the storm
in Texas, ai! in traffic.

VIENNA , • Austria , (APJ-V. . M.
Molotov was not to .ge found in
Vifenna today, although the Soviet
Foreign office in Moscow had indicated he should have arrived .
There was the possibility; however, that he was stopping en
route in Warsaw or Prague.
A spokesman for the Soviet delegation to the international Atomic Energy Agency professed surprise at the Moscow announcement ¦tha t Molotov was resuming
his post as perm anent Soviet representative to the atoms for peace
agency. He said Molotov "definitely has not yet arrived ," .....y

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

The . blizzard brought colossal
tr affic jams and left stores and
offices denuded of workers. Dallas and Fort Worth, appeared the
worst-hit areas from the standpoint of traffic snarls and snow-.
:* . But the Texas Panhandle braced
for extremely severe weather by
Wednesday morning when the
mercury is expected to drop to 10
to 15 degrees below zero. ; .
The Weather 'Bureau issued cold
warnings for all of Texas, and h>
dications were that snow , sleet or
freezing rain will fair throughout
the state by morning.

By

HANS BENEDICT

Seek 'Freeze'
In Berlin Crisis

In making the surprise announcement Monday, ,:, a Soviet
Foreign Office spokesman in Mos^^^w W"w~««a^^«^^nnMinK^
^BpHIVi ^P^W«H v«I.lil ^w,lp-»VHBTrr««i 'i
^^^mmvrmmmmmmmm ^^^^^^^^^^^ma ^^mmma ^^m ^mm~^^^mma
^^mr^^
; ^~_ —
cow said Molotov felt Moscow for
AROUND THE LAST BEND: . V . While two
winter 65 miles to t rie Winner , S . D„ market ends
Vienna by train "prtibably on
drovers watch , the ga'mble by Rancher Don -Hight
successfully. iAP Phbtofax )
Saturday ." Departing Saturday,
¦
¦
to drive 1,800 cattle in South Dakota 's fugged
.- : ¦". ""'" ¦'" ' ¦:
' y - • ' •"**'- .' . ' '
he would haviTTrrived Monday.
Austrian police officials normally in charge of security for high
Soviet resident officials had no
The U.S. Weather Bureau listed
word on Molotov 's return. AusButte , Mont., as the coldest spot
trian border ^ police had no report
in the nation with 41 below zer o.
of his crossing the frontier.
It was 39 below;a ( Laramie, Wyo! ,
and -32 at Greeley, Colo.
A score of newsmen and photographers were at the AustriaDenver , Colo., digging:out from
Czechoslovak border town of H6:
a snowfall of more than 14 inches ,
¦
henau today: to meet the train
sMvered in 19-heIow weather , It
that left Moscow Sunday.: Passenwas 7 below in Chicago ,, coldest
" WINNER , S. D. (j fi . — Rancher Don Right punched his . 1,800 steers i gers said Molotov had not travweather of; the winter there.
- MADISON , Wis. M-Gov. Gay.-y - 'j
MACMILLAN MET BY ADENAUER . . .
Adenauer , who greeted hirn oh arrival . The West
Snow drove as far south across lord Nelson told the . Wisconsin into this South Dakota livestock center a day ahead of schedule _ after eled with them.
'
in
!
i
's' 'Prime Minister Harol d VMacmillan , left ,
,
Britain
Texarkana
and
German leader and Macmillan arev conferring on . -- .;
Texas as Abilene
trucking costs.
Legislature today that he would a 65-mile cattle drive he figures saved $2^000
j Molotov 's jo urney to Vienna \
the Fort Worth-Dallas area with veto : additional spending meas'
'
stands
behind
microphones
Wahn
airport
riear
'
Berlin. (AP Photofax via radio from Bonn)
at
.
-predicted
.Worsening . of ' the rugged: winter weather that stayed topk on the air of secrecy that ;
. A.
^
s^et arid freezing rain extending ures this .session unless they are with him throughout the five-day
shrouded his departure Nov. 12! Bonn , Germany* alongside Chancellor Konrad
drive
prompted
the
cattleman
.
and
to Waco in central Texas.
accompanied by revenue bills that
after Soviet Premier Khrushchev j
his seven drovers to bring the animals in Monday night .
would finance them.
bitterly denounced the old BolsheA fall of thrM to five- .inches
Hight
expects
Despite
a
weight
loss
caused
by
the
extended
drive
,
The Democratic chief executive,
vik as a Stalinist at the Soviet
of ,snow jm ythe'- upper half of in what he described
as "almost to net about $360,000 from the
Communist parly 's :22nd congress
north-central Texas and two t.o certainly my last message
this
in October.
y.
four inches. '.inylhev Texas Pan- session ,"ytold assemblymen and sale, which begins Thursday.
Believed destined . for oblivion
handle was predicted for tonight. senators that amendments to his Hight drove the herd off his 16,then , Molotov apparently, slipped
In Oklahoma , snow varied from compromise tax bill had cut es- OOO-acre ranch at Westover in
out of the Sbviet Embassy in Vitwo to five inches in the north- timated surpluses from $30 million south central- South Dakota Thursenna by a side exit during a
west, with some snow also in the to 3.5 million for the biennium day morning. He had
. planned yto
mysterious power failure in the
central, south and southwest sec- ending June 30, 1963,
arrive at this auction center toembassy area - and sped to the
tions.
"The amendments have lent a
By GEOFFREY GOULD
;
.
train station . .
Snow was falling over Arkansas narrow and risky balance ," Nel- night.
WASHINGTON- . . iffi ' —" Members pouring la. for . the reconvening of
IAEA officials were as amazed
with depths of four : inches and son, said , adding:
Today's weatfier fprecast called
¦
By JOHN O, KOEHLER
as diplomats in Moscow by the Congress Wednesday are findin g many changes in the enlarged and
more. Communities in the north'In my judgment you should act for winds up 'to ".40 .miles ' an hour
',
.
Soviet annoncemeiit . of Molotov 's newly scrubbed old Capitol.
west had readings as low as 9 to restore the revenue cuts made
BONN. Germany XAPU-British;
I i Most of the changes stem from the extension of the building 's Prime Minister HaroldyMacmillari
retu rn .
degrees early today. .' Many schools in the compromise tax bill since with a temperature of 15 below.
- ' - . ¦' . .
l east front , a project which has been under way for severa l years. The
closed. Traffic was moving . with all of these revenues will be need- Wind-blown snow had cut visibilmet with Chancellor Konrad Adity
to
a
quarter
mile
by
the
time
difficulty.
' entire job should be finished in about six weeks -— much of the new
ed in the next biennium. If you do
enauer
today and informants said
Hight
and
his
drovers
nudged
the
area aueauy is in use.
,
not do it
' $24-milIion project added 22
At Jackson, Mis*., a snowstorm done the now, it will have to be herd over its final 17 miles to the
The
they
would
discuss a new U.S.«
next session. It will not
accompanied by freezing temperasafety of the stock pens. .
feet to the east side of the build- (
Brit ish ; proposal for an East-West
be easier than now."
tures closed some highways and
ing, and put it in balance archi- '
Hight . figures plenty of feed and
Nelson said some . '"50 ." spending
standstill agreement to take the
schools.
lecturally. It was an undertaking i • . .
bills still before the Legislature water between now and the sale
- . .- ..
'¦
heat off the Berlin crisis.
The Weather Bureau predicted would
close
to
the
heart
of
the
late
speaktime
will
put
lost
weight
back
on
cost an added $39 million .
Macmijlan
from one to three inches of snow
and
the
West
Ger,
Sam
Rayburn.
.
er
of
the
House
"\ have reviewed carefully each his steers.
Before Wednesday with a low of
The new east front contains
man chancellor opened tlie first
one
of these measures," Nelson
20 degrees forecast at Jackson tosumptuous suites of offices , orof
several sessions in their day¦
said.
"Frankly,
several
of
them
¦
night. , : , '
nate reception rooms just off the
¦/"
long talks with only interpreters
Don Hight
Winter hit Louisiana. A drop are extremely worthwhile: I enHouse,
floors
of
the
Senate
and
dorse their objective .
present. Their foreign ministers
At End of the Trail
into the low 20s by nightfall was
and a new entrance hall.
"Nevertheless there are no availMINNEAPOLIS (AP) - "I can
and other aides were to join them
forecast as snow fel l in the north- able extra funds
to finance any
The Senate and House restauhandle lumber , buy and sell catern part of the state.
of these measures, however merirants have been enlarged and re- j MILWAUKEE WV-Two " girls, 5 i for lunch and an afternoon
tle but I can 't keep books."
Icy conditions caused by fhe torious they may be "
meeting,
,
arranged , but the famous bean '
snow and rapidly dropping temThat was the statement late soup, remains tbe same. The ! and 6-year-olds , angered because j
The governor said he considered
peratures closed roads leading it his responsibility to advise the
Monday of William A. Healy as House members' dining room is they were refused a ride on a , No agenda wa* set, but Mae»
'
from northern Louisiana to south- Republican controlled Legislature
he pleaded guilty to charges in- brightened by a large painting of red snowplow , set fire to St. Stan- mill'an and Adenauer were expected to take up the Briton 's Deislaus
Roman
Catholic
Church
ern Arkansas. of
federal
im
volving
non-payment
that he would veto "any spending
Lord Cornwallis surrendering at Monday, fire and police officials cember meeting with President
WASHINGTON 'AP)y- West
come taxes for 1958-59 , when the, Yorktown.
In Shreyeport, La., all public bill put on my desk unless it pro- Germany ' s Vice Chancel lor LudKennedy in Bermuda , Britain 's
said.
government claims hisymcome was
negotiations to enter the six-naschools were closed . About half vides a specific revenue measure wig Erhard says he strongly fafoot-square picGetting
this
12
:
0
.
,
$40,00
in:
Damage
appeared
certain
to
exctfroWfof
;
.
_ .
to pay for it"
.
, a monument al
tion European Common Market ,
an , inch of snow had fallen by 9
ture
in
place
was
'
4
vors President Kennedy 's proposceed $10,000.
'
}-le:alVi3^%ei^tcs' lumber corti- i
"I will not be a party to de- als to liberalize trade and make
and . Britain 's desire that the Bonn
a.m. and traffic was already af517.,0'ou task. It was painted on
'
The
girls
ro-enacted
for
their
(APIMinn
,
,
,
Falls
nnd
Minn.
j
MONTGOMERY
panics at Fergus .
fected. Cars were reported skid- ficit spending or any kind of fis- across-the-board
1857 by Constantino parents , church and fire officials ! government offset some of the
plaster
in
reductions
in Fire broke out. at a car agency Mantador and Lidgerwood,
N.D,
ding down streets and having a cal manuevering which makes U.S. tariffs.
Brumidi , who also did the fres- Monday night how they set the $l!)fl-mil!ion annual maintenance
and adjacent garage and service He said he once employed account- coes ins(de the dome.
cost of the 51 ,000-man British
commitments now and postpones
difficult time climbing hills.
The European Common Market station just before midnight , , caus- ants but hadn 't in recent years.
blaze.
Army of the Rhine.
In Louisiana , at Monroe, snow the obligation to raise the reve- in turn should reciprocate with
When
the
House
chamber
was
;
began to stick around 8:30 a.m. nue to a future legislature ," Nel- lower external tariffs if Kenne- ing a loss estimated at more than
They
said
they
lit
a
long
taper
British official s salcf ' 'M'acmilTan
ago
,
the
paint
Devitt
ordered
;
remodeled
10
years
Judge Edward J,
$50 ,000.
By 9 a.m. nearby Ruston had half son said.
brought
from his Bermuda meetfrom
a
burning
vigil
light
and
dy ' s trade program wins congres1
probation investigation before ; ing was covered up with paneling.
Fire Chief Kenneth ' Gilhausen , a
; used the taper to kindle hay in ing With Kennedy a tentative
an inch and rural roads were beit
has
been
uncovered,
careNow
.
sional . approval , Erhard
told
sentencing
Healy.
;
who estimated the loss, said i
alternative
should
ginning to ice.iwcr. In Alexandria ,
the Nativity crib at a side altar. U.S. -British
newsmen Monday night ,
.lames Maxwell , 21 , Grand Rap- J fully removed in one piece with ;
flames destroyed the E and L
rain fell during the morning with
Flames .shot 70 feet in the air current attempts to achieve a ne!
i
the
plaster
stiffened
by
eheniiprison
drew
three
years
in
,
'
"This is 'the time now for great Motors , together with three new ids
snow predicted later in the day.
! cals , and placed in the dini ng j and spread the blaze t o - t h e ceil- gotiated settlement of the Berlin
and imaginative ideas," the West cars, three second hand ones, and and his brother , Robert , 23, four room one flight down. It required i ing, said Battalion Fire Chief Rob- crisis fail .
The temperature was 38 at ' 9 a .m.
months after both had pleaded j
German said in advocating broad two new trucks .
but was expected to drop near 20
i ert Heindl. The fire fed on sevAdenauer indicated that present
guilty to theft of a $13,000 semi- 'I considerable retouching.
tariff reductions.
by night. ' .
Flames were first noticed about
eral Christmas trees clustered attempt s in Moscow by U.S.
its
tractor.
trailer
and
AmOne
of
the
biggest
projects
in
I
'
/
More than a half foot of snow
i about the crib and .-caused ex"It is always easier to carry 11:50 p.m. and had a strong head
.
The two admitted stealing the 1 the huge refurbishing program for pensive damage to (lie ' altar , its bassador Llewellyn Thompson to
fell in western Kansas . Tribune
out bold ideas ," he said. "It i.s start by the time nearly 50 men
WIND LAKE , Wis. W-I.ance
set
up
an
East-West
negotiation
,
which
will
cost
the
Capitol
area
,
and
drivWis.
truck
in
Superior
i
reported 7 inches . ' Gnrden City fi
statues and the ceiling.
F. Ricoh . II , strangled -Mon- easier to- have across the board from
and
New
Montgomery
, 011 Berlin arc getting nowhere, '
'
and Dodge City 3.
reductions ' than to fiunhle with Prague were summoned. Montg-.¦ ing it t o Grand Rapids , where it a tot al of $125 million , 'is the , new
day when the neck strap which
This bolstered reports the ' West'
¦
The
StloHouse
Office
'Building.
a
janitor,
,
garDonald
Wargin,
24,
each" tariff positi on individually-; ' ¦gomery is - about 35 miles south of was dismantled. . Robert Coe
j
Some of the coldest air of Ihe
attached to his saxophone
ern Allies are searching for ancaught on the springs of a
Erhard ends his two-day Wash- the Twin Cities , in LeSucur Coun-. age man at Grand Rapids, has !1 million structure wjll he ready for [ was overcome by smoke as he I other , way - out ot the crisis. V
season swept across-the northeast
aboiil'1%3
and
may
be
occupancy
will
)
in
led
masked
firemen
to
a
catwalk
iracy
been
charged
consp
bunk lied.
ington visit today. His . schedule ty.
j
plains of New Mexico westward
' the case anil i.s awaiting trial in j named- for Speaker Sam Ray- 1 high above the ceiling. He was ; The reported t' .S.-British alincludes meetings with Secretary
Tlie boy 's mother , -Mrs. Robto the Continental Divide.
Cause of the blaze was not de- 'Dulut h.
I treated at a hospital ' anil released. ternative would have both sides
| burn .
ert. Hiech , snid I.nnce had been
of .Commerce Luther 11. Hodges , termined.
The
cost
of
the
now
building
inIn Wyoming, the mercury fell
: The girls said they had been ' accept—with or without exp licit
World Hank President
Eugene
practicing, in his bedroom. She
Judge Dennis F. Donovan also J cludes a subway from the Capitol. ! playing on the school grounds and I[ agreement—the present situation
to 24 below zero at Casper and
said that when the sound slopBlack , Secretary of the Treasury
.
ordered pre-senleiice inv estigation Heretofore , only senators hnvo became angry when the snowplow I in divided Berlin , div ided GermaLaramie and to IS .below at
ped , she looked in and found
Douglas Dillon , Secretary of State
I
I
,
Chicago,
for
Frank
Purness
'10.
: rated the luxury of an . under- I operat or refused to give them a I ny and central Europe for tlio
Cheyenne . Al Butte , Mo iil., in
him tangled in Ihe joop of the
Dean Husk and Underse cretary ol
to
who
pleaded
nolo
coiitendre
Kacl i side
ground ride between buildings .
-32
degrees.
was
ride. The fi-year-old said she ' foreseeable future.
,
early morn inn it
strap. The hook on the end of
State George W. Ball
charRcs of impers onating an Army
would agree mil. to resort . to
In the east front the joint Atum- would take most of the blame.
Temperatures hit sub-zero recordthe strap was engaged in the
force and lo avoid provocative acErhard reported that hit 85officer and driving a stolen car ; ic Energy Committee already is
'
ings in Colorwl<i .
springs of Ihe upper buYik.
' ¦
i
tions
in the two purls of Berlin.
lines,
across
stale
minule
meeting
with
Kenned
y
:
installed
in
the
finished
attic
schedules
were
Bus and airline
The boy was pronounced
Monday
centered
in
the
future
The
inducement for such an
runiess was arrested at Detroit i flour. The spacious quarters indead at a hospital.
disrupted in Colorado and Wyomof the .Atlantic communit y .
agreement
would he the avoid(
Lakes
,
a
where
he
bad
posed
for
clude
security
section
,
with
n
,'w'
s
m!ti
°v
a"
..!.0g„95.... n.'?.!!L£2i'1?
~~"~
""'
ance of another world '-wi r and
...several dayi-..Jis..a._br.iga(licr....Rcn.-...LguaaLat.. 1 be. ilorirlJ,Q_kc.c.n...auL.l!.I!:.
high ways.
'¦po .v slhlP~",nnriti;-Tr disaster; other—
•CHICAGO (AIM - An Illinois • ' rial at the Ameriran Legion Club , . authorized
persons.
Luxurious
Two deaths M ere attributed to
wi.vp considered a tearfull y real
Central Railroad passenge r train i i Agents said the IO0I Cadillac he bearing rooms are provided in
the storm in Denver , both resultpos sibility.
was derailed near Amelia . Iowa , ' was dri ving had been rented in both the ripen and the security
ing fro m httirl attacks induced
today and the engineer nnd two' |Chicago l .mt. not returned.
*
. sections.
by ovcr-exertlon in trying to cope
other men were trappe d in the
with the city 's 13',4- inch snowfall.
¦
wreckage.
; CLAUK SVII.I.K . bid . iAD —
Railroad headquarters in ChiClarks ' v ihV high school remained
emergency
repair
cago said
closed today
as investigators
other
equipment , ambulances and
checked on the second bomb
aid were being sent lo the site,
FEDERAL FORECAST
threat 111 a week. '
I wo miles east of Ame lia which
WINONA AND VICIN ITY The .school's !i30 pupil s were 1 WASHINGTON ' (Al' i -- Airlin es
is fill miles east of Fori Dodge.
Mostly fair and cold with sl owly
sent home Monday alter a threat- ! may begin on 'March I charg ing
diminishin g wind s tonight and
The train was the llawkeye ,
ening mite was received. The note passengers up to $50 when they
Wednesday. Low tonight 15 below ,
No. II , which left Chicago at 8
indicated a homh had been plant- don 't show up for their reservaNF.W YORK 'A D - An Air: Ihe plane last was reported.
high Wedne silny zero.
p.m , Monday and was due in
1 I'd in the school. ,
tions , the Civil Aeronautics Hoard
Langley,
an Air Force
LOCAL W EATHER
Sioux City, Iowa, at 9:30 11.111. The Force KI !.">0 tank e r aircraft with ) At
Firemen , city and .slate police has decided in n t entative ruling.
Official observations for the 24
derailment occurred nl 8:25 a.m. nine- men aboard was report ed j .spokesman said 11 radio cheek was
But a passenger may also colearly today on a Might being made with all airports and j and FBI agents went through the
hours ending ml 12 ni. lodny.
The two diesel units , an express overdue
(mm Langley Air Force Base , fields where the plane may have 1 building , hut all they found was lect 11 penalty ot at least $23 if
Maximum , !»; minimum , -.-11;
car and a post office ear overVa.. to the Azores Islands off Por- landed if trouble developed on the a wooden box containing a wrist he shows up with a ticket and
noon, —7; precipitation , (race.
The
completely ,
two tugal
turned
fli g ht.
W
EATHER
.
j watch. The watch had stopped , finds no seat available.
AIRPORT
coaches and a sleeper remained
In a ruling Monday, the CAB
The Coast Guard here said the
The plane left Lang ley al 11:17 ! A demolition team from Ft.
(North Central Observation*}
upright but listing.
Knox,
Ky
.,
was
called
after
the
'
said
the order would he deferred
plane
po
sition
was
p.m.
Mons
last
report
ed
a.m.
Monday
and
wa.s
due
in
the
;
fi
al
2
j
temp,
Max.
Railroad officials in Chicago about 240 miles due east of Nor- Azores at fi. ,'i!l p.m.
box was discovered in a hoys ' i for 20 days to allow the airlines
day , min. -12• at 7 a. m, l odny.
said they did not know whether folk . Va,
BREAKFAST DISCUSSION . . . West German economics min| Its fuel supply woul d hav e been 1 washro om.
! or other interested parties to filo
noon -9 . broken layer of clouds
the two (rapped men WCTO in the
TJie spokesman said a "truck I exhausted al I I p.m. Monday j The school received a bomb I comments or protests.
ister I.udivig Erhard , left , talks with Secretary of Commerce
at -',500 feel, visib ility 8 miles wilh
overturned express car or Ihe line " search was being conducted Langley rifticiuls said.
1 threat liy telephone about II a.m.
The action stemmed from a relight snow , wind lfl miles per hour
Luther Hodges as they breakfast at the Commerce Department in
post office car. The engineer was —meaning, he said , a search of
The plane i.s attached to the last Thursday, anil pupils were quest nl 11 majo r air lines that
from northw est wit h gusts t () 25, Washington . Erhfird is in the United States for n scries of talks
trapped in the lead unit of the an area 40 miles south and 00 4?.7th Air Relucllng Squadron at, i sent home then A search turned something be done about the
barometer 30. ,18 . and rising, huwith high ranking government officials. (AP Photofax/
double diesel.
.A '
»mil«s -north of the area in which Langley.
.„..,¦ '. „ v
i up no explosives.
I "no-shows. ','.
midity 54 percent. .

[Ca ttle Drive Oye r

Nelson Warns
Legislators on 7 ,8(pSfeers
Spending Bills ReachWinner

Many Changes

In Old Cap itol

German Trade
Expert Favors
Car Agency
Kennedy Proposal Bums at

Lumberman
Admits Failure
To Pay Taxes

Macmillan and
Adenauer Seek
To Ease Peri!

r2 tittle Girls 1
Admit Setting
I Fire fo Church

Montgomery

Boy Strang les
On Neck Strap
Of Saxophone

Illinois Central
Train Derailed

WEATHER

Air Tanker With
9 Aboard Missing

High School
C/osecf/ n
Bomb Scare

Airlines fo
|Charge Upto $50
: For 'No-Shows '
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Last Day Deer

. good movement of water in it
: coming down from the Black Riv
•; er.- When it was slow last weekend, nearly everybody was cafeh
i ing fish there. There was a par
j ade of cars going in and out ol
; the area , like to a football garni
; Saturday and Sunday , he declared .
J. He live;! on the heights overlooking the whole area.

On top of that , his friends
Locally, there were a few
tell us, it was a running shot
good spots during : the weekend , but most fishermen have
•' at 75 yards. 'Die doe dressed
out at 110 pounds . Gierok is
not found these favorite places
a student at River Falls State V and there was not sufficient
College , nnd was home on vafresh snow to track good fishcation when he went along wilh
ermen to them.
the .bowhiinters , . I'cir a nu.mLargest walleye entered at Jack' ,' , . ber of years , Independence , hasson ' s Tavern Over the weekend
had; a- very active ybowhuntwas a five-and-onc-half pounder.
. ing group.
In fact , it was the only one ofFishing Conditions/
fered A few large crappies were
Dense ice , thr ough which little brou ght in for the contest .
. or no sunlight is [¦ p'ciiet 'ra 'ting. to
" A few perch , good-sized
'.make '-a new . supp ly of - oxygen in
ones , were caiiglil out of Lake
the Water below , may be already
Winona where oxygen content
endangering fish life in land-Iocktests were made by the Park<rd water areas where there is no
\xiirrent , j tobcrt C. Word , fishVbi- ' Recreation Board Saturday
Tests made
vckgist of the Mississippi River ¦ nnd Monday.
Conservation . Conirnittee , stated | ' . . east of Huff street showed 11 ,
parts of oxygen to 1,000 .parts
'¦•' .. today ". ' j
at several spots. This is favor.- . •. ' Most .Mississippi s.l on g h s
able for winter fish life. The
'• ' . ' ¦: where a lot of fish winter
danger point- i.s not reached
have outlets through which
until the reading drops below
fisli move naturally from low
five. ';•
oxygen content waters to more
West of Huf f street dike about
fa vorable babitate. y Fish have :
150 feet out from shore at the
a sense that directs them to
foot of Dacota street a reading of
seek the most comfortable
8.5 was made. This was the lowspot around to live in during
the more or k's.s: dormant-:. est of any on the lake; M. ' -J. Bambenek , Park-Recreation director ,
state of life in winter.
declared. Regular testing will be
This sur vival instinct causes a taken to get more oxygen to tlie
movement to ' .habit ate containing a fish . •'¦¦" ¦ ¦
current which is more apt to posNord told us of" a new methsess more oxygen: A slight thaw
od that has been used sue-,
. can cause an inf l ow of surface
cessfully in some of . the trout
water loaded with oxygen into
lakes of the West , Instead of
such slough 1-' ,
pumping water out , pressure
Htnry Kowalewski , Winona 's
pumps are used to pump air
most erdent sunfish fisherman ,
Into the water. This causes
'
tf t t z rd (be . (Utterance In fishwarm water in ( lie bottom to
in? after . the: recent two days
rise and -Open areas to decf abo '.' fr eezing, weather ,
velop on the lake through
Tnr- v;r,f' :':h , the big ones , bewhich the wind whips air into
mr *!:,!'. of Vile Lp to then .
the water, it may be tried if
i". vfev 'trly t.v,' liMle ones that
needed here , Mike said. The
'
r,>':m'-i'. they re- j city lias such pumps.
: «Vr .«: >",'>..r;i
(,- ¦-': *vwy;'tc
¦
. J
Last year , I J". S. readers spent
'
¦
'
O- i ' v-J ] . ¦;>:>¦ r. ;,< - b en good . ' $1.2 billion 'f or all types of books
¦
¦
'¦¦'¦:-. : ¦ ¦>¦ t::'-;r- " a — 111 percent more than in .1039.
. ) ¦ '.' 1 ' . ' ¦ •¦ ,
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Most bowhunters will class Peter P. Gicrok , Independence, . Wis.,
8$ a "kreky guy. " I/e went bow. 'hunt ing the last day of the Wisconsin bow season with a group
of friends, borrowed a bow- and
killed the fiw shown in *the picture. It was the first time be
ever went bowhunting for deer.
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Bids Asked on
Might
Help
B
luffs
High School
Remodeling Job In BomkX Tallout
¦

*.' ¦

' f

'

The Board of . Education Monday night called for bids on the
remodeling ot corridors , toilet
facilities and expansion of storage areas at the Winona Senior
High School.
Final plans for (he project , estimated to cost about $125,000, were
submitted by W. IV. Ward of FladSmith & Associates and approved
by the board. Directors then set
Feb. 5 as the bid opening date.
WORK contemplated includes
construction of an addition in the
court between the main wing of the
high school and
¦ the auditorium
gymnasium. • ¦'. _ • • ¦ ,____,
-This would house toilet facilities
|b\v in the basement , first and secorl'd'y floorSi*'freeing those rooms for
remodeling for 'Wher purposes; .
Additional classrooms would be
realized in the remodeling and
electronics laboratories now in the
Central Junior High School might
he moved to the Senior High
School building . ,
IN CONNECT ION with tho cor-

ridor remodeling, . new lockers
wMd be installed , ceilings Iower^ window
e<T-and
arrangements, in
certain instances , revised.
The locker portion of the project
will add approximately 100 lockers
to the present ' number.
The job will be paid for from
the school building sinking fund.
Since the fund won 't be adequate
to cover the entire cost until tax
receipt s are in late this year , directors are considering the possibility of making a transfer from
the school general fund to the sinking fund so that money will be
available as bills come due.
There had been some question
as to whether school law, permitted such a transfer . (Levided specifically for new school construction and major plant improvement , the sinking fund revenues
can never be used for other general school purposes.)

. The towering bluffs of the Hiawatha Valley may protect Winona
from radioactive fallout following
a possible atomic bomb explosion ,
Brother L. Edward , F.S.C., civil
defense radiological defense officer for Southeastern Minnesota ,
told ' the Winona County Medical
Society Monday.
The brother , who is chairman of
the St. Mary 's College mathemat-

Every Goodview Home
To Get Bomb Booklet

Every Goodview home will get a
copy of the new government booklet on thermonuclear attack and
survival.
It's a project of the volunteer
fire department , which , is headed
by Joseph Trochta.
Each year the firemen distribute
a telephone book sticker bearing
numbers to call to report fires.
"Three of us decided this year
that as long as we were making
the rounds with the stickers : we
might as well take the booklets,"
said Trochta." We took the radioactive course at the high school a
couple of years ago. People should
know something about it."
Local distribution point for the
Defense Department booklet is. the
post office.
At the post office Postmaster

WABASHA , Minn. (Special) Arraignment of Steven B. Gray,
22 , Rochester , on a second degree
larceny charge was postponed in
Wabasha County District Court
from this morning to ..the special
session at 10 a.m. Monday/ Judge
Arnold Hatfield is presiding.
Also on Monday , Herman Von
Essen , 22, Mazeppa farmer , will
be sentenced on a charge of assaul t in the second degree , to
which he pleaded guilty Nov, 30.
Von Essen was first charged with
first degree assault on his brotherin-law , Richard Sibley, Mazeppa
police officer , to which he pleaded
not guilty. A j ury was drawn and
testimony was heard Nov. 29.
Following his guilty plea on the
lesser charge , the judge ordered
a pre-sentence investigation ,
A jury case was to have started this morning—A lvin E. Benike ,
Rochester.1 vs. . Wabasha Sand &
Gravel Co. and Portabl e Concrete
Inc. —but it wa.s settled , The court
nlso announced settlement of the
case brought by Matt Kohn against
Ernest Wedge as administrator of
the estate of Milton Funk and
Home Gas Co,
A jury was being drawn this
morning to hear the action brought
by Robert Tri . Zumbrota , against
Warren Carey, Kellogg. Tri is
complainin g that a tractor he purchased at Carey 's auction was defective.

Wabasha Masons
Install Holmgren
As New Master

If you haven't obtained your
1962 motor vehicle license
plates, you'd better hurry.
Deputy Registrar of Motor
Vehicles Morris Bcrgsrud said
Wednesday is the last day to
buy plates without a penalty.
His office will be open until
$ p.m. today and Wednesday.
Starting Thursday, Jan. 11,
the penalty is $1. Starting Jan.
21 the penalty is S2. The maximum $2.50 penalty starts Feb.
1. Plates may be mounted immediately. They must be on
by March 1.

8 Debate Teams
In 2 Tourneys
Eddy Gilmore
Eddy Gilmore, a Pulitzer Prize
winning reporter , will speak at a
Wiiiqn a State College convocation
at 8 p.m. Jan, 22 ,
Gilmore—a big, burly Alabaman—has been reporting foreign
news 18 years. He returned to
America this winter from his assignment covering the European
scene for the Associated Press.
Previousl y he was for 12 years
chief of the AP's Moscow bureau.
Gilmore was awarded the Pulitzer prize in 1947 for his written
interview with Premier Joseph
Stalin at the start of the " B i g
Four talks. The year , before he
received the Headliners and Sigma Delta Chi awards for the best
foreign correspondence.
In a best-selling autobiography
called "Me and My Russian VVife,"
Gilmore tells of his Russian experiences.
Gilmore joine d the staff of the
Associated Press in Washington in
1935. On one of his first tri ps to
Moscow , he met a pretty ballerina , Tnmara Cheinashova. A romance quickl y developed , but Hie
Soviet government didn 't approve.
Gilmore called on an old friend ,
Wendell Willkie , for help. The Republican leader cabled Stalin asking for leniency. Stalin agreed and
the two were married July 13, 1043.
They have two small daughters ,
Vicki and Susanna.

Chest to Hold
Annual Meeting
Officers and board members will
be elected at the annual dinner
meeting of the Winona Community
Chest at 6:30 p.m. Monday nt the
YMCA.
nespcclive retirin g president and
campaign director are Ferris C.
Booth and Milton A. Goldberg.
Five directors will he elected at
tbe general membership dinner for
tliree-ycar terms.
Retiring directors nre Booth ,
Mi'Hv'»AT--M.'--<ioorRoii,.-Stauley--.Am
dcrson , Ted Biesanz and Evan
Henry. The hoard will meet after
dinner and elect officers. Myron
W, Findlay is chairman of the
nominatin g committee .
The public is invite d. Make reservations by phoning the Chest.

WABASHA , Minn. — Wapnhnsa
Lodge 14, AF & AM , has Installed
Howard Holmgren as master.
Others installed : Peter Drysdale and John Bruogger , senior
and junior warden; Frank Vnchs ,
I reasurer ; Wilbur Koelmel , secretary; Donald Carr and Werner
"'Sr^reinli'nr'^irthr''r(nd-'jnnioT--war>
den; Ly le Uiehnrdsoii , chaplain;
Everett Marcou and Carl Lanzcl ,
senior and junior steward; W. A.
l'almen , marshal , and August
rHeilslickcr , tyler.
Past Master Howard CJucseii. herrv was Inst alling officer and
¦
Stanley Oslrom was installing marshal.
Man Loses Fingers
Forty members enjoyed the anA Homer man who had part of
prepared
nual ovster slew supper
several fingers on his right hand
hy Wiilard Drysdnle.
amputated as a result of an accident at work Monday night was in
HAPPY COINCIDENCE
SAN DIEGO Ml — 1» answer- good condition (his noon at Winona
ing a help-wnnl ed ad , Val Me- General Hospital , Arlen Olson , 25,
(' ashen dialed 'the wron« num- was admitted to the hospital shortber . He got Hill Sharp 's Illllcr est ly before 11 p.iii. after an accideiil
Anti ) Supply, Turned out thnt at Melnmine Plastic Corp., 616 W,
Sharp did hiippen to. need a man , 4lh St ., where he works in Ihe laboratory.
thou gh. McCashen was hired.

Eagles Regular Meeting i
Wed.—8 p.m. in the Aerie Room

¥

John W. Dugan said today that
he had received only about 500
copies of the booklet so rather than
exhaust the supply to fill the Goodview order , he has ordered 500
copies especially for the village.
There 's been no run on the booklets. The post office has distributed only about a dozen since the
first of the year. They 're available
at the windows.
Incidentally, the sticker which
the Goodview firemen will distribute will have telephone numbers of
the two village constables—Iver
Odegaard Jr. and George Kohner
—as well as day and night fire
numbers. Apparently too many
residents have been goin g directly
to the sheriff instead of first turning to their."own Jaw enforcement
officials..

spective delegate and alternate
delegate to the State Medical Society were Dr. Louis Wilson , Rushford , and Dr. Howard, W. Satterlee, Lewiston.
BROTHER EDWARD (aid fallout usually follows the pattern of
winds. Since area winds sweep
oyer the . Hiawatha Valley, it's
probable fallout would be carried
past Winona to fall elsewhere. He
said -radiological monitoring stations established at St. Mary 's College and elsewhere in the area had
not detected a significant increase
in fallout following the recent explosion of large atomic bombs by
the Russians.
The speaker offered a simple
precaution that could save millions
of lives immediately following an
atomic bomb explosion. There's an
interval between the explosion and
the dangerous heat wave that follows. If a person falls face down
immediately after the bomb explodes and . covers his head with
his arms—or plunges face down
into a nearby ditch—he will avoid
seriou s burns: from the heat wave.

Deadline
Newsman Gilmore Wednesday
For New Ca r Plates
Here January 22

MONDAY THE board received
an opinion from the state attorney
general stating that a transfer of
funds may be made from the general fund to the sinking fund. :
Directors Monday also approved
payrolls for homebound instructors
totaling $673; substitute teachers;
$352.50; attendance teiacber, $52.50;
physical education assistant, $96:
noon hour supervision , $285: custodian helpers, $198.80, and student
help in the cafeteria , $53.40.

Arraignment at
Wabasha Delayed;
Case Under Way

ics department , addressed a dinner meeting of the society at the
Williams Hotel. "~
Dr. Warren Haesly was elected
society president, "succeeding Dr.
James V. Tester. Dr. R. H. Hartwich was elected vice , president.
Dr. Herbert 1 Heise was re-elected
secretary-treasurer. Dr. Dale H.
Hawk, St. Charles, was .elected a
director for- two years. Elected re-

j

Eight Winona Senior High School
debate teams participated in tournaments at Newton , Iowa , and
Eau . Claire (Wis. ) State College
Saturday,
Records of two wins and three
losses were posted by teams of
Kent Gage and Jack Nelson and
Gary Blumentritt and Tony Schima
in five rounds of cross-question ,
two-man team debating at the first
annual tournament sponsored , by
Newton High School.
The tournament field , was limited to 32 teams from selected Midwest , schools. - . .
Six other teams..also coached by
Robert Neujahr , meanwhile, were
participating in the 18th annual
Interstate High School Debate
Tournament at Eau Claire . Eighty
teams representing 30 schools in
Wisconsin and Minnesota participated.
Winona affirmative teams were:
Kathy Czaplewski and Gloria Sifferatli , Bernie Arenz and Brian Aubin and Dorothy and Kathryn
Deye. Negative: Jennifer Boiler
and Barbara Ferguson, Jeanne
Cieminski and Carole Van Thomma and Dennis Fletcher and Richard Tezak.
Winona will participate in next
weekend's tournament at La
Crosse State College.
*

La Crosse Attorney
A rrested by U.S.
CHICAGO W) — Jonathan C. Bunge, an attorney with offices in Chicago and La Crosse, Wis. , was arrested Monday on a charge of fail :
lire to file federal income tax returns from 1955 through 11)57.
Bunge was indicted by a U. S,
District Court grand ju ry in Milwaukee on Dec. 19 for failing to
report taxable income of $63,952
for the three years.
Bunge appeared before a U. S.
commissioner , who released him
on his own recognizance bond of
$1,000 and set a hearing for Jan.
15 on removal to Milwaukee,

Dr. Warren W. Haesly

Although concrete of adequate
thickness, is highly effective in protecting against radiation , even
hardpacked earth 30 inches thick
will offer protection , Brother Ed"ward said. Thus large numbers of
persons could be protected using
readily available earth . ;
THE PROPOSED neutron bomb

which recently caused widespread
concern—is not as lethal as is commonly believed , the speaker said .
Some authorit ies had recommended manufacture . of such a bomb
since it would kill people but not
damage machines or buildings.
However , Brother Edward said
rays from a neutron bomb explosion would have a short effective
range. The atomic bomb explosion
needed to explode the neutron ;
bomb would in itself cause considerable damage.
Dr. Testor introduced Brother
Edward. Thirty: doctors and their
wives attended. The society has organized a . speakers bureau. Thus
doctors will be available to talk
to organizations about such subjects as recent advances in medicine and surgery.
:.- '¦ ' . 'y —.
^

Gars S ideswin ,
Two Men Unhurt

'
HARMONY , 'AIinn.-,P r e s t o n
and Rochester men escaped injury when their cars sideswiped
on a" Bristol Center road three
miles west of here Sunday afternoon.
The car driven by Dennis 'Junge,
Preston , sideswiped the vehicle
driven by Everad Gjovig. Rochester. Gjovig 's car went into the
ditch and hit an electric line pole,
, . . . - ¦ ¦¦
breaking it.
The Fillmore County sheriff' s office said Monday Junge will be
charged with driving over the center line. Damage to the Junge
car was estimated at'$ 100 and to
Gjovig ' s at $400.

Pep in 4-H Leaders
DURAND , Wis.-Mrs. O w e n
Brady, president of the Pepin
County Leaders Federation , said
there will be a leaders meeting
Saturday at 1:30 p.m. at the courthouse here, All 4-H general leaders, project leaders and ju nior
leaders arc encouraged to attend.
The program will include ' e'ection
of officers; state 4-H band and
chorus applications; entires in the
4-H speaking contest and distribution of free trees .

DOES THIS CHEER ?

Gel Ready for
Elm Disease,
State Man Says

"Farwarned is to be forearmed ," was the theme of Donald M.
Coe's talk Monday evening at the
City Hall concerning the possibility
of the lo^s of . Winona 's elm trees
to Dutch elm disease.
Coe, director of the state division of plant Industry, was here to
advise members of the Park-Rec-.
reation Board and City Council on
the bes) preventive measures to
adopt to arrest this tree kil ling
disease which in some cities has
destroyed" every standing elm .

im^

Colder: -75 Tonight

Cold weather held Winon a in its
grip today. After dropping to —11
this morning, the thermometer is
slated I D fall to —15 tonight and
not get much higher 1 than zero
Wednesday.
The usual mid day warmup was
missing, the noon reading was —7.
It was the coldest . noon of the

SANITATION is the answer —

not spraying, ; he explained. The
disease.j s; spread by a European
beetle with , a ravishing appetite.
If proper pruning of healthy trees
and destruction of the diseased —
by fire — is not done , there is
little use in applying sprays. Spraying is done but only after proper
sanitation has been applied.
A colored movie showed how this
little beetle goes about his destructive work — there is no other way
that the disease is transported. If
this bug cah be contrclled . the disease can be prevented , Coe said.
"I am not here to frighten anyone. You can live with it and control : it ," Coe said . He mentioned
a city where the county and the
city couldn 't agree as to who would
pay the cost of the preventive program. Before the argument was
settled , every elm in the city, was
destroyed.

THE

FORTHCOMING

enroll-

incnl bulge In Ihe high ,school has.
been I racked for a number of
John D. McGill , Secretary - . j yenrs on the linsls of school census reports and reflects the sharp

increase In the birth rate immediately after World War II.
The swell has been movin g upward through the grades in recent
years and next year will he felt
ut the senior high school level.
The torrent enrollment at
the high school is approximately 900. It should increase to
around 1,000, hold at that level
f or three or f our yaart and
-then — barring olher (actor*
— (all back to near the pre»ent level.
The additional .students will he
accommodated through more intense utilization of available classrooms and in additional instructional areas to be obtained in Ihu
projected Senior High remodeling
program,

Mostly fair and cold with slowly
diminishing winds is the forecast
for tonight and Wednesday, Mostly
fair and onl y slight moderation in
temperature is the outlook for
Thursday, :
The thermometer started falling
Monday afternoon after reaching
a high of -9" and reached its low
mark at 7 a .m. today. During- the
past 24 hours several light snow
squalls passed; over the area , but
the snowfall was negligible.
The : North Central.weather station at Max Conrad Field reported
a 7 a.m. low of' —12 and a noon
reading of —9. The wind was from
the northwest at 18 miles per hour
with gusts up to 25 miles , per hour.
An unusually high barometer of
30.38 was reported. It was still rising. Humidity was 54 percent.
H I G H W A Y S in the area genera lly, in good winter driving condition
although some . drifts were reported
on less-traveled roads.
Temperatures today were" slightly, under those of a year ago When
the high for the .day was 21 and the
low 4. Only a trace of snow lay
on the ground at the time in contrast with today 's six inches. All
time high for Jan . 9 was 51 in 1939
and the low for the day was —31
in .1875. Wean temperature for tho
past 24 hours was —1. Normal for
this day is 16 above.
Alexandria was the coldest spot
in Minnesota this morning with a
reading cf —19. It was —16 at
Bemidji and —15 at Redwood
Falls. St. Cloud posted a low of
—14 as did Rochester. At La Crosse
the )mv was —10. A light snow
was falling at Minot , N. Ii.,. where
the morning reading was —18.
Sub-zero weather swept into
WISCON SIN , tooyon 20 to 30 m p.h.
winds.
The: mercury skidded to an official low of —14 at Eau Claire , although : a mark of —19 was reported -unofficially
¦ at Juneau.
Superior recorded — 13; Park
Falls , Wausau , Lone Rock and
Madison had —11 and Beloit —10.
The: Milwaukee :and Racine
areas, which are stiir digging eut
of the biggest snowstorm of the
season , tad a minimum ci—9 early
today. Green Bay 's low was —5.
Scattered snow : flurries f e l l
throughout most of ' Wisconsin
Monday and Monday night.

AT THE QUESTION and answer
session , Harold Briesath , City
Council president , asked how long
it would be before this disease
could be expected in Winona. Coe
said he had no idea: "We have
IT'S COLD OUTSIDE ... . Who knows better than .' the- , mailcharts and statistics and if the
man
just how cold it was today? Maybe if Robert Young knew
"
bugs Could read we could tell you.
he
was
delivering hot love letters he would warm to his task.
disease
Dutch
elm
the cost of a
-.
(Daily News photo) V
control program? Approximatel y
: >
30 cents per capita if done befor e
the disease is prcvelant ; about S8
thereafter. How many elms do we
have in Winona? No one knows.
Estimates are that 75-80 percent of
all the trees: in the "c ity are elms.
Coe warned that if any type program was adopted there would inevitably be. a group of "sharpies "
move in who do a great deal of
damage by se'lling improper sprays
and cutting down healthy trees and
MAXIMUM temperatures MonA month's study of proposed re- heads,; coaching and .other assignthat the Council should set up safeday ranged from 17 above at Ra)guards against these fly-by-night visions in the Winona public school ments. .
cine to 4 above , at Superior.
teachers ' salary schedule Was
concerns, :
Continued cold weather . is preIF THE SALARY schedule were
agreed to Monday night by the
dicted through Wednesday.
to
be
left
unchanged
those
teachBoard
of
Education.
HE ASSURED the Council that
Bul te , Mont., hit the nation 's low
more
it has power to condemn trees
A new schedule which would ers at . the top with 13...pr
"receive ho mark of —4t- -carly Monday, comyears
experience
would
which are suspected of having the raise the upper limits of the schedpared -with the high of '07 at Imdisease but only after proper lab- ule hy $400 a year and provide $100 raise. There was no change made perial. Calif.
oratory test s have been made. The to $30O boost s on the other -12 steps in the. top step last year.
Others , however, would receive
Plant-Pest Act of . 1949 . allows such (the schedule is developed on the
salary; increases of from $100 to
action.
basis of increments for each year
$300, -• ' depending on which step
Both the Park-Rccrcation Board of teaching experience up to 13) they would be during
the next conand the City Council were in agree- had been presented for board con- tract year.
ment that "something had to be sideration by a committee of teachA teacher with a bachelor 's dedone" but at ' present there are ers.
gree and six years teaching exonly funds available to start a
'
The teachers proposal came to perience, for instance , is receiving
survey on the number of trees in- the attention of the full board $5,800 this year . By advancement
volved .
for ihe first, time last night al- on the schedule — if it weren 't
There were about 30 interested though a teachers ' salary study changed — the teacher woul
d be
spectators. .
committee had met with board rep- receiving $6,000 for the next conExcavation is under way for con*
resentatives Lawrence Santelman , tract year.
president , - Dr. C. R. Kollofski , L.
struction of a water storage tanft
If
the
teachers'
prop
osal
were
Wabasha Farm Class
R . IVoodworth and F. A. Tillman accepted' the salary fnr (lie same tower for Goodvievy 's new water
on preliminary -.aspects of the sal- teacher in -1962-63. would be $6,300 system, Dr. E. G. Callahan , vilTo Meet Wednesday
ary situation for 1962-63. .
lage clerk , reported today.
an increase of $500.
lie also announced the village
Tlie
board
usually
votes
on
a
WABASHA , Minn. - The . Waba• THE TEACHERS also are counci l recently bought property
sha adult farmers class will start final draft of a new salary schedthe second series of meetings ule in February or March so that asking for an increase in the week- for installation of water mains and
Wednesday evening at the Waba- amendments may be made in con- ly- payment for work beyond 39 future street use.
The tank tower will be establishsha Public School . Meetings will tinuing contract which ' must he weeks.
rcllirncd by April -' J.
. They 're now getting -$iio a week ed in the servicc-ririvc-34th street
continue into early March.
Essentiall y, three points were for summer school teaching — in area. Footings will be poured.
Farmers will have an opportunity to discuss the "Outlook for covered in the tentative proposal addition to the annual ^salary — Mains have not yet been laid beand for other assignments which cause of cold weather . .
1962" and hear about new ad- submitted: hy the teachers.
keep. -them in school beyond the
Parts of two lots were bought in
vancements in animal nutrition.
THE FIRST is concerned with regular work year. . ' . . / '
the Rth Street area. One lot is own•
All area farmers are invited to
The teachers ' proposal calls for ed by G. E , Laliarro. 3777 6th St .,
the . basic salary schedule which ,
attend. Detailed ¦ 'information , can
durin g the current year , run 's from additional ' work to be paid for on who received about $2,400 for his
be obtained by calling Werner $4,400 for teachers with a four- the basis of 1,'Mth
of the annual parcel. Leo T: Brom , 365.) 6th St .,
Stegemann , Wabasha vo-ag loneliyenr degree but no previous teach- salary for each week worker! in who sold a larger piece of his lot ,
er. Lunch will be served Wednes- in;} experience to $7,700 for those addition to the regular year '
s work received about $4, 700, for a total
day.
wilh master 's degrees and 13 or schedule .
cost to the village of about $7 ,A limitat ion would be imposed , 100,
more years' experience. The upper
limit for four-year degree teach- however , on the amount on which
the l/3!)t |i . would be computed.
ers is $7,100.
Tho teachers are proposing that The teachers suggested th at the Conservationists
Hie salary schedule for a 39-week payment for extra -weeks worked
work year be increased $100 — to not exceed 1 /39th of the amount at W ill Tour Lab
$'.,~M\ — for the new teacher wilh the sixth step.
At fc^ Crosse
a bachelor 's degree and no previTHE THIRD POINT calls for
•
Jack Frost XII Robert P.
ous experience and a similar $100 to he paid for the first lj
I.A CROSSE . Wis. -The I.'ppor
Olson and Frosties Russ Rossi
amount in the master 's degree credits earned beyond the master ' M ississipp i River
Conservation
s
and Sandy Oskamp will leave
category, bringing the now start- degree nnd another '
Committee ' were touring the new
$100
for
Ihe
Winona at 9 a.m. Wednesday
ing salary there to $4 ,700.
V. S... Fish and Wildlife Service
next ir> .
to visit 9 area communities.
The suggested schedule at (he! I here is no provisio n
Fish Control Laboratory here tonow
for
inTho Winter Carnival royalty
four-year ' degree level would th en crements to he paid lor
day, .
advancehas not established a time
Tho lab - is experimenting. ' on
nuif-*c up, to $7, 501) afler 13 years ment beyond the master 's degree.
schedule to visit each of these
anil to $» ,)() 0 for those wilh masmeans
Of developing "selective " ' ¦
It wa.s est imated th at the teachcommunities. At Rochester the
ter 's-(legrees .
chemicals
for treatment, of lnk< 's
ers ' proposal , if accepted in il.s
trio will be on television ChaniThe salary .schedule provides entirel y,
aiid streams.
would
result
in an addinel 10. Tho other eight comIhe formula for basic teachers ' sal- tional $(i(i , ()O0 in teachers
Thf committer included n.-n' salary
munities are Stockton , Lewisservj ilioii 'ist.s from Wisconsin , Minaries . Additional increments ,^rc expenditures in Ihe
next
contract
ton , Ulica, St. Cfiarfos , Eyota ,
paid (or work done beyond the 30' yc.'ir . T'his
estimate was made on nesota , Iowa , Illinois and Missou ri ,
Dover. Elgin and Plainview.
wee k school year , for departm ent Iho basis of the staff
the Fish mid'Wildlife Service , H K
now employ- l' . S. Publi Healt h Service and
c
ed.
Directors decided not to Like tho Army Corps of Kngincers
Th " group, nieclin w at the Slat«
any action on salary matters last
Office
/liiildi/ig, is U> he.ir Irrhnight hut to study salaries during
the next month nnd" discuss the nicnl reports on fish and g.'un i *
Jait-.Mflixctiii.MU tslht
nrattrr"'!ii'--T|ve-T(^ )'ru;irr'!ni'etnu;: sludits._
publications.
They contemplate a committ ee tion control and ¦
meeting with teach ers represe ntaAmericans today h a \ e »' '.' p«Ttives prior to the final draf t of ri'iit more money in spend I b an
the now schedule.
they had 10 years ago

Teachers Ask
For Wage Hike

Goodview Tank
Work Started;
Land Purchased

Winter Carnival
Royalty to Hit
'Road' Once More

EmoUmentat Highi School
To Jump; Teachers Needed
Anticipated increases in enrollments at (lie Senior High School in
the 19(V2-f>:i school year will make
necessary employ ment of additional faculty members, Superintcndcnt of Schools A, L . Nelson advised
the Hoard nf . Education Monday
night,
Nelson said t hai the high .school
expects to graduate about 245 .students this spri ng. The enrollment
in the 10th grade next fall has
been estimated at 350, making nn
anticipated net enrollment increase
next year of KK) .

winter. On Jan. 13 when the low
was —15, the noon reading was 3
above.
The below-zero w'c a tii c r is
part of\a general cold wave moving across the Midwest , bringing
snow flurries and high winds to
many parts of Minnesota and Wisconsin.

There 'll
he more
final ing
teachers " — those who don ' t have
a permanent chmsiooiii - assigned
to them hut move (ruin one room
lo another for class period s, Coder ideal conditions 'each teacher
would have her own classroom
and during free periods have this
room tor use in preparation of
class material and for conferences.
NELSON SAID th.it teacher
placement bureaus have been informed of anticipated
faculty
needs for next fall and candidates
are being interviewed,
The superintendent also said
that replacements will he needed
for fivo teachers who nre reaching the mandatory C5 retirement

iific tin ' s year and for three staff
positions filled Ibis year on a
Iciiiporary basis,
Nelson was authorized reasonnlik' expenses to attend a conference for .school superintendents at
Giliiinliia ' University, New York
Clly, July 'y > \) .
THE

SUPERINTENDENT

ro-

IKirted on the school improv ement
program in progi'i'ss during the
Christinas holidays.
( !la.-.s blocks wi .'ie installed In
ciisl window areas of the Senior
lli;;h School auditorium , acoustical tile <:< ilin gs were installed at
the Washington - Kosciusko and
Jefferson schools and lockers for
Ihu Washington-Kosciusko shower
idoiii have arrived nnd are ready
for installation.

NOTICE OF ANNUAL MEETING
To Ihe Membcr t ol

Fidelity Savings & Loan Association
Of Winona , Minnesota
PLF.ASF.TAKF NOTICF , lhat the annual meeting of the Fidelity Savings and Loan Association of Winona will lie held at the '
office iff the Associa tion , 10'.! K\changc Puddin g . W inona.
Minnesota, on Tuesday. J a n u a r y IB , VM> > , at 7:30 1' . M . for the
purpose of electing Directors , for the Amendment of the byLaws to amend Article- III of the By-Laws , and for the transac tion of such other business ns may properly conic before the
meeting.
FREDERICK G. SCHILLING
Secretary
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Last Half
Of The ftg

By EARL. WILSON
NEW
YORK—Johnny
Carson doesn 't run to the papers' w hen some.
body picks nil -him .', but ' four guys mugged him the other 2 a.in., .as he
was' .getti ng. into a cab.: He VsWuhg back , lost part ot a too th cap, and
got repaired ,with , six stitclic.s at T' oosevelt Hospita l . "It. was like one
of those impossible things . . that- happen on TV, hut it 'happened to
rnc. " he groanod later . "N Y. is a' -summery.fes ti val ' but a winter
uar."
.
;
An ita Kkberg—th at she won t
. Stra r&e story th ey 're; Idling abqul
pose for pis now in-Hollywood or come . out ol seclusion there.even to
:ake boivs. (or '.'Lo Dolce Vita ''
"causs she ' s grown too p lump . .' .'.• siiy of Chicago. She ' s built some
] asked Sydney Chaplin 's pretty hotel bungalo ws and is looking for
y
uife .. . . N'o eile ¦: '; Adam , what -Sy 'd• a. ho: elm an ' to manage the estate
thought of Papa ' Charlie ' s becom-"Vwhi le she goes on a 15-month tour.
ing a lather again an 8th t i m e . at' . But he 'd better hot -'be -stared ' of
7Z l>'i.A''e says' '"Fet 's wahn more ;' . voodoo!
' ' , - .- '
.
.
eel's, fantasteck ':' '' she said . . . .
Peter ' .Law .ford ("Peter . 'Penl'.a-- V WEALTHY socialite Geo Hop
Davis , and Cahnii ' mel , ex of Leslie Car cm arid alCon " T ¦Sammy,
¦
k . Van " .'¦Hcti'«ch' had a- ' . chapterr most . of :Wtn Moreno, i .s marrymeeting , nt Toots Shor 's. 'Mayy y i n g Annie Farge;- the 5-fo'ot- French
v
Britt ' s ' been Vringsi 'ding for Sam-• .; TV "AiuU'i in Hollywood in March
. ' .;. ' Elizab eth Seal' s honeymoonmy at th e' . Copa ' :. .
. iiarrv Truman wii! he next i' ,i]III- ' ing in Mexico with . ..Zack Matalon
Guy of t he- Circus Saints ' ¦& Sin-i- 'whom she met in . "Irma La
ners—Ian. 30 at . the Waldo rf : . - . Douce " in Which she played the
Just- ever 'vbod 'y 'li perform for, ourr bad. bad , -bad , girl. They just mar"Lights On " ' show, for Fight 'forr " ried- quietly in Ar lin gton .' Va' , af!Sight Jan. 14 at - . Carnegie - ' - 'Hail: : er she divorced Peter Townsend—
Phil Silvers , ' Johnny Carson ,. 'Sam-r- not the Group Capt... a British
my ytXivis. Hugh " O'Brian , . Te- writer , .
Jan .Murray: got the word from
resa Brewer . Frederic . March ,
Nichols and May: .Rudy Vallee, Danny Thomas & Sheldon ReyBobby Morse. Klaine Stritch ,. John- nolds: They launch him in a big
nie • R.'iy ;" ' Allen S- Rossi ,' Geof- TV . series next fall . . . Gov .. Flfrey . Holder , , .Michael Allinsou , lington of .Tennessee heads a big
John RenrdOn , Mnr 'ha Wright . Memphis delegation corning here
Johnny. Piik'o and the Harmon - Feb. 11 for the Show Bjr tribute
ica Rascals , Betty Madig an , the to Thomas .whos e-St. - Judo 's Hosal there 's being dedicated.
Geo. Becker Choir—and the Pep- pi'
¦¦
permint Lounge : Twisters—plus ' 'Glad to tell yon that Vicky Antier, the pretty French chanteuse
others to come.
much adored by the Duchess of
ARLENE Francis ' and Martin Windsor , does a twist while playGabe! found that their friend. Hol- ing the piano at the St. Regis
lywood Agent Irving Lazar was Maisonette. Vicky opens wi.h a
constantly using the word' "eclec- half-French . half-American s o n g
tic. " Gaiiel finally . 'said , ."Irving. title d "! Keep Swinging. '' Know
do - you : know .what 'eclectic ' what it' s about? Swinging! Bemeans '.'"; Lazar- answered , "Of cause in . French , swinging means
course I know what it . rncahs '! , '.'! swinging. (Like in a . . swing, Charlook it up. every day. " ,
- . ' ¦ - .. • ¦ . ¦
lie. !.:- .' V
Our son "Big Farl" bad to post- .Alice Faye Hy.sin!.'. again , an .alpone returning to college due to bum , for ' Frank Sinatra 's record
a virus and wanted tb send his company . . . Ttudy Vallee will call
professors , an explanatory wire his memoirs, naturally, "My Time
"Have Flu-Can 't Travel. " Mommy is Vour Time " . . . . Tony Curtis '
wouldn 't let him. What can you gifl . to his: "Taras Biilba!' double
do. with parents like lhat? . .. . iii Argentina: A . trip to . L.A. and
Vikki Dotigan , the backless, front- two weeks at the Curtis home
less beauty, attended a B'way ¦• . , Actor Loir .Jacpbi has a douparty in a reveal-all gown. As ble winner in "Come Blow Your
Mrs. , ..)-. llalpern of Dover. N. d. Horn "—A ' -Jong-running ' featured
hears it , she was approached by role, plus hefty returns as a backa party guest , a physician , who er of the hit.
said , "The examination is over , EARL'S PEARLS: Definition of
dear; you can get dressed now. " a . very young boy : One ", who .lias
Haiti' s all stirred tip over danc- learned to whi stle—but doesn 't yet
er Kathcrine -'Dunham 's, - -activities' know why.
TODAY'S '.BEST LAUGH: B o b
at Port-au-Prince where , she owns
the big estate assembled in il!02 Hope told GIs in Labrador during
for Napoleon 's sister Pauline.Miss ids' t our: "I'd tell you what' s goDunham stages open-air voodoo ing oh back in the States—but I
exhibitions at the ! Bar Geisha don 't -want to frighten you with a
which - she . • '¦ built. " Superstitious lot of war talk. " A f ellow explained thai the only
neighbors blame evert a f alling
coconut on Miss D. ' s. voodoo spir- thing preventing him from getting
its and have claimed that her , im- a color TV set was the price tag
ported snakes (which are non- in black and white. That' s earl ,
poisonousi have swallowed up a brolher.
woman on horseback—the horse
included. Miss Dunham bought the
estate after first seeing in in '36 New Premier Takes
while . sliKlying anthropology as a
Ove r in Syria
Rosenwnld Fellow of the UnivcrDAMASCUS , Syria ' "'API-Syr'
ia s'- . , new . premier , Di-. Marouf
Dawaliby, pledged Monday an Infernal economic polity of "constructive socialism " and a foreign
policy of nonalignmeiit.
In a policy statement for Parlia :
yyjus
¦
«i ment , Dawaliby, Syria 's first cbn.'
S '
r^
stitu lional premier since the country broke away fro-m Egyptian
President Carnal AbricI vN'asser 's
Unilcfl Arab Republic last .September , promised to cooperate
with olher Arab , slates in efforts
toward 1 .a 'common Arab market .

BUSINESS MIRROR

Frost-Bitten
Alligator Gets
Bid to Florida

Speculators Ra id
Yankee Dollar

By SAM DAWSON
]j to join ¦ nine other , powers in form:¦ ing a .: Sfi-bi .l iiOn pool to defend
AP Business News Analyst
. unusual
themselves
against
'
'
fA
i
"\
—
Even
the
MEW YORK
P
drains . on their , gold and foreign
:
Yankee dollar—long the kin gp i n ; : exchange reserves.
6( world currencies— is subject to ,
: v - . '¦
I"
.
.raids by international speculators.
The , p.o'c'l would be - administered
Americans found this out to - by the Intern ationa l .: Monetary
tlicfr amazement a little over a Fund. The plan is subject to rat!
year ago \Vhen foreigners — and jification
by .' .Congress and the
probably: some Americans work- j other national , legislatures. : . '
|
ing through overseas banks — J
rushed to turn
|ri their dollars jJ V The- IOVwould : put up cash only
'¦ . ' '.;¦ ¦
'
- ll a s the . 'funds are : needed , but
,
for., gold.
"'
That discovery is what's behind .;, would lie pledged as follows in
Monday 's announcement of a. pro- '1 .dollars: . .
posed $(i-bilHon ykitty to defend j United States two .billion "; Brit¦
the dollar and the currency of ain and Germany one billion
each ; France and ' Italy 550 mil" other nations. '
nine
¦
'
-i i lion
.
each; Japan 250 million;
Other, currencies — th« once |
j Canada and the Netherlands 200
dominant English pound sterling, : million each: "-Belgium 150 milthe French franc — had been :; lion; and Sweden 100 million.
to '
the : war
subject
since
periodic , sinking -spells '. . -Americans .! The proposed pool is for use
shrugged this off: as the other¦ in protecting the dollar or other
¦ ", currencies from any temporary
fellow 's problem..
dollar
;
they
thought
would
The
,
.j raids. - The beleagured nation
always be as go'od as gold every- could borrow other countries '
where. "Maybe it-would buy a little currencies Vfrom the fund to settle
less in the market place from fo reign claims without using its
year to year , but everyone ..would' - gold or own currency reserves.
as soon have it as gold.
This would. . '-work:'temporarily.
Then Americans found out that ; It wouldn 't cure any deep seated
many peopl e didn 't think the dob j or persistent weakness in a
lar was as strong as it once was, nation ' s
fiscal
or
economic
even worried that it might lose |condition.
enough prestige lo force devalua- j
tion in relation to gold and other j
currencies. .
j Minnesotan Found
Tho price of gold , legally $35 j
an ounce, soared f or, a time in! Guilty at Farg o
October 1960 on the London free
FARGO. NVD. fAP ) . . — . '. Louis
market to a peak of $40.f>0.
After this shock , Americans Butcher , 34, Ponsford , Minn , farm
moved fast to do something about worker , was found guilty Monday
it. Both the Eisenhower and the of first degree manslaughter in
Kennedy administration scotched the Oct. 4 death of Harry Flor ,
the rumors about devaluation. 53, tenant in, a Fargo hotel.
Checks on the outflow of dollars
The jury of .eightwomen, and
were proposed , and some put into four -.men . returned its verdict to
effect ;
Judge yltoy K. Redetzke ' after", deBut one of the steps taken was ' liberatirie (wo hours. Butcher had

Dick Shawn, a night club comic
in his Broadway debut , carries
the chief role like a valiant College fullback,
A beefy man . of cherubic visage, Shawn sidesteps , wheels and
grimaces with enthusiasm as a
Gallic youth trying to: crack, "the
System. '! This, he explains , is the
hard shell of earlhy existence , to
do it , you 've got to be sly, amoral
and unsentimental.
Having established thi s viewpoint in the first act , Shawn and
his cohorts demonstrate, the thesis
with a love slaying in the second
half. - ' .
A hvely courtroom f i n a l e
scarcely atones for the . wilted
whirnsey and sophpmoric satire
that has gone V before. Schlitt
seems utterly unable to resist a
shoddy joke or vulgar touch. '

'
' _Ns "¦ ' f T^W^^S,

"I ' m dropping oil for a de- hghlhil tinnier at the COI-TKK
SlIOI ' in Ihe Hotel Winonn! "

llmississippi doom

1

VOL .UMI:

io*.,' t\e>7n\ ~ "~~~~~

yPuhiiihtd riolly except S/ifurdny anrl holi, rtiyi by Ropubll tii n (ind Her/iltl Publishing
< Camp an y , 6!>< F r a n k l i n SI. Winona, - Minn.
SUBSCRIPTION R A T E S "

As to having other alligators to
play with , Squires , said alligators
¦
are not noted for their playfulness, lie said Big Arkie is too
valuable to be allowed to associate with ' Little Rock Zoo 's 11 other alligators.
Big Arkie , who is 13 feet long
and weighs 600 pound s , is suffering from a vitamin deficiency, and
fungus infection around the mouth
that Squires said probably is due
to lack of sunlight. The skylight
was recently taken out. of his indoor pen.
—;
. - ' '. V
' . - . '»*' -' been charged with second ^degree
murder.
V
Sentencing was set for Jan; 22.
The conviction carries a sentence
of 5 to 15 years at the : State
penitentiary.
Butcher was charged with striking Flor with his fists and causing
a brain hemorrhage that resulted
in death about 3' 2 days after a
fight in the hotel where both men
lived.
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Spare Ribs , Sauerkraut and
Potato Dumplings. All you can cat . . .
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Consisting of chicken chow
niein , beef chop sucy,. fried .
rice, egg foyoung, coffee or
ten. Buffet style service. $2.

'W hat a treat . , , corned beet
and eabhage. A complete dinncr like Mrs . lUurphy used to
serve. $1.50.

Fish Fry

Fun Night

Sunday Dinners

Pike mul shrimp with all the
trimmings. Al! you can eat.
Serving from 5 .„,, . to H,
,
p.ni. -$Lr>0

Choose any of the good foods
from our b i g Kalun Klub
menu. Vou ',1 find many that
-you.'.|l-want-to-tryT

Serv ing from 12:30 p.m. InlL .lf)
P-m . Goodies like roast turkey .

UlMf l
U fM

.

Knj oy this favorite any day of the week. Delicious
tenderloin iitcalc wit h baked potato or french fries ,
salad , rolls , dessert , beverage
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Tenderloin Steak Special Every Day
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There Are Tempting Foods For Every Taste
When You Din e At the
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Buffalo City, WItcondn

Dinty Moore Dinner

Hawaiian Buffet
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EVERY SATURDAY

It to your
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KALUA KLUB

Choice prime ribs of beef. A
complete , delicious
dinner
prime rib lovers will long remember. $2.50 . .
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SCHAFSKOPF Stcirting at 8 P.M.

i
A
Served ev«ry
to Sundny trom
^
11:30 A.M.
7 P.M.
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Every Day There 's Something
Special at the
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COUNTRY STYLE DINNER
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Prime Ribs . . .

EVERY FRIDAY
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Serving 5 P.M. to 12 Midnight
Beginning January 10.
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_ NEW YORK fAP)-The Soviet
Union is now experimenting with
a completely crewless tanker ' for
operation on the Caspian Sea ,
Maritime Administr ator Donald
W. Alexander said Monday night.
Alexander , speaking before the
' Q~
filBMY RICHARD " ^ TERRT2
CEIESTE
Marine Society of New York , said
the VSoviet tanker Inzhener A .
Pustoshkin , a shallow-draft vessel, is now being - converted' for
STARTS THURSDAY
fully automated operation. / :
"ft will make experimental voyaaiNfORD - .{¦ BANK CAPRAS "*. &. t » "U.
ages on the open sea without any
crew, being shore-controlled over
great distances ," he added .
Alexander said the Soviet Union also is building the. -firs t 'two
of a series of 45,000-ton automated
nwiwutii ^0- wwvisiorcoioi *" m\n;. ^X £jsp
tankers, on which a single crew¦ ' ¦ MT . *¦ ¦
vu**tt r>w v*Mt w.-m
. . m ~^W^ * 9j J*jf M *.
- '¦ -^^
man can operate turbines and
boilers and machinery can be conCOMING SOON • "FLOWER DRUM SONG"
trolled from the bridge.
'
'
"
•
: ' , . . - ' - . - . v . - , -/ ,/ .. . ' . ¦ ' ¦ . ;. .;,. - ¦ , y
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Russ Test Out
Crewless Tanker
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(AP)ALLENTOWN .. Pa.,
Speaking by telephone from
Whitehall Township, police station ^
¦
Allen S. J. Miller of Full^rton tol d '' NORFOLK. Va, (AP ) — The
'
a reporter how he had alrnosL .N'a vy said Monday it is adding
hypnotized a skunk and thejt re- 'the newly commissioner nuclear
¦ ¦ aircraft carrier Enterprise and
moved it from a cellar.
the . conventionally powered cara I rier Wasp to its Project Mercury
"Always remember that
skunk .will never let loose , on you ! recovery force for a manned
if you don r t disturb it.: You have space orbit attempt later this
to move slpivly and stay in front month.
of it. If you walk up behind , one, The carriers will join the USS
Randolph and the Navy 's project
or scare a skunk— "
A voice broke in: "Can 't you mercury recovering force based
cut thi s short and get this man at Norf olk. The recovery force in(Miller ) out of here? He smells cludes about 17 destro yers.
to high heaven : I . can 't '-stand - it ,"
injected police radio dispatcher
the two-year-old charter Monday
Edna Wescoe.
nifibt.
' The city fathers , when the comOhio Town Nearly
munity gained city status two
years ago , wrote into the charter
Had Two Mayors
that a mayor would be elected
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)-Sub- every two years for -a four-year
y;
urban Grove City could have had term. y
Mayor Antone Patzer readily
two mayors if the City Council
had not corrected an error in approved the change.
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MNeij Carriers
Added to Project
Mercury Recovery
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(API—A frost-bitten' alligator , in
STARRING ORSON WELLS
IMTIUW COLOT^TOWLSCOrt
Arkansas has been invited to reALSO: SPORTS-NEWS-CARTOON - Stiows: 7:15-9:15-a5(-50c-»c
cuperate in the Florida sun with
STA RTS TOMORROW-DO UBLE FEATURE PROGRAM
promises of chicken every day
and olher alligators to play with. .
Plus: Second Faatura
DAMPED B^BI^M^BB
THE MOST EXCITING
Laura Mae Osceola , member of
lBW ^
the Dania Seminole Reservation
RIDES BTl
BLACKMAIL TRAP
¦Vlin lnsV
It Is hardly surprising that the
tribal council , invited Big Arkie
EVER FILMED!
performance
rarely
attains
any
to the reservation from his; coldI
^H
0
«
m
appreciable measure of unified
bound pen in Little Rock , Ark.y
style. Frederick Rolf and Michael
. '/.Big ' Arkie has been taking heat Constantine are among the few
lamp treatments to ward off ef- who refuse to succumb to the-prefects , of cold weather.
vailing torpor. Another cast mem- met iyts»il ccrnbyt ImJBBS ^jS ^Sg ^km
w
«K _V_ \7
a_ \_f _9m
Mrs. Osceola 's invitation to zoo ber is: Marcia Levant , daughter
keepers in Little. Rock promised of pianist-talker -Oscar Levant ,
chicken every day, plenty of Flor- Who. tackles three bit parts in her
HA2a C0URT - RQBERT BEATTY
r^^^^T^Bjrflflf^
^^^
ida sunshine, other alligators to first Broadway assignment.
play with and lots of swimming
"The Egg "' is an entertainment
room .
humpty-dumpty that all the king ' s |- ,.; ENDS ' : _ ' . _ ' y
; " ' " ' '. j >" ¦¦ ' ;» ' 'Mat, 2:15—25t-50t-65
t
Kaymond A. Squires , director of men couldn 't put together
^ —
.
But
the Little Rock Zoo ,• ..... said He let' s not blame the French:
hadn 't heard from Mrs. Osceola
but added that he couldn 't let Big
1 JACK CUMMINGS'j f \
a
.
Arkie take a Florida vacation. .

WINO NA DAILY NEWS
~
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By WILLIAM CLOVER
Associated Press Drama Critic
NEW YORK (AP)-Lefs be
calm. Broadway 's new play. VTbe
Egg." may 'not really be a French
L
mistake. , y
True, the program at the Cort
Theater , w^here it opened Monday
night , calls the exhibit a translation from Felicien Marceau 's Paris hit.
•The kindest possible comment
on the things done by adaptor
Robert Schlitt ,. director Lamont
Johnson and the busy, busy cast
is that "The Egg" gets pretty interesting only during the - 'last' half
hour of
¦ it/'blessedly brief running
time.-
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City Nurses M7
Better School
Health Records

Wfi JMall School
Proj ect Approved

A request:by the Winona Public Health Nursing Advisory Board
for establishment of a policy .regarding health records for new
students in the public schools was
referred by the Board of Education Monday night to the school
administration.
Directors were told Monday that
in the past difficulties Tiaye been
encountered in obtaining health
records from all new students entering the schools each year.
THE ADVISORY board *ug.
gested that the school adopt a
policy providing that , if a health
record card is not received from
a new student within two weeks
after his enrollment , be; be rerequired to submit a statement
from his physician that the child
is free from communicable disease. In addition , a recent Mantoux test result or. chest X-ray
would be required.
Superintendent of Schools A. L.
Nelson explained that the problem cited by the nursing board
arises on most instances in the
cases of students who move here
from other states.
School directors questioned the
practicality of a requirement for
a statement on communicable disease (one commented that within the two-week period designated it would be apparent whether the new student had any ordinary illness) but agreed that a
policy might be formul ated; requiring the student to furmsh a Mantoux test result or X-ray.
The superintendent was asked
to discuss the matter with . the
nursing board and establish ¦whatever policy would be necessary.
THE WINONA barracks of Veterans of World War. I was granted use of the Winona Senior High
School auditorium and gymnasiuni
for its state convention June 9-10.
The board agreed td continue
Its present policy of placing all
its casualty insurance on school
properties with the Winona Insurance Agency, with commissions to
be distributed on a formula basis
among participating local agents
who meet eligibility requirements.
' Clerk and .Business Manager
Paul W. Sanders was instructed to
give notice that applications from
prospective participants in the
program must be filed by March
-

'
¦

¦
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Driver Forfeits
Deposit After
Leaving Scene
A driver who struck a parked
car on Wilson Street 15 feet south
of 3rd Monday at- . 8:15 p.m. forfeited a deposit of $30 this morning
in municipal court. on a charge of
failing to stop and identify himself
at the scene of an accident.
Marvin S. Fuglestad , 420 Sioux
St., was arrested by police today
at 8:30 a.m. at the police station.
Officers said the right rear side
of Fuglestad's car struck the left
front of a parked car owned by
Newell Pederson , 424 Lafayette St,
Damage to Pederson's car was estimated at $100, to Fuglestad's,
$10. .
Pederson 's car was parked pointing south on the right side of Wilson Street. Fuglestad , Who had
been going west on 3rd, turned left
to go south on Wilson when his
car collided with the parked ve' ¦' .- .
hicle.

1

WHITEHALL. Wis. (SpeciaDA 10-rpom addition to Sunset Elementary School will be constructed this year at an estimated cost
of: $180,000. V
At a special meeting of the district Monday evening, electors voted 108-46 to-i&utharize the board to
proceed with the work . Donald S.

Masonic Lodge
At Trempealeau
Installs Slate

v TREMPEALEAU , Wis. (Special )
—Harvey Neilsjn was junstalled as
master at the recent (installation
meeting of the Masonic lodge. .
Others installed were: Arild Engelien, senior warden ; Arrui LeaVitt, junior warden, Roger Fenton,
treasurer ; William Younghans, secretary; William Lehman, senior
deacon; , Lloyd Anderson, junior
deacon; Loyal Van Vleet; senior
steward ; Iryin Diamond , j .u n i o r
steward , and Jay Spittler, tyler.
Clifford BeebeV was the installing officer and Harry Stimson the
installing marshal.

Armed Forces
CALEDONIA , Minn. — Army
Pfc, Walter F. Gensmer, 24, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Grover P. Gensmer, is a member of the 8th Infantry Division's 12th Artillery,
which recently returned to its
home station at Baumholder , Germany, after four months of bolstering the Allied garrison iri West
Berlin . Gensmer and other members of the artillery were ordered to the beleaguered city in August and traveled through Sovietcontrolled East Berlin in " U. 'S.
Army vehicles. The 12th has been
replaced by the 24th Infantry Division's 13th Artillery. A surveyor in the artillery 's Headquarters
Battery , Gensmer entered the Army in June I960, completed basic
training at Ft. Hood , Tex., and
arrived overseas in October 1960.
He is a 1955 graduate of Caledonia
High School and a 1959 graduate
Of the University of Minnesota -in
Minneapolis .
ELGIN , Minn. — Pvt; Betty J.
Adler, 18, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Isaiiore A. Adler, recently
completed the typing and clerical
procedures course at the Women's
Army Corps Center, Ft. McClellan, Ala. Pvt. Adler received
training in correspondence, filing,
English composition, typing, Army
organization and military law and
security. She entered tlie Army
last August and received basic
training at the fort , She graduated from Elgin High School in
1961.
'

'
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ARCAD IA, Wis. (Speciali-Giles
P. Skroch , aviation machinist's
mate airman, U. S, Navy, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Cyril Skroch , is
serving with Attack Squadron 46
at Naval Air Station , Cecil Field,
Fla. He reported to the squadron
Dec. 4 from Memphis NAS, Tenn.
GREENFIELD CIRCLES

HARMONY, Minn . (Special)—
Circles of the Greenfield Ladies
Aid who will meet this evening
are Ruth Circle at Mrs,. Richard
Johnson 's home, Esther Circle at
Mrs. J. H. Sergey's home and
Martha Circle at Mrs. Erick EIlingson 'a home.

Rice made the motion , seconded
by Dr. L. L: Patterson. Voting ^as
by ballot.
The addition to be completed by
next January, will house kindergarten and the first six grades
plus a library and music room.
The 5-room Sunset school/ plus
all-purpose room, now houses only
grades 5-8. But the seventh and
eighth grade will be moved back
into the high school building when
the new structure is completed by
next. January.
ADMINISTRATOR J»hn Brown

said the present high school enrollment of 325 is expected to increase to 355 next year , requiring room now occupied by grade
students in the present high school
building.
Dr. E. O. Wilberg , chairman of
the school board , said the present kindergarten numbers 40, but
the number is expected to increase
to 85 as the board plans to transport rural-children to Whitehall for
kindergarten classes. There are
102 students in second grade now ,
the largest elementary enrollment
in the city school , indicating that
more room Will be needed. , for
the higher grades as these children advance.
In accordance with recommendations by the state Department of
Public Instruction , which wishes to
close on-Toom schools, Brown said ,
children from the Fly Creek School
will be transported to Whitehall
next year, and by 1963 he expects
ihe Bruce.^alley children also will
be brought "to Whitehall.

Dover Bank Sets
Dividend ol 8%

MEANWHILE, the

old
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AMERICA 'S '
LOWEST-PRICED CAR
mrlth an
ALUMINUM V-8 !
Zippy « » . easy on ga» . . .itandard at no extra coit!
In every F- 85, you get tho licltety-Bplit reaponso of a
f¦ull eight cylinders .. .tho weight-saving, gas-stretching
economy of aluminum. You'll liko tho handling ond
ride, the eize and sizzle of tho new fun-to-drivo F-8!">.
It's every inch an Olds! And you'll discover... there ia
"Something Extra" about owning an Olda F-85!
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LA CRESCENT , Minn. (Special)
— Gittens-Leidel American Legion
Post 595 now has 265 members
with 26 to go for an alltime high ,
according to Marvin Greenwood ,
membership chairman.
' Plan s were made at the Friday
meeting for various activities
James Speropulos , Ray Rci '-dorf
and Terry Curran Were named the
committee for the Valentino 's day
dance. The athletic chairman , Dallas Ames, reported that the post
will sponsor a mixed doubles bowling tournament in February . The
March of Dimes was gi ven a donation and $250.was contributed to
set up a "Babe Ruth League" in
the village . Wayne Lottos and Curran volunteered to organi/e the
league which is for youths under
the age for junior Legion baseball.
i
Hugh Fay, service officer , reported that 17 Christmas baskets
had been distributed to needy
families.

Former Lanesboro
Man President of
Savings Institution
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Showing resources gains of nearl y $500,000
during the past 12 months
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AS OF

RESOURCES
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Mortgage Loans
$1,500,784 30
Loans on Savings Accounts
4 ,964 90
Federal Hom e Loan Bank Stock 25.000.00
220,014 06
U. S. Gov 't. Bonds & Notes
Furniture & Fixtures .
.
1.178 38
„ .
„ ,
.
. .
Cash on Hand and on deposit. m
Banks
. . 64 ,762.1)4
other Assets
634 17

;!
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S1 .G69 823 67
^ '"Ss Accounts
Loans in Process
i7„W 5 08
Advances from Federal Home
Loan Bank
. 7 .000 00
Taxes and Insurance
1,544 36
.,
,,,,
n
Liability
Other ,.
.
176 00
Reserves and Undivide d Profits
58,284 64
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BX/ERV INCH AN OLDS

SEE YOUR 10CAI MTHORIKO OLDSMOBILE OUHLITT DEALER

W ESTERN MOTOR SALES,225 W. 3rd St.
m
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474 Confer St.

CURTIS J. RINN
Winona

Or order from your Carrier-Salesman or News Dealer
'
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A - O. Stubstad , President
James T. Schain, Vice-President
Ervin
Harold
LiberaFrederick G. Schilling,
PearsonSec.-Tress.
Clarence
J.
H.
L. Tetman
Charles E. Lindert
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1887, now has assets of over $12 [
million and o\ 'er 4 ,000 savings "ac :
counts.
Williams is the son of the lafe
Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Williams of
Lanesboro and: the brother of C.
W-. Williams , Miss Francos Williams and Mrs. George G^ilbrandsen , all of Lanesboro.
¦ Denmark ruled1 the Virgin Islands for more (nan (wo and half
The association , organized in centuries.
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FIDELITY i'SASSOCIATION
¦

LANESBORO ,-Minn. (SpeciaDThe Austin Savings and Loan Association of Austin , Minn ,, headed
by a native of Lanesboro , is: celebratuig its diamond , anniversary
¦this ; mpnthl :,
President L. Harold Williams
has been associated ; with the company since 1922. He was director
and secretary before being named
president.

frames and windows on the high
school building, installed when it
was erected in 1922, are being replaced by aluminum and glass
block windows. The north side of
the building was completed last
year. Clifford Woychik's construction crews completed the south side
during the Christmas holidays and
are working on the east and west
sides. This is a heat conservation
improvement. :
Terrazzo stairs are gradually
being installed to replace the badly
worn and broken concrete stairs.
This work is being done by FlexO-Tile Co., Rockford , 111., which installed the terrazzo corridor on the
third floor of the building last
year.
During the Christmas holidays
the well at the Fly Creek School
in the Whitehall district was repaired and chlorinated by Finch
Well Drillers , Galesville, to insure
safe drinking water for students.

In a class by Itself...In the low-price fieldt

Legion Hearing
Member Record
Af La Crescent-

DOVER, Minn. — A dividend of
8 percent to all stockholders, on
record on Jan. 3 was declared at
the annual meeting of First State
Bank of Dover.
All officers and directors were
re-elected. They are: M, E. Corhingore, president; Mrs. Com|ngorc,
vice T president: Mrs. Robert Holzer, cashier; Mrs. Delnier Drysdale, assistant cashier; Wayne L.
Fix, assistant cashier, y and Mr.
and Mrs. Comingore, Mrs. Holzer,
William H. Lietz,. Carrol Cassel
and Clarence A. Carpenter, directors.
The bank has raised its interest
rate to 4 .percent-for 12-month certificates of deposit , with 3 percent on Certificates for less than
a year and on straight ; savings..
The annual meeting was Jan , 3.

BROWN SAID financing of the

new school will be by local loans
until the district - can secure a
State Trust Fund loan. Borrowing
from the state, because of many
demands on the trust fund; is not
always available immediately.
Members of the district were
told that the present Sunset school
was built at about $11 per square
foot , or for a total of about $150,000. The board hopes to build the
addition at not more than $12 per
square footArrangements for extending the
water and sewer lines and electrical circuits were made when Sunset School was constructed, and
the furnace room was constructed
so the addition of another boiler
will heat the 10-room .addition. Utility connections for a kitchen were
roughed in. According to present
plans, all rooms except one ;n tbe
addition will be occupied , and the
board thinks it probable that by
the time it is completed , that room
also will be necessary.
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THE VISE Is closing on Fidel Castro's)
bridgehead for communism in the Western Hemisphere. The Red puppet In Havana evidently senses, what is in store for
him.:. ¦' .y - .y; y
..

He has no intent of attending the Jan.
of the foreign ministers of the
meeting
22
Organization of American States. Instead ,
Castro will stay home to whip up another
niob scene such as his henchmen managed to produce last week for the third anniversary o* his dictatorship.
An estimated 500.000 persons were "invited" by block wardens and hauled to the
Civic Square in government vehicles and
commandeered cars for the anniversary.
They were treated to a display of military
hardware from behind the Iron Curtain.
Castro 's apparatus will try to turn out
even more warm bodies for his Jan. 22
demonstration.
.
BUT CONDITIONS iniide Red Cuba
are worsening fast . People there are hungry. By Castro 's own admission , he is
plagued by fresh outbreaks of sabotage ancl
hit-run: guerrilla strokes. ;' ; ;
That is one jaw of ihe vise descending
on the bearded buffoon who has confessed
tricking his fellow Cubans into the Communist prison-ho.use of nations.
The other force grinding down toward
Castro is the weight of public and officia l
opinion in the free republics of the hemisphere, When their foreign ministers meet
it Punta del Este, Uruguay, they will receive irrefutable proof that Castro has
turned his back on the Americas to embrace the Communist empire.
THE INTER-AMERICA N Peace Committee has compiled the evidence. It shows
that Castro /has signed 72 pacts with Communist lands since 1960. These are economic, commercial, cultural , ' technical
and scientific agreements with Russia and
Red China as well as many of their colonies, such as East Germany, Czechoslovakia , Hungary, Red Korea , Albania , Bulgaria, Poland , Outer Mongolia and Romania.
This: document also quotes statements
from top Cuban and Communist leaders
when they signed the agreements expressing complete identit y of purpose.
CASTRO'S is without a doubt the most
brutal and militaristic dictatorship .- in." the
Americas today.

Mower County to
Let Voters Decide
THE MOWER County Board of Commissioners has voted unanimously to al^
low voters to- ' decide '. at ' the fall elections
whether the county should "be: redistricted.
We think the same action would be appropriate for. Olmsted County.
Although the two situations aire not exactly they same, they are quite similar.
Rochester, with nearly two-thirds of
the population of Olmsted County, elects
only two-fifths of the members of the county board. Election of two of five commissioners from the City is set by state law,
however, and could be changed, presumably, only with the greatest difficulty.
What can be done without conflicting
with state law, however , is to redistrict the
county so that Rochester retains its two
commissioners, one commissioner would
be elected to represent the four suburban
townshi ps encircling Rochester , and the
remaining rural townshi ps would elect the
other two commissioners.
COUNTY

ATTORNEY

D. P. Maltson,

asked for an opinion , said the county '
board itself could institute this kind of redistricting since it doesn 't conflict with state
law. Or, the county board ycould let the
voters decide whether they want the counly
redistricted . This is what tho Mower board
has decided to do.

'YOU SAID YOU TURNED OFF THE WATER/WHEN WE LEFT r

Washington Calling

Vise Closing On
Castro Dictatorshi p

High Praise tor
Robert Kennedy

Of ten Ignored

By MARQUIS CHILDS

WASHINGTON—One of the unique features
of the Kennedy administration is pointed up by
the.yearend progress reports of the 36-year-old
attorney general , made to his brother , the 44year-old President.
The appointment of Robert F. Kennedy to
head the Department of Justice and its far-reach- ¦
ing K%w enforcement apparatus caused more
misgivings than any other name on the slate of
officeholders the president-elect was completing
a year ago, He was too young. He was too inexperienced in. the law. And
even if he possessed the wisdom
and j udgment of a Solomon
this was nepoti sm and , therefore , inherentl y wrong, the critics said.
With due allowance, for the
claims of politics , the record of
the past year is shown to be
one of quiet' " achievement. Appointments to the top positions
have on the whole been good.
On civil rights there has been
a persistent and determined
Chllds
:
effort to expand the scope of
cxisitih R law. This has been true particularly
with respect to the right of the Negro to vote
ia. the . So nth—15 voting cases have been brought
thus far as.against ' ' JO in Ihe . three previous years,

By DAVIP LAWRENCE

THE; CLOSE relationship between th* two

THE WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND

Kennedy Loath to Admit

H^

BUT IT WAS President Sukarno who proposed

that the attorney general come out and speak to
Indonesian youth. That is the theme of ¦'-the • projected Kennedy journey —a youthful leader of the
New Frontier telling young people in other lands
what America today is all about. Those who
have pushed the trip in the White House point
to what they say was Bobby's conspicuous success when he represented his brother last summer at (he independence ceremonies for a new
African nation , "the Ivory Coast.
Part of the doubt at the time of Kennedy's
designation to be attorn ey general was on the
score of civil liberties and his zeal as a prosecutor of corruption in unions such as the Teamsters and of the big organized crime syndicates.
Would he in his powerful office overstep the
bounds of constitutional guarantees and thereby,
jeopardize the liberties of all free citizens?

By DREW PEARSON
president in this century
has
" WASHINGTON-A s the secdone^-kick Congress in t h e
teeth. His predecessors found
ond session of the 87th Congress open s, President K e n - - that the public likes the spectacle of-one lone man in the
nedy has made, the same deWhite House doing battl e wilh
cision Harry Truman a n d
Franklin Roosevelt made—but V 500 solans on Capitol H i l l .
Their sporting instinct sides
later changed—to scratch Con"with the Tone battler .
gress on the back.
Truman , once a senator from
BEHIND THE scenes. Time
Missouri, figured he could get
magazine caused quite a stir
along with Congress. His pred-.
in the "White House last week .
ccessor , FDR, had secured the
President Kennedy, who is
cooperation of Congress during
more philosophical than h i s
his first four years, but aftstaff about press criticism, got
er that clobbered Congress
a bit irked when Time came
¦
'
'
•
over the headout with its cover story on
Truman thought he could do
''Man of: the Year."
better. He knew and . underWhat happened was that the
stood his colleagues on CapiItalian painter , Pietro Arinitol- 'Hill ,, tried to win their fagoni, was given parts of three
vor. At the end of his first
days in the White House inner
term , howevsanctum to do the Time cover
er , he found
portrait of the Presiden t and
Congress imthen turned up with a dissipossible, repated likeness of Kennedy
'
versed h i $
that showed him with droopy
lactics , r a n
eyes and a necktie askew.
for re-election
Actually the President is
by
harpoonclear-eyed and extremely well
ing and bedressed.
laboring t h e
- First word on the unflatterevils of t h e
ing , portrait came when a
80th Congress,
friendly Time reporter tipped
lie won—j ust
off Kenneth O'Donnell , appointns the presiment secretary of the PresiPearson
dent can aldent. O'Donnell called Kennem-ost always win by going
dy In Palm Beach a few day s
over the head of Congress to
before the magazine appeared
the American people.
on the newsstands, and later
JFK , also an ex-senator , has
the first . available copy was
tr ied the sarhe lets-work-torushed to the President.
gellier-boys tactics. All during
He liad already read the orhis .first year in office he
iginal piece about hirn, writwent out of his way . to defer
ten by Time reporter Hugh
t» Congress. He figured he
Sidney, which was favorable.
knew how to get the cooperaThe final version as it appeartion of his ol<l colleagues. He
ed in print had been pepped
still thinks this way.
up in New York with some
Congress gave him a cerbarbs and thistles. JFK droptain amount of cooperation on
ped a remark about Time 's
h is program last year but
political bias , and let It go at
clobbered him on some of tho
that.
most important measures. Ho
THOSE CLOSE to President
had to make concessions and
Kennedy are not too happy
pull potent wires to get forabout his quick helicopter and
eign aid OK'd.
He will ha ve n tougher
plane flights he has taken in
time this year but still figures
borderline weather. They believe the President of the Unitthat back-scratching will he
ed States should exercise a litmore effective than pantskicking.
tle more caution in gettin g
Sooner or later however ,
around the country.
he's ¦certain , to do what every
So far there have been no

THESE DOUBTS have not been allayed, the

American Civil Liberties Union and other libertarians have expressed concern over wire-tapping
legislation proposed by the department to give
the attorney general wire-tap authority Without
the sanction of a federal judge in cases involving
"national security" and in any kidnaping case.
The same proposed legislation , which Congress
reje cted, would have given state authorities tho
right to tap telephones on the sanction of state
¦
'
judges. ' " . . ' y - ' ;

The requested legislation did not seem to
square with Kennedy 's statement on "Meet the
Press" that he sought only a limited authority
to wire-tap and then with prior judi cial approval.
What this may suggest is that it is too early
for any final judgm ent on the appealing young
man in the attorney general' s . chair.

IN YEARS GONE BY
Ten Years Ago . : . 1952

The City Council passed an ordinance making
the new stop and go lights legal.
Dr. F. L: Johnston lias been elected president
of the Winona County Medical Society nnd will
succeed Dr . Paul -vll, Heise.

Twenty-Five Years Ago . . .1937

The Winonn Board of Education hns voted to
pay off the $1R ,000 bond Issue on tho WashingtonKosciusko School.
Max Conrad and his Hose Bowl party returned from Pasadena , Calif., Where tlie-y flew
for the tf ame New Vcar 's Day.

Fifty Years Ago . . , 1912

Carlton H. Loach lias purchase d Ihe Park
Hotel harbor ' shop nnd will mov e his family from
Michigan.
W. K, Muir and W. P. Tcnrse arc attending
tlm implement dealers nieetln R In Minneapolis.
The Winona Carriage Co. has a fine display there.

There has been some discussion at the
Mower board meetings that an alternative
to redistricting would be to initiate action
to obtain a home-rule charter from the Seven ty-Five Years Ago . . . 1887
state Legislature. Such n charter would
Clint field report s that the temperatu re fell to
allow the count y itself to decide how many
4R-degree s below zero the past 24- hours.
districts it wanted.
There
were 2fl! marriage licenses and 3.ifl
,
,
-Juitiu
alii:xitiua...i).aP!B.
.!i._is.5Ucd._iu._llto louuty.Jast..,
i'erhaps 1his ' would he thei" bciTef in elli 1 year.
od , hut we're skeptical that such a proposal could ever get through the Legisla- One Hundred Years Ago . . . 1862
ture unless virtually all counties containWinona has paid the state treasury $7,5112.52
ing cities of the second and thir d clasp
for Ihe past year 's tax revenue.
¦
really got behind it .

ADOLPH BttRMKR

City Editor

Circulation Mgr.

It . H. 11 AMUCK
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school professor report s that
be allergic to himself. When
some of t h o people in the
not so surprising.
¦

He tliat goeth forth nnd weepeth , b»«ring
precious seed, shall doubtloss come again with
re|olcln0/ bringing his tlieavos with dim. Ps.
126:6,

VI. J. Coi.K

M«rtfl(;j «0 Kdifor

accidents, but there have been
some close calls.
One of the worst occurred
in Venezuela during • a series
of-four helicopter -hops -between Caracas and agrarianhousing projects which JFK
helped dedicate.
Real fact was that although
the headlines featured the
possibility of an attack from
hostile crowds, similar to that
against Nixon , the President
was in much greater danger
during one leg of his travel,
The incident, occurred after
luncheon at the beautiful Hotel Maracay on the trip back
to Caracas. Luncheon h a d
been delayed, and the presidential party did not get off
until mid-afternoon.
Meanwhile a rainstorm had
come up, clouds were low, and
the President's helicopter had
to make an emergency landing on a highway. Oth er helicopters accompanying h i m
also landed on the highway and
auto tra ffic was immediately
stopped.
THE

PRESIDENT

stepped

out of his copter for a minute or two, while the pilot
communicated with the weather tower. After about six minutes word came that the weather around Caracas was passable. The President proceeded. ' '
It was just barely passable,
however, and the copter just
managed to make it between
cloud s and rainstorms. It was
not a trip that a pilot likes
to take with a man upon whose
life the f ree world depends.
Attention , Postmaster General Day: Check on the Christmas cards sent out by Cong,
John Rousselot of San Gabriel,
Calif .
Rousselot is the right-wing
congressman who belongs to
the secret John Birch Society
and is always clamoring for
government economy. However, you will find tbat Hous.selot let . the taxpayers pay for
his Christmas friendship by
mailing out his Christmas
greetings under the franking
privilege at tho taxpayers ' expense.
According to post office regulations this is against the
law.

Interested in Education

NASHVILLE , Tenn. Wl What is Tennessee's state commissioner of education doinfl
these days? He's going to
-flehool:-• - •'
•
Commissioner Joe Morgan :
has been attending classes n
I'enbody College the past two
years, working for a doctorate
in education.
The 47-yenr-old commissioner , who has held tho state
post since 1059, received a
master of .Arts degFCffrfrom—
Penbody threo years ngo.
<iov. Buford Ellington , Morgan 's boss, expressed prido
that his commissioner is a
man "so tremendously Interested in education. "
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Four University of Pittsburgh students
spent 120Vi hours playing a game of Monopoly, setting a new record. Who says
education isn 't moving ahead?
¦
A medical
a person can
you consider
world, this is

JJUL $VI LL

WINONA DAILY NEWS

IN THE ,..MEANTIME ( we think redlstrictlng along Ihe lines of two oil y commissioners , one suburban and two rural
makes good sen.se.--llodie.ster Post-Bulletin
¦
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WASHINGTON — Unpalatable news is often ignored as a new
year begins. Wishful thinking is more pleasant, and emphasis is
rather on the optimistic side; Amid the somewhat laudatory reviews of President Kennedy 's record thus far , there is almost rio
mention of the administration's biggest failure — its inability or
unwillingness to come to grips with the greatest economic problem
that faces this country in 1962.
The talk instead is of federal
spending for education and for "
medical care, for foreign aid,
and for projected trips to tb»
moon. Meanwhile, here on
earth > inside America, unemployment is at a high level ,
Says Sales Tax Is
anil there are . no signs that
"Vicious Device"
any fundamental policy which
will assure the creation of new
To the Editor: . . ' :
jobs is bein g adopted.
Here we are in 1962 with
A , steel strike: is threatened
the same old state of confor next June , ahd feverish
fusion over what is a sales
stockpiling against that hazard
tax and who shall pay?
has already begun; This could
A sales tax is probably the
bring about the same economcrudest instrument for distribic maladjustment that caused
uting tax burdens in the . low
the 1960 recession.
income families. It would inEconomists of the First Naclude in its scope thousands
tional ' Bank of New York , in
of persons presently existing
their monthly bank letter for
on meager pensions, social seJanuary, mince no words as
curity or even public relict
they point to .
payments.
Mr.
Kenne- ;
dy's failure to
Our roving reporter Loyde
deab effectivepfeiffer , a former mayor of
ly w i t h the
Winona , seems to be all clutwage - price .
tered-up about paying a: sales
spiral
when
tax in the neighboring states,
he had a
but is extremely in favor of
chance to do
having a sales tax in Minneso last month
sota provided someone else
i n speeches
paid the tax.
before the NaMinnesota has.not adopted a
tional Associasales
tax law however , and we
tion of Manucan be quite sure that there
facturers and
will be many Wisconsin resithe AFL-CIO. The bank let- ,
dents go into Minnesota to buy,
ter , which is widely read and
to escape the payments of the
respected by . businessmen ,
sales tax. :.
says in part:
There is a renewed effort by
"The official pronouncements seem so mild as scarcethe one party press of this
ly to constitute, a wage stabilarea to encourage people to
ization policy at all.
pressure legislators into passFrom the standpoint of labor
ing a general sales tax bill.
economics, the steel industry
The unfairness of a general
could be cited as a classic exsales tax must be pointed out
ample of unions pricing memagain at this time since the
bers out of their j obs.
tools of industrialists and our
"Employment costs in steel,
one party , daily press is ataccording to the American
tempting to influence the peoIron and Steel Institute, have
ple, that only the passage of
risen from $2.72 per hour in
a sales tax will keep industry
1355 'to $100 in 1961.
in the state. This is, of course
"The average -number of
good propaganda since it has
production workers over . this
been proven again and again
period has declined from 519,-'
that when ' industry does leave
000 to 408,000.
a state, it does so for many
other reasons.
"THE PRESENT need cl th*
If you fall for this , cheap
industry is to hold the line.
propaganda
you are asking for
Yet one principal objective it
a sales tax, which promoters
the United Steelworkers is to
will try to jam down your
cut : the work week from 40
throat.
hours to 32 hours with no loss
This is a vicious tax device
in pay. The idea is to make
which makes no allowance for
room in the industry for unemlow income or multiple depenployed union members. But ,
dencies—does not tax . on tho
by raising the cost of an hour's
ability to pay but on the nec:
work as much as 25 percent
essity to live.
and requiring steel price inA. B. Guenther ,
creases if the industry is to
713 Harriet St,
remain solvent/ the result
would be.to reduce the market
for the metal and also protheir support at the polls and
duction and man-hours of emthe money they collect for
ployment.
campaign contributions — rise
"In New York City, as 19G1
above the selfishness of politidrew td a close, electricians,
cal considerations ond do somewho now have a 30-hour week,
thing effective before the freer
voted to go out on strike for a
enterprise system breaks down
20-hour week. Actually, the
and there is a public demand
electricians have been workfor nationalization of industry ,
ing on a contractual 35-hour
as is practiced in some socialschedule, with the extra five
istic countries?
hours paid at overtime rates
This is some of the news of
for a weekly pay envelope —
the hour that gets scant attensubject to deductions — of
tion. There is hardly an indus$165.
try that begins the year 19f>2
"One electrical contractor
without fear that the "profit
has figured that , if this pay
squeeze ," about which so much
should be given for 20 hours'
is heard nowadays from buswork , the effect would be to
inessmen , is really the beginraise the rate to $8.25 an hour
ning of a decline that can on—or really still more since
ly result in a deep depression
overtime, at time-and-a-half
in the next few years . For .
or double-time, would need to
as the bank's letter says, "it
be paid to get the work done ."
should be manifest to everyone that profit realizations in
YET THE Kennedy adminisrecent years have been inadetration , which knows that all
quate either to balance the
going
this is
on , has not done
federal budget or to sustain
anything to restrain the abuse
high employment."
of union power. To accept big
strikes is not the answer so
BUSINESS IS trying to cut
far as business Is concerned ,
costs and increase volume of
for the companies really cansales, but as long as politics
not afford them , and the unruns the government and the
ions are aware of tlris. Thus
administration is afraid to
work stoppages have become a
deal with the excesses of laform of extortion which knows
bor unions , the economic plight
no limits .
of the country will not be reWill the administration —
lieved . It's a sad story, but
which , of course , owes much
the people are entitled to the
to labor unions because of
truth about what' s going on,

Letters to The
Editor

brothers has , if anything, deepened during the
administration 's first year, although the President had not always acted on, the advice of the
attorney general covering a wide range of subj ects. The clan sp irit of the Kennedy family insured a close working partnership even though
at the outset Robert Ken nedy was reluctant to
become attorney general .
lie - '.w anted , to work either in defense or foreign policy. Now, in a sense as a reward by his
brother for meritorious service during the past
year, Bobby, the invariable family name, is going on a round-the-world tour to promote the New
Frontier. . : As . a start he will deliver the Ernst Iteiiter
memorial lecture at the Free University of Berlin late next month, From there , as the trip is
tentatively planned , he and his wife will go to
Iran , Indonesia a'nd Japan for a stay of about
a week in each country. If Indonesia is. at war
with the Dutch over New Guinea that stop will
be out.

If aii election is called , voters would
merely have the opportunit y to decide
whether the count y shoul d be redistricted
and would have no direct say through, tlie
ballot as to how it should be carried!out.
If a-majority of voters should not approve
of redistricti ng, the count y board would
be prohibited from redistricting the counly.

TODAY IN WORLD AFFAIRS

"I woke you up, Mother , to tell you 1 won 't be wanting
a glass of water tonight. "

A. R. (Art) KNAPP
TAILOR -OVER SIEORECHT'S

INSURED SAVINGS

Drifting Snow,
Bitter Cold
Over Wisconsin

MADISON . ' • . w I s. (^-Drifting
sno\v and bitterly cold weather assailed Wisconsin today - after the
weekend' s severe snowstorm. Main
roads were open but many side
roads were blocked .
The State Traffic Patrol reports
light snow and snow flurries north
of a line from Grantsburg through
C h i p p e w a Falls ,' Wisconsin
Eapids and Oshkosh to Sheboygan . Strong winds have caused
drifting in many areas. In the
northern part of Ozaukee County,
main roads are restricted to one
lane and side roads are blocked
in some areas.
AM four legs of the interstate

highway system report fair to good
winter driving conditions with isolated slippery spots caused by
drifting.
Sheboygan reported 20 bel ow
zero temperature at 6 a.m. Other temperatures, all below zero,
included : , Juneau 19, Medford .1(5,
Madison 14, -Janesville 11, Grantsburg 12, Stevens Point and Lancaster 10, Waukesha 8, Milwaukee 6, and Green Bay 3.

(hit-of-Court
Settlement Urged
In McGuffey Row

.KENOSHA, Wis. I/PV—Both sides
in the McGuffey Eeader controversy at the Twin Lakes elementary school have geen instructed
fo try another lime for an outof-court settlement '. :
Circuit Court Judge Eugene M.
Baker made the request Monday
and asked for a report on the
outcome of the effort within 48
,y
hours.
Baker said that if no. agreement is reached,, a date will be
set foi - resuming a hearing on a
petition for . the ouster of four
members, of the school board .
Settlement conferences w e r e
started last /month and brought
an initial report of some progress before they were broken off
with at ' orney s saying the parties
were still far apart. ;
After.- .' two days of testimony ,
Judge Baker suspended- the hearr
ing because of a death in his
family. At that time he called
for a conference of the parties
concerned ; .
The ouster plea was filed by

Russia Agrees
Likes
Mexico
To Release
Tourists
U
S.
Belgian Plane

MOSCOW (AP ) - The Soviet
government agreed today to release a Belgian airliner which
landed Monday In Armenia while
on a flight from Tehran to Brussels, Belgium, with 27 persons
aboard .
First Deputy Foreign^ Minister
Vasilyv KuznetsOv told Belgian
Ambassador Hyppolite . Cools that
all pasiengers and crewmen were
safe and staying at a hotel in
Grozny, north of Yerevan , where
the plan e was reported forced
down . • '
'
YOU'LL SEE THEM . . .. You'll see March of Dimes cards
Kuznetsov delivered a routine
around Winona because city firemen have put them out this
formal protest about the violation
month as part of the month-long campaign for the National Foun- of Soviet air space by the Caradation. Fireman Bruce Johnstone places one at Westgate Dru g, y velle jetliner.
Mrs. Philip Flint is at left, (Daily News photo)

World Quiet,
Bui Look Out
By JAMES MARLOW
Associated Press News Analyst

WASHINGTON W) —- The world's leaders are acting like automobile manufacturers who have their plants working overtime but
aren 't saying much until the new models come out . ' •' '' ! . . ' ¦
At this mom ent the world, compared with some of the feverish
moments of 1961, is in a period of¦ tranquil ;ty which , of course , won 't
..

¦

last. '

The crisis over Berlin has died
down, Southeast Asia is very
troubled but not explosive, the
Russians and Chinese aren 't happy
with each other but are keeping
quiet about it, Fidel Castro is hardly doing more than mumbling,
Moslems ' and Europeans in Algeria are still shooting and bombing one another but thatVpar for
the course there , even in the Congo some of the noise has died
down, and in this country and this
election year Democrats and Republicans haven't begun calling
each other names yet.
President Kennedy is almost fully occupied getting ready for the
return of Congress ; Wednesday;
French President Charles de
Gaulle, never very noisy, is contemplating the problem of ".Algeria; West German Chancellor Konrad Adenauer , figuring- that silence is . the better part of wisdom, at least temporarily, is waiting to see what Kennedy and Premier Khrushchev work Out on
Berlin; British Prime Minister
Harold Macmillan, who had made
a habit of being inconspicuous, is
indulging his habit ; Mao Tze-tung,
the real boss of Red China , is as
usual Jetting others do his talking
for him and they 're not saying
much; and Khrushchev himself ,
most of the time a kind of international Fourth of July, including
the rockets, is as quiet as a Sunday morning.

CAGLIARI , Sardinia , (APIActress Ingrid Bergman arrived
on this Italian island in the Mediterranean Monday night with
her husband , Lars Schmidt, and
her daughter , Jenny, for a brief
vacation . They (lew from Rome.
¦-

i~

~

:
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-

you quiet awhile so .will ; you
please shut up, "
Listing this catalogue of quietudes is like writin g a memo ,
shoved intoya bottle and tossed
into the sea for future generations to. ' find and wonder at ,. on
how. for some strange and unknown reason the world for a
brief time in the early part of
1962 had an almost civilized
¦¦ ' . appearance.
. .
But this seems unreal and unnatural and in a few days, perhaps in a few weeks, the world
should return to normal.
¦ '
¦•

.

ment was silent until
the thousands called Off trips.
Then o'ficials began : issuing
statements that Mexico was not
pro-Castro, that it was . really proAmerican all along. It took steps
to stop the trouble.

It isn't because Mexicans like

old Joe Bloke.y. Tl'iey like . — and
badly need — his Yankee dollar.
Recent ^statistics show that exports—mainly
raw materialsproduce an. average annual income ' of $750 million. Tourism
brings in around $700 million.
To reach the $750-million export
figure , Mexico . must export 1
million bales of cotton , which requires twice that many acres of
land , usually under costly irriga*
tion; 75,000 tons of coffee; 105,00(1
tons of beef: 150,000 tons of lead;
43,000 tons of copper; 350,000 tons
of zinc; a million tons of-sul phur;
80.000 tons of liennequen fiber;
millions of barrels of petroleum;
large amounts of sugar, and OVher
commodities . Production of these
items requires large investments
of capital and labor. - Profits fluctuate with . world , market - demands. . "
. - ' -' .
Tourism requires only a fraction of the capital arid labor invested in exports. - Profits ,"-: ' .one
source - . says, amount to a million
•
dollars a day.
Furthermore , tourism does not

Conor O'Brien
Marries Today

THE WORLD TODAY

On Italian Vacation

'
¦
¦
¦
;.

¦

'
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Crosby Is Reported
Improving Steadil y

SANTA MONICA , Calif, fAP )
CroonerVBing Crosby is reported
steadily improving following his
operation for removal of kidney
stones.
His physician , Dr: Frederick
Schlumberger , said Crosby probably will be released from St.
John 's hospital within a week.

NEW YORK ' (AP ) — Conor
Cruise O'Brien , who resigned
from the Irish foreign service
after being recalled from his
United Nations job in. ofKatanga ,
a top
marries the ^daughter
Irish official today. The time and
place were not disclosed.
O'Brien and Maine MacEntee ,
daughter of Sean MacEntee , deputy prime minister of Ireland,
took out a marriage license Mon^
day. Her age was listed as 39
and her address as Cedarhurst ,
N.Y., on Long Island.
O'Brien , after his resignation,
said he was divorcing his wife
of 22 .years to marry Miss MacEntee. ' The. marriage application
said O'Brien 's Mexican divorce
became final Jan . 3.
O'Brien , who had three children by the previous marriage ,
gave his age as 44. He listed his
occupation as writer/

LONDON (B— A wave of colds
and influenza is sweeping Britain
in the wake of the recent cold
spell , causing a high incidence
of work absenteeism,
At ' - ' .Teast one auto plant . '. was
forced to shut down its assembly
lines for lack of workers. A hospital closed its casualty department because so many nurses
were ill. The Ministry of Health
said the outbreak has not reached
epidemic proportions , however,
and that only a mild type of influenza virus has been identified.

5x7 KODACOLOR
ENLARGEMENT
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Intoxicated Guard

Fires Gun in Truck

NEW YORK (AP)—Bang , bang,
¦ ¦ !.
bang, bang, ban g . and bang!
Six shots -rang ' out and , the
carrying $45,Wells Fargo¦. truck
¦
COO through < lower . . Manhattan
screccned to a stop.
Holdup? Nope. Po'ice said tho shots were fired
Monday night by Victor M'ahe'r ,
54 . a messciiger . ridin g inside the
truck. He was intoxicated , police
said^
The Brooklyn man and a guard
riding with him received super
ficial Wounds from shattered
Slass ,; police said. Maher was
charicd with felonious assault.
' !
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From Your Kodacolor Negative
... when you have your Kodacolor roll
developed and printed by MayV
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THROW RUGS!

Every rug In our giant stoc k!
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GIANT SEIECTIOIS !
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2 sizes! Vinyl covered!
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Compact Car Excellence
nniVlDfcCn
Holmay Motors, 9th & Mankato Ave.
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Antique satin! 48"x90"l Pinch p leated! «p J?W W
Ready to hang!
y ""' .
- V ^^
Reg; $6.98 pair. NOW . . . . . . . . . .pair
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HEAVY CONSTRUCTION!

ONLY RAMBLER GETS DEEP-DIP RUSTPROOFING
right up to the roof, plus 13 other steps to fight rust and roadsalt corrosion — such as: Body panels beneath doors are
zinc-plated • Ceramic-Armored muffler and tailpipe .'Aluminum window frames • Exterior trim of stainless Steel •
Even the radiator won't rust—it' s filled at tho factory with
2-year engine coolant (low cost) .' Good reasons why Rambler
resale value is tops and stays tops over the years.
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DRAW DRAPES!

All metal! Reg. $8.95. NOW ..........
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Closeouts! Unbleached moslinl
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large
valances!
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TV TRAYS! 4 Trays and Rack
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ASSORTED CAFE CURTAINS!

NO STRETCH, IRON or STARCHl
50"x63"| Reg. $3 98. NOW ..
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With gold thread!
Reg; $3.98 pair , NOW . . . . . . . . pair

ROUND WALL MIRRORS!

;

THIS OFFER EXTENDED ONE WEEK
'TI L JANUARY 15th AT 5:00 P.M.
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Cork Sole
Oil Resist
Ncoprene Sole .. ..

Duralon CURTAINS! c nn
84" x81"! Beige, green, grey, white.
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DURALON DRAW DRAPES!
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• No-ri p, One-piece Back
« Oil Tanned Leather
Men 's and Boys '
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Electric or wind-up! Giant selec- < £* Q/
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• The best Work Shoe
country!
Value in the
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Rayon acetate! 45"x63"l
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Assorted colors!
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Reg. $3.98 pair! . . . . . . . . .... . . pair

WORLD'S BEST
RUSTPROOFING
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54"x81"!
Reg. $1.98 panel.
.
NOW . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . panel
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Fiber-Glasl Plain colors! Floralsl '
40"x30 "I Complete with valance!
Reg. $2.H sot! NOW . . . . . ..
. set

PANELS!
I DURALON
Giant savings!
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Colds and Fj u
Sweep Britain
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exhaust national resources. It actually improves the country.
Modern AJe.Yico inherited the
things which attract tourists: scenic beauty, a wonderful climate , ¦I
springs ,
health-giving, . ' .! mineral
beaches ; archaeological marvels j
left by Aztecs, -Mayans ,- other ancient tribes: centuries . old . colonial cities and m onuments -built by
Spaniards ^
Mexico also is in a; privileged
geographic position , nesting next
door lo the United States , easily
reached by lower-income tourists
as well as the wealthy .

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Heffernan Slated
For Wisconsi n Post

ARENZ
"FLEX-SHU"

i HUGE SAVINGS! AT SALET'S!
j
Curtains, Drapes, Giftwares,
MEXICO CITY : — Tourism is so important to Mexico that old
Joe Bloke of Goose Creek has almost as much, influence with the Mex Throw Rugs, Clocks, etc
I
ican government as the big shots in Washington .
An exaggeration , probably, but . it' s a fact that a flurry of tourist
cancellations can get quicker results than a politely worded protest
SHOP EARLY!
|
from the state department.
This was proven again in 1%1 "when'"" anti-American riots , demonSAV E BIG DOLLARS!
strations and speeches' caused alarm north of the border. The governtourists by
MV

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lovely of
Twin Lakes. They . charged four
of the- board's- five memberA. with
"inefficiency and neglect of duty "
in introducing the 187? edition of
the McGuffey ' Reader into Lakewood School.
The removal action was aimed
at Bennis Beula , chairman of the
school board; clerk William
Smeeth, treasurer John Collins
and John Pfeiffer. The other
member, William Thorsen , op- Khrushchev, In fact, at this moposed the books and was not in- ment is the No. 1 global mystery :
Why has this man , who kept ,1961
cluded in the petition.
jittery with talk and tension about
Judge Baker's latest request Berlin and creating a new status
was made as school activities were for the East German Communists ,
shifted to a new $350,000 building, been so quiet now for months?
It was the first day of classes aft- -He has been increasingly quiet
er the holiday vacation .
on Berlin , in fact , since last auAlso, it was the first day of tumn
when the Communists built
new
Lakewood's
activities
for
full
a
wall
to seal off East Berlin.
principal , Orville Bright , a retired school superintendent f r o m This move forced the West tacitly
to admit East and West Berlin
Lake Bluff , TH ,
and
East and West Germany
month
after
He was hired last
the board fired principal Ray- couldn 't be unified. It also shut
mond Oestreich who had opposed off the flow of valuable East Gerthe McGuffeys . Oestreich , w h o man non-Communist manpower
was working under a one-year and brains to the West. " .
contract , had been under suspenIt's almost as if, afte r Hie wall
sion with pay since Nov. 4.
went up, Khrushchev had said to
East German Communist boss Ulbricht: ''You got enough to keep
Ingrid Bergman

MADISON , Wis. (AP> - Deputy
State Atty, Gen, Nathan Heffernan said Monday night he understood he is in line for appointment as United States attorney
for western Wisconsin .
George Rnpp is the presen t hold er of the office.
Heffernan , 41 , wa.s chairman of
the Democratic state convention
last year.

PRICES SLASHED

STORE
Sale Starts Wed., Jan. 10

GIANT BARGAINS

¦

Jobs Daughters
Install New
Honored Queen

PETERSON. Mi n n .-Highland
Prairie Lutheran Church was decorated with ; white , chrysanthemums , white pompons and daisies,
lighted candles , and Christmas
trees for the marriage of Miss
Irene P. Thompson and L. Willard . Overland , son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ben Overland , Rushford , Rt.
2, Dec. 30 at 2:30 p.m.
The Rev. I. R. Gronlid performed the double-ring ceremony. Mrs.
I. R, Gronlid , organist , played
the traditional nuptial selections.
Shelby Westby.- Peterson , soloist , sang "O Perfect'. 'Lbve "- and
"The Wedding Prayer. " Pastor
Gronlid sang "the Lord's Prayer.", v

New. officers headed by Roxanne
Sweazey will be installed by Bethel 8 Order ol Job Daughters Saturday evening at the Masonic Temple. The ceremonies will
be followed by a reception; Both
are open to the public,
Barbara Sawyer outgoing honored queen will be installing officer. Assisting will be Sandra
Walz, guide; Bonnie Svenningsen,
marshal ; Mrs. Robert Doerer, recorder ; Diann Gislasoh , chaplain;
Miss June Sorlien , musician; Karen Frederiksen . senior custodian;
Na ncy HeHUind , junior onstnrHnp ,
and Donnis Briesath, flag bearer.
Linda Johnson will sing the 23rd
Psalm and "I Walk With God."

THE BRIDE, given in marriage

WR. AND MRS. WILLIAM R. A. Dunlap, above arc at home
in New Baden , 111., after their marriage at French Creek Lutheran
Church , Ettrick Town , Wis., at 8:15 p.m. Dec. 30, Mrsy Dunlap
is the former Miss Audrey E, Dahl , daughter of Mr. and Mrs ,
Floyd F. Dahl, Town of Gale, Wis., and Mr. Dunlap is the son of
'Mir., and . Mrs: Rex Dunlap, West Salem , Wis- Mrs. Dunlap is
employed by the Greater Belleville Savings and Loan Association ,
Belleville, 111., and A.irman 2.C, Dunlap is stationed at Scott AFB;
'"¦ '¦ "
'.\' ¦- ' -¦': ¦
y VilL. - , - ' ; '" ;- ":;.;
.

New Dresses
To Have Curves
In Right Places
By JOY MILLER
AP Women's Editor

by her uncle , Elmer J. Thompson , Rushford , chose a gown of
Chantilly lace over white ; satin ,
fashioned with a scalloped batequ
neckline etched with sequins , long
sleeves and. a 'ballerina-length
skirt with scalloped hemline. The
fitted bodice . , closed with tiny buttons down the back below the
V-shaped neckline. : Her silk illusion veil was attached to a crown
of lace and pleated tulle , trimmed with pearls and sequins. Her
jew elry, a pearl choker and earrings , was a gift from the bridegroom. She carried a. bouquet of
white chrysanthemums with ¦ accents of b.rig&t--.l)Juc.
„., ¦- . ' .
Mrs , Gordon Overland , matron;
of honor , Spring Valley, wore , a
gallant blue velvet strecMength
frock , made with square neckline ,
three-quarter length sleeves, and
a full skirt with a bow in the
back. Her short veil was held by
a circle of blue velvet and she
carried a bouquet of white chrysanthemums accented with blue.
Her pearl choker and earrings
were a gift froin the bride.
The flower girl , Connie Faye
Johnson , daughter of Mr. and Mrs,
Carmen Johnson , Whalan , niece
of the bride groom ,, wore a . white
lace dress fashioned after that of

Jte-MdeJfcr.^^

pleated lace and white net trimmed with white flowers. Her bouquet of white chrysanthemums was
a miniature of the bride's. Her
pearl necklace- was a gift from
the bride. Hingbearer was Larry
Jerviss , son -of Mr. and . Mrs. Gordon Jerviss , Houston , nephew of
the bridegroom .

NEW YORK (AP)-This spring
a woman will look like the kind;
of ' girl ; dad '. might remember , although junior is possibly ¦;. too
- young. ¦ .
. . . '. .. She'll have curves in the right
places, an over-all softness in
mood, a freedom of inoyemenc,
a waistline as high as her spirits.
At least that's the good word
that Adele Simpson , Harry Frechtel and Guy Douvier of Christian
•. . Dior-New York V put forth in the
first afternoon " show*' of. the New
York group 's weekly parade.
; With one flounce , the underpinnings may have been knocked
from under a prevailing thought
of some psychologists : that an unconscious motive in fashion design is to make women helpless,
hampered in movement , handicapped in trying to undertake the
pursuits of men,
If anybody is going to feel helpless, it will be the men when they
first look upon the hew woman*
liness rampant this spring—or
ju st possibly, when they first look
upon the price tag.

\ ROBERT OVERLAND , R u s h lord , was his brother 's best :-man ; ¦
Curtis .'Rustad , Beeville , Texas and
Dale Rustad, Rbcheslei', Minn.,
cousins of the bride; Carmen
Johnson , Whalen . brother-in-law of
THE ENGAGEMENT of Miss the bridegroom , and Gordon Over, Spring Valley, cousin of the
Sigrid Helen Sletteland is arir land
bridegroom, were ushers.
n ouliced by her parents , Mr.
The mother of the brkle wore a
and Mrs. Oscar B. Sletteland, bright blue wool dress with white
Pigeon Falls , \Vis,. "IVliss Slette- hat and gloves. The bridegroom 's
jand is the fiancee ' .' of Mr. Wil- mother wore a bright blue wool
dress with matching blue hat and
.Liam J. Larson , son of Mr. arid gloves. Both bad white corsages.
Mrs. Walter A. Larson , DarA reception for 250 was held in
. len, Wis, Both are students at the church parlors with Miss Mavln Dahl as hostess and Maynard
the University of Wisconsin.
Rusiad as host. . Miss R u t h
Laumb , Rushfo rd , was in charge
CIRCLE O
. urcie u oi st. iuarun s . Miincran of the guest book. Mrs. Don PeChurch will be entertained at the terson , and Mrs. Jack R i s 1 o v e,
home of Mrs. - Joseph Ka ' mrowsk i, Rushford , Mrs. Charles Koeller ,
An Indefatigable travtler who 540 :W. Mill St., Wednesday at 8 La Crescent and Miss Harriet
Hahn , Preston , op»n'ed gifts . Mrs.
gathers inspiration and fabric p.m.
Carmen Johnson , Wbi)len,-and::Mr.s.
¦
horn, around the world , Adcle
WED DING . '/ ;'
Gordon ". Jerviss ', ' '-'Houslon , sisten
Simpson goes out of her wayi 'to VIRGINIA
Minn . Special > .:**¦ • of;t he bridegroom cut the wedding
facilitate the <modern .woman 's STOCKTON,
Mrs. Dora Ogrosky, Stjftcktoit . and cake. Mrs. Lcster-Rust ad -and .Mrs.
.-; '-. . movement.
'
She has knee-free skirts—<&s she Miss Rose Schettler , Wihona , te- Grant Wermangcr , cousins o'Lthe
e
d.
home
on
Friday
after
a
turri'
couple
poured
.
Mrs.
Clifford
Ruscalls them—to allow ladylike . sitting without uridue ""winking of two and one-half week visit in Ar- tad , Mrs. Clarence Rustad , and
kneecaps. Jackets " are rarely, clut- lington , Va., where they attended Mrs . Raymond Rustad assisted
tered with buttons — "there 's the wedding of Mrs. Ogrosky 's vtih the serving. Members of the
Prairi e Mary Circle preenough trouble in the world with- granddaughter , Miss Joan Ogros- Highland
the
reception lunch. Servpared
Arlin
gton
-Vn.,
to
Kenneth
ky,
,
out complicating clothes ," she
ing were Miss Agnes Gregersen,
Daugherty,
Seattle.
They
also
vissays. Rochester ; Mrs ,
Austad ,
Her costumes have ease and ited relatives in Milwaukee on Cambridge; Mrs. Charles
Walter Thomptrip
home.
plane
the
return
subtle flare , suit skirts move
son Jr. and Mrs. Frank Rossin
lightly, redingotes curve softly
silks from India nnd linen from Jr., Winona, Mrs. Charles Ruen ,
over pretty silk dresses .
Ireland in . suits, Swiss cotton bro- Lanesboro, and Miss Ilene RusA collection of tiza 6 fathions, cade in two-piece dresses , French tad , cousins of the bride , served
modeled by her pretty brunette fabrics and .synthetics woven in -Ihe bridal table.
daughter , Joan—5-f oot-2 It , 105 Italy in shaped or bulky coats.
AFTER A short wedding trip the
pounds—reduces the new femininIn his sharpl y elegant second ' couple will he home .' on ' the farin
ity to pocket-size proportions.
collection for Dior , Guy Douvier at Bratsberg. For travel , the bride
Consistent with the tender trend let the high-bosomed princess , wore a royal blue wool sheath
arc Harry Frcchtcl' s gently fitted sweeping in unbelted at the waist dress with black and white acclothes. Jackets hug closer nnd and out at the hem , rule for both cessories and a white corsage.
closer to the body, suit skirts dresses , however; are flounced , The bridegroo m is-a-graduate of
wrap to the side or have front day and evening. Some evening (lie Rushford High School and is
panels.
dresses , however , are flounced , engaged'in farming , The bride Is
Frcchlel uses handwoven bluo ruffled .
a graduate of Rushford H i g h

variety.y,smartrveiss...Iowjp^ide^onk in

6ur

,

FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis. (Special )
— Officers of the Silyerllnk' Rebekah Lodge for 1962 were installed
Jan. 2 , by district deputy president, Mrs. Allen Fiedler , assisted
by deputy marshal Mrs. Milton
' X X X, :..X.:,
Bath. .' 'Those installed were: noble
grand, Mrs. Louts H. Giesen : vice
grand , Mrs. Stella Sutter; recording secretary, Miss Louise Haney;
finance secretary, Mrs. Bertha
Hofer ; treasurer , Miss Myrtle
Gehrllch; chaplain , Mrs, Josie
Gehrlich; warder ,. Mrs. George
Kletzke; conductor , Mrs. Chester
JVunderlich ; R.S.N.G., Mrs. Fiedler; L.S.N.G., Mrs. Frieda Joos;
R.S.V.G... Mrs; James Kirchner;
L.S.V.G., "Mrs, Rath ; degree captain , Mrs. Chester Wunderlich; inside guardian , Mrs. Alfred Halverson; outside guardian , Mrs.
Ofvi l iKorte , and musician , Mrs.
tLeland Brommerich.
Following the meeting, a social
hour with rcfreshmenti- was enAS MRS. Hartxfeldt was being joyed with the new officers as
installed , Miss "Carol Accola sang hostesses.
and Mrs. Joel Uecker, Mrs. Hertzfc!dt;&-daughter, gave a reading,
Missy Accola also sang while the
worthy patron was Ixing installed.
Mrs. Howard Mohnk accompanibd
Miss Accola on the jiano. Following installation ,; Mrs. Hcrtzfeldt
and . Mr. Jost; gave acceptance • Tom Richards , retired probation
speeches.: Mrs. George UJrich pre- officer , showed slides of his trip
sented the new worthy matron around the world for the Chauwith a bouquet of re d roses, a gift tauqua Club at the home of Mrs.
Harold Edstrom Monday : afterfrom the chapter.
Mrs. Hertzfeldt appointed the noon.
Mrs. A, E. Meinert ,. program
visiting committee for t-lie first
four months of the year as fol- chairman for the meeting, introlows: Mrs. Bernlce Brpse at duced Mr, Richards. Mrs. Meinert
Fountain City, Mrs. ' Ray Beseler and Mrs. Glen Fishbaugher preat Cochrane and Mrs. Alvin Accola sided at the tea table .
The next meeting will be Jan.
at Alma. ';¦ ¦• '
A "Birth of the Stars" meeting 22 at the home of Mrs. S. J.
will be held January 19 with Mrs. Kryzsko , 566 S, Baker St.
Wiberg as chairman. On the serving committee . are the Mines. in white and green with a large
Janies Kirchner , W. F. Kirchner, white chrysanthemum centerpiece
Joe Greshik and S. G. Richtman. ; at the head table. The prayer was
A lunch was served following given by the Rev. Gene Krueger
installation. Tables -were decorated of the United Church of Christ.

Chautauqua Club
Sees Tri p Slides

Ettrick Lutheran
Activities Set

Y.M.C.A. HEALTH SERVICE

. ' ¦- v
BERGE OPEN HOUSE

ALTAR SOCIETY

LANESBORO , Minii .-Mr. and
Mrs; Carl Berge, rural Harmony,
will be honored at an open house
in observance of their silver wedding anniversary Sunday from 2 to
4 p.m. at the Sons of Norway Hall
( formerly Lutheran Church Hall) ,
Lanesboro. Tv'o formal invitations
have been issued.
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TREMPEALEAU; Wis. (Special)
— St. Bartholomew 's Altar Society
met in the parish community room
Thursday evening. Officers elected
were : President , Mrs. Pauline
Card; vice president , Mrs. . Irvin
Wagner; secretary, Mrs. L e o
Schuh , and ." re-elected , treasurer ,
Mrs. .Robert Coylc . A . social hour
followed the meeting.
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ALMA, Wis. (Spetial ) ' - Mrs.
Vernal Hertiftldt was installed
Friday night as worthy matron of
the Alma Order ol Eastern Star.
A short meeting Was; held after
which open Installation took place.
Mrs. Marvin Fugina was installing
chaplain and Mrs, Riojiard Thoman Installing marshal.
Other officers installed were:
worthy patron, Andrew Jost; associate matron, Mrs. Arvin Thompson; Associate patron , Oscar Stirn;
associate conductress, Mrs; Wallace Haeussinger; secretary, Mrs.
Louise Radke; treasurer, Mrs,
Mcta Bielefeldt; chaplain , Mrs.
Soren Peterson; marshal, Mrs,
Howard Achenbach; Tvarder, Mrs.
E. H, Malone, and sentinel . F. T.
Harrison. Star points the: Ada,
Mrs. Walter Dierauer; Ruth , Mrs.
F, T, Harrison; Esther , Mrs. Elmer Accola; Martha , Mrs. Alden
Wiberg, and Electa . Mrs. Alvin
Accola. Organist is Mrs. S. C.
Richtman;

OTHER officers art Kathy Boyum , senior princess; Heide Lauer,
ju nior princess; Carolyn Sievers,
guide; Kathy Shira , marshal ;
Lynn Eliings, first . messenger;
Carol Lee Addington , second mesr
senger, , Janet Ollom , third messenger; Pam Johnson , fourth messenger; Leah Johnson y fi fth messenger; Judy Goldberg, chaplain;
Jacquelyn Roberg, musician; Jacquelyn Opsahj ,. librarian; F a y e
Fugiria, recorder; Jeanne Gres^
hik , treasurer; Susan :" Fried, inMR. AND MRS. L. Willar d Overland are pictured above after
ner guard ; Janeen Sherman , outtheir marriage in Highland Prairie Lutheran Church , Peterson , er guard; Margaret Suhde , senior
custodian , and Wendy Weimer ,
Minn., Dec. 30. Mrs. Overland is theJormer Miss Irene P. Thompjunior
custodian.
son. Mr . Overland is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Overlantfrlhish'
Bethel
Choir members are Tra¦
)
ford Rt. 2r (Camera-Arts ' Photo
V
cy Allen , Kay Anderson , Sue Anderson , Roxanne Ballard , Mary
Jq Blumentritt , Barbara Carlson ,
Pam Gorsikh , Sue Godsey, Trudy
Graubner , Joan Green , ; Cindy
Hammer , Jean Heberling, Jane
Kahl . Carole Kollofski, Marita
ETTRICK , Wis; (Speciol)-Har- Legreid , Jud y Miller , Bonnie Odedies Creek LCW will meet Thurs- gaard, Randee Paster , and Roday at 2 pirrr. The Bible study chelle Roberts.
will be presented by Mrs; Gerald
THOSE participating in the BiByom , and the cause of the month ,
"Evangelism ," will be discussed ble ceremony will be Sandy; Boyby Mrs. Morris ' Hanson:nnd , Mrs. um , Mary Buck , Lind a Burstein ,
Dewey Baardseth. Devotions will Candy Connaughty , Sandy Dublin
Jj eUcd-by Mrs. Winfred Byom, Host- Jane Findlay, Grace Henry , Jan-^
,esses.:.will.:.be . the Mmes. \\infred ice Inman , Molly Morgan , Claudia
Byom , Joseph Rindahl and Alfred Sievers, Helen Stoa, Enid UnderRindahl . Vy
'dohl , Renee .Walz , Sue Warmack
The Brotherhood will meet at 8 and Sue Zimmerman;
p.m. A speaker will be presented.
De Molay ushers will be Neil
j
Your health is: Difficult to Regain, Easy to Maintain
South Beaver Creek Luther Frederiksen , James Morten , RogLeague will meet Sunday at S p.m. er Stover and Don Walz.
MASSAGE — INFRA-RED — ULTRA-VIOLET — STEAM
Officers to be installed include
"
Doris Bolt , president; ' - Carolyn CIRCLE F
¦
: ' ¦ ;;¦ ' '
'
;
•
Call "Remp " Shealy
!
y- v- 'y/fe\ '- , . \ y .
Thompson , vice president; MargaCircle
F
of
St.
Martin
Lutheran
's
rct . Olsoiv secretary, and Maynard
8-1521 Appointment
MR, AND MRS. John GrzaclSwenson , treasurer. -A; program , Church will meet with Mis H F
¦
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
"Give: Me One More Year ." will V\ilk, 320 Franklin St , Wednesday
zielcwski , Dodge, Wis: , anbe presented - under the direction o.' at 2:30 p.m.
nounce the engagement of
officers. Lunch will he served \.tt ?*,*<. < sw . . - »„s»w ,:-a*»¦ 9Mm\iBWffl«j i»mw www»*. w?»tii«a
their daughter , Sharon Ann , to the
by the Mmes. Arthur Atteldt and
Richard Jereczek, son of Mr. Alice Swenson. V
and ; Mrs. Frank . Jereczek ,
Dodged The wedding will ; be CARD PARTY
BLA1K , wis. (Speciou—K.nudtMay 26.
son-Maltison American L e g i o n
Post 231 will sponsor a card party
» j HMMa JPI CB Ii\7t lC^afiaHtCBttS^BHL*
~f'n\ (L '
School and Winona State College as. a swimming . pool benefit Fri..mmmmm±mTmmmmmm^mmma^J
_ ^A ^_l__A
_ ^^mmm
lmV B B \^m
^mmmm ^^ ' J ly-^
and is an elementary teacher in day evening in. the Blair City Hall.
^^^^^^^^^^^^ \~!w*«r/sm/
\£xjX S
the . Rushford Public School.
___y
Whist will be played , prizes
^^ ^^
The rehearsal-luncheon was giv- awarded for scores and there will
en at the home of the bridegroom 's be a door p-rij e .¦ The even t is open
¦
^ji Oii
parents Dec. , 29.
to the public.' ¦ ' ¦
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OES Officensat District Depu ty
Alma Installed hstalh^ebekahs
At Fountain City

Irene "Thompson. :x
Becomes Bride
At Peterson
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SWEETHEART

3-PIECE MAPLE

-» $119
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Three Ways to Buy:
Ca»h — 30-60-90 Doy Charge — No Down
Payment. T«rn\* as low ai $5 Monthl y,
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CARPETING
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By Maccc and Roxhury^
-Beautiful new decornlor
or aerilan.

<ke

QC

tt ., yd.
and up

WINONA FURNITURE CO.

166 Main (Across from Post Office)

OPEN EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

Phone 3145
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with each £%£
g£l
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pair of ~3»>1?
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Mattresses &

SECTIONALS

DINETTE SETS
By Lloyds and Howell.
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SHIP 'M SHOREIO
"FLOWER-NAME" SHIBT
. . . with overshirt news: lovely garden
print that sorts out the flowers by name.
Ensy-cnre all cotton in hot or new cool
colors.
Sizes: 30 to 3tl.

SHIP 'N SHOBKHi
^oi
INDISPENSABLE SHIRT .
/^&?
. . . a great fashion favorite , with taper
^ ^^Rjsi
collar , roll-up sleeves , 65% Dacron© poly —"—
^dH/^^ '
ester , 3S' i cotton. White tmd pastels.
C^\nTc '
Sizes; 30 lo 315.
JlYP>C\['.
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WINONA'S LARGEST SHOE STORE
75 W. 3rd St.
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Forever Feminine
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Secretary Cancels
Royal
Neighbors Install Philippine Raises

I Canton

MANILA, Philippines, (AP)President DioSdado ¦ Macapagal's
executive secretary ' has knocked
out a budget provision to raise
his salary.
. The proposed government budj et would have raised the annual
Salary of executive secretary
Amelito Mutuc from $6,000y to
$8,000. He - also canceled raises
for two of his assistants.

Mountain M idwife
Who Helped Deliver
000 Babies Dies *
3,

Postal Examination
Set at St. Charles

CANTON , Minn, (Special) -—
Royal Neighbors met Wednesday
ST. CHARLES, Minn. (Special)
afternoon for installation of offi—The St. Charles postmaster ancers at the home of Mrs, Rose
MANCHESTER , Ky. (AP)-^ nounced that applications will be
Gossman.
"Aunt Sarah" Collctt, a mountain accepted through Jan. 22 for sub. Miss Florence Mitson was inmidwife who helped deliver more stitute clerk-carrier positions here.
stalling officer assisted by Mrs.
than 3,000 babies in this eastern •Starting;pay is $2.16 an hour . As
.
Mary Kelly, ceremonial niarshaL
Kentucky region , died of a heart full
and parttime vacancies occur
Mrs. Edrle Oraker. assistant cereattack Monday at the age of 85. in the future , they will be filled by
monial marshal, and Miss Lila
She was a .widow arid had worked those who pass the examination ,
Young, installing chancellor. Offias a midwife 40 years.
Application forms may be securcers Installed were the Mmes.
In 1953 she gave the last piece ed at the post office. Applicants
Edn a . Patterson, oracle; Lucille
of land she owned as the site for will be notified by letter when
Snyder, vice oracle; Bose Goss- 4 Soldiers Killed
a new schoolhotise at the commu- ahd where the examination will be
man , past oracle ; Luella Busse,
nity of Blue Hole.
In
FK
Hood
Crash
given.
chancellor; Leona Truman, record¦ ¦
The school has been used as a
er; Edrle Oraker, receiver; Mae
meeting
place
for
church
groups.
Jo Helgesdn, marshal; Wary Kelly, FT. HOOD, Tex, (AP)-A tank "I wanted , it this way, " Aunt ARCADIA PATIENTS
60 gauge, 15 denier. Plain or
- ""Mr t |»^
and a truck collided at Ft. Hood
assistant marshal.
ARCADIA , Wis . (SpeciaD-Joh n
Sarah said;
27x27.
Large
size
dark seams. AH sizes, colors.
today
and
a
resultant
explosion
Managers are Nettie Aske, three
.
Her last wish will be granted , NdWcomb and Mrs. Albert Wieyears, Ethel Stone, two years, killed four soldiers and injured 19 too. Her funeral is to be held at land are patients at Lutheran HosRtfl. 79* quality
IC
f t box. ¦ ;¦ -¦ '
Mtes Forence Mitson, one year. others, 11 seriously,
the new school. Her burial place pital , La Crosse.' ¦
•OO-PkB.
'v.
;
Miss Lila Young is Inner sentinel
The tank belonged to the 67th is to be on a mountainside over¦Birdseye-.quality..; '
Ruth stefflar , outer sentinel and Armored and the truck to the 35th looking the building.
ARCADIA CHURCH ' MEETING
66C
captain ; Gladys Ryan , faith; Olive Armored jof the 2nd .Armored Di¦
ARCADIA
,
Wis.
(Special)--The
Turner , modesty; Berlha Ramlo, vlsien.-;. . - .
Kitchen safety : Handles of sauce'
meeting of the American
~~~ ~~"
unselfishness; Ivah Bencher, eh' Tliey hit at the gate of the mo- pans that are being used for cook: annual
1 doriU know vvhal I'd do without Fred. ,
RUBBER SOLE
Lutheran Church here will be held
durance; Beatrice Oierce," cour- tor pool of the 67th Armored.
ing on surface range units should Thursday at 8 p.m, in the church
SEAMLESS PLAIN or
live it up, probabfy.
Ql I PPFRC
age; Miss Florence Mitson , musi- No names have been released, always be pointed to the side.
¦
K,l»*
parlors.
&**tr
MICROFIL M
,
cian and¦ Edrie Ovakcr , flag
_ . , .„.,._
Choice of many styles ahd colbearer. "•„ ¦
R#0' M* «U81'*
ors. Can be worn indoors or
Purple satin collars made and
¦
¦ ¦
used when the camp was. organized
' ,¦— ' . '"' ;'. ' • '
- out. S-M-L.. y . .
in 1895 were used in the ceremony.
'
¦
;'
: - ' : ,w
The ne\V oracle presented Mrs.
'
1 101
¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ • ¦ pr*: .
,
.'
'
"
'
.
yValuti JLMW
Gossman with a past oracle's pin .
.
.
:
A lun ch was served: by the hostesses, Mrs. Gossman and Mrs.
1
HEAVY COTTON RIB
MONDOVI , Wis. (Special 'i ^-Joint Helgeson.
Two new members, Mrs. V. J.
GIRLS WASHABLE
AMI/ I PT
installation
of
officers
for
Lebanon
Gallas and Mrs. Harry Czarnowslsi, were welcomed into the Wi- Chapter 89, O.E.S.; and the Mon¦
¦
Our ragular 79« pkg.
' ¦ -¦ ,- ¦ •
nona Athletic Club Auxiliary Mon- dovi Masonic Lbdge 252 F & AM Trempealeau County
A
perfect
time
to buy those
Saturday
at
the
Masonwere
held
.
day evening by the president , Mrs.
Pkg. of
To Organize Special
¦
¦ . : %mmW W V _ ¦¦
ic Temple.
extra dresses. Get Jtop styles
¦
.
~H-H_HH__H_B__|
William Chuchna .
^¦
MW mm ¦
' ^MW ¦
James Latshaw was install- Education PTA
at unbelievably low prices.
During the meeting.the enplogy ingMrs.
past matron; Mrs. Carl Serum,
f-or Mrs. Frank Subjeck was read installing marshal;:' Mrs. Gordon
1.98 Values
2.98 Valu»*
2 pr. 66C
WHITEHALL , Wis. (Special ) by Mrs. Harry Srnocke. .
Colby, installing chaplain , and 'El- Trempealeau County school superMANY OTHER ANKLETS
Mrs. Ray Bambenek installed mer Putzier , past master , was in- intendenty Mrs. Lily Reich , has
1-r-f
44
2 00
fciivw
I ii
AT REDUCED PRICES
the following officers: Mrs. Wil- stalling organist .
announced that a meeting will, be
liam Walski, president; Mrs. Ceil Installed were worthy matron, held at the courthouse .Jan. : 15-at
¦
-:/ -: •. BOYS'
Welch, vice president; Mrs. Albert Mrs, Dowin Molitor; worthy pa- 8 p irn,, at which time a Parent
X ' . . . ' • • ' ; . . . - "~~~~~.
.Vaioes JiWW
. :
Being, treasurer ; Mrs. Harry tron , Roy J. Tanner; associate ma- Teachers Association of special
¦
'
'
'
•
'
' ' ; '. " y , \ : .
SPECIAL JUMBO
>, - .
Blank, secretary, and Mrs . Mark tron , Mrs. TauLBorgwardt ; asso- education will be organized.
Modjeski , welfare chairman. Mrs. ciate patron , Paul Borgwardt; . There will be an election of ofV
MEN'S
DACRON (Polyester)
WOMEN'S
T
SPOnSOfeS
l
i
Chuchna will serve as chairman secretary, Mrs. Houser Rockwell; ficers and the appointment of
of the kitchen with Mrs. Romauld treasurer* Mrs, Clara Conger; committees. George Heinemann,
Large size that can easily be
;
Galewski and Mrs. Fred Rettkcw- conductress , Mrr. Scott Holden ; admuuslratto of Central H i g h
cut into smaller sizes.
:
For every¦ window in your
5ki.
associate conductress , Mrs, Mar- School, Strum-Eleva , will be pres;
'
Regular S9# Valu.
V home. ;-:
Winners in games played during shall Smith; chaplain , Mrs, Nor- ent at the meeting.
¦
¦
•
'
,
the social hour were: Mrs. Stan- man Hanson ;' marshal , Mrs. "Ron- ETTRICK PATIENT
54-63-72 inches long
- v <S*
ley Langowski Mrs. Maude ald Johnston , and organist , Mrs. ETTRICK , Wis. ( Special)-Mrs.
Yahnke , Mrs. Plaga Kolter , Mrs;. Richard Pariso; star; points are Martha Hagestad is hospitalized
Czarnowski, Mrs. Pauline Kulas, Ada , Mrs . Gladys Fremming; at La Crosse.
/
'- - .' _S-_aa-a-_H-a_H_a--a-_K_H___a__JL'
BBSBSIHBBIBCBB
nHBBaaSBHBVDansnBi
¦' 81 and 90 | ¦¦
Mrs. Josephine Breza , Mrs. Gal- Martha, Mrs. Roy Tanner ; Electa ,
:-¦ .' •:
4|7
ewski, Mrs. Clarence Chuchna and Mrs. - Dud .ee Miles; Ruth , Mrs. PATIENTS FROM DODGE
Irnll
inch
NEW ASSORTMENT
Mrs. E. C. Kulas; The attendance George Brown , and Esther, Mrs. DODGE, Wis. (Special)-A La
,
William
Sweeney:
Warder
is
Mrs.
Crosse
resident
here
Sunday
With
prize went to Mrs . Andrew iloZlK
I
ITEM'S .
BOYS'
I f
A Valentine party is planned for Dutee Seyforth , sentinel , George his family to visit relatives, be¦¦¦ ¦
came seriously ill , shortly after
1-00 tO 1.35 VMU,.
the next meeting. Members are Brown:
¦^mm m mi^m^^
^
noon
and
was
taken
by
ambulance
Lodge
Roy
J.
For
the
Masonic
requested to wear house dresses
and make reservations with Mrs. Tanner was installing officer , Wil- to Lutheran Hospital , La Crosse.
76 inclies wide per pair. 63,
William Walski or Mrs.' William lard Jackson, rinstaiJing_ marsbaJ, He is Bernard Kaldanski , son of
2 Boxes 1,00
and Scott Holden , chaplain. Install- Mrs. Mary Kaldunski and brother
72, 81 and 90 inches long. , ; ._ . ¦ .:„
Chuchna.
of
Mrs.
Walter
Kratch
and
Aned were worshipful master , Mil.' ' ; ' ' y - . , . -; ' yy .¦' • ' ' . ¦/ ' ;' . . ¦
YOUR CHOICE
ton La Duke; seniorywarden, Gor- drew Kaldunski. He was hemordon Kjentvet; junior warden , Gor- rhaging internally, Mrs. R a l p h
don Isaacson Jr. ; secretary, Hous- Moga underwent surgery at t h e
er F. Rockwell; senior, Deacon , Methodist Hospital , Rochester, not
¦. ' ,
"The Store With An Interest In Voiir Feet' .,¦ " ' ¦
Many styles.
. V - . .' ' ¦'
Marvin Higley; jun ior deacon , Gor- St.. Mary 's, as was reported previously.
don Hintermyer Jr., and Tyler ,
Highlights of the history, natural Bennie Leirmo. .
AIM OO Q
¦¦ _ ¦ • '
resources and traditions of Ver- A buffet supper followed the
Value* 03C
.
A)M.98 <
mont were outlined by Mrs. M. . K. join t ceremonies.
47
.
; - ,.,,: ' ,.-•
-•
sets Jletl
Petty in her paper "Vermon t —
the Last Stand of the Yankees,"
read for the Ruskin Study Club Lanesboro Parish
Monday afternoon at the home of
Mrs. George Kelley.
" Schedules Meetings
Mrs. Petty, called Ethan Allen ,
one of the Green Mountain Boys LANESBORO , Minn, (Special) of - the American., Revolutionary Activities in St. Patrick' s parish
"daWT aSiaTDoT'othy'Ca'hfield-Fisher; this week include a meeting Wed:
novelist of Arlington, Vt., the. true nesday at 8 p.m. of Sty Michael' s
Unit at the home of Mrs. Gerald
spokesmen for. Vermont,
A brief business meeting was Murphy, with Mrs. Ahgelo Hen— — ¦ '"" ¦¦' ;¦
————
Values to 49« yd.
presided over by Mrs. Fred Bough- nessy and Mrs. Donald Lawstuen ,
assistant
hostesses.
ton, president.. Mrs. Kelley was
LIGHT WEIGHT
5Q|»
assited by her daughter , Mrs. Leo Thursday at 2 p.m. a sewing
meeting will be held at the home
F. Murphy Jr.
-of-Airs. J. C. Scanlan.
LARK prices actually start
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Leo Hager will speak on the
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Choose from gingham checks
history of the Holy Name Society
Drip-Dry
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or colorful pastel solids. Large
*
when they meet . Thursday at 9
s!ze 72x90.
regular
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announced at the Chapter meeting Green Thumb Club
»6» LESS THAN RAMBLER
Classic
Monday evening at the Masonic
Temple that a program of enter- Has Gourmet Banquet
^
LESS THAN
tainment will be present at the
LEWISTON , Minn. (Special ) next meeting, Jan. 22.
John Wheeler presided as worthy The. Green Thumb Club had its
LESS THAN COMET
patron in the absence of Dr , Wil- fi rst annual Gourmet Banquet FriPILLOW PROTECTOR
day evening at the home of Mrs.
3 y d, 1.00
LESS THAN
liam Green , worthy patron.
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Emma
A report on the annual ChristIdeas for next year's program ,
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by Mrs. Carl Frank , chairman. ed at the June
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next
meeting,
Feb.
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in the absence of Mrs. Harold club , the "past year RalTtoen de77
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Bridge Sets
mittee .
MORE TH H VALIANT
Signs calling attention to tho park
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_,
Serving on the refreshment com- have been erected on Highway 14
.
lace Ma I*Sets
mittee were Mrs. H. V. Tecgarden , at each end o[ town .
¦
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m
Drastically reduced to
_
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Walz , Mrs, W. L. Hodgins, Mrs. CIRCLE C
Reg. 98t yd. quality
and
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The
L
ark
this;
f / ives you all
The Lark 4-door sedan has more
Ben KukwloH , Mrs. Glady Dux- Circle C of St. Mary 's Church
bury, Miss Henrietta Kerkow , Mrs. will meet at. •the 'tome of Mrs.
Icgroom than any of these cats... more headroom in hack than any of these cars... and
OOC yd.
le/7 and 2.55
Frank Hewitt and Hale Stow.
Elizabeth Kohner . 10in W. Broadway, at 2 p.m. Thursday.
more headroom in front than any but one, which just matches The Lark. In addition ,
BLAIR MNC
(special>- T lie LADIES AID INSTALLS
HL A IK , Wis.
you'll find Tlie Lark has big wide doors-flush floors-bi g hralccs-hi g 15-inch wheclsFEMININE STYLED
Blair MNC Club will meet, at the STOCKTON , . Minn , (SpcciaDhome of Mrs. Donald Erickson The Ladies Aid of Grace Luther'"
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CAR COAT NOW AT
Dancers nre to brin g a cup and tee for the silent auction which
Values 2e44
February meetBIG DISCOUNT PRICES
something for the lunch to he serv- will be held atis (he
to be given for the
ed following the dnncin R . Callers ing: ^ party
will be Harol d Anncrml and Ther- Walther League and (lie new eonon Knutson , Pigeon Falls , Wis., firmniids during February. The
Choose from thase values
Mrs. Julius Stenberg, U p p e r committee is comprised of Mrs.
\\ __\
^_ l
French Crook , is president of the Paul Drazkowski , Mrs, John Van
Winkle and Mrs. Arthur Wncholz.
club.
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[at righ t )you'11 think
somebody made a m istake.
Maybe so. But m like it
that way.a.and so will y ou!
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to chniiRo the human spine , from the simplest Chiropractic
method in 1095, to the. 1961 procedure being extremely detailed ,
nnd without discomfort . . .
Why not telephone 32)7 and arrange to sec why three thousand
unusual Chiroprnctors hnvo found this method to be most r>|fectivc with their own health problem, or contact your chiropractor ,
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Marzolf Implement Co.
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By. ABIGAIL VAN BUREN

DEAR ABBY: I am 33. divorced and believe me, I have my
problems. I am seeing a psychiatrist once a week'. I met a very
good-looking man . -' (I'll call him "Mr: X. " > in the psychiatrist' s
office. We vterc immediately attracted to each other and found we
had a lot in common. We spent a few evenings together , 'he came
to my apartment ) arid I think I am in love with him.
1 told my psychiatrist everything and he-saiii I- should .quit
seeing "Mr. X. ", because he is more mixed up -than I. am . If
I must make a choice , I will give up seeing the psychiatrist because Mr. A . is aoing more ior me man ne
is. \l tol d my psychiatrist I wasn 't seeing "Mr.
X. "' any more , "hut I am. Should I tell the
psychiatrist the truth , quit seeing "Mr. X. " or
MIXED LP
quit seeing the psychiatrist "?

¦
' _\\\ ^^^^K

DEAR MIXED UP ; You sought psychiatric help/ because you needed it. You still
need if; Your psychiatrist can 't hel p you un. less you are completely honest with him. X
out "Air. X.. " tri) your doctor the truth and
follow his advice.
¦

¦

'

¦

¦

¦ ¦

- . : ' - ^^m
¦'Let him finish it
— it might teaeh him a
lesson he'll never forget.''

-

DEAR ABBY : The letter from the woman
Abby
ivhcse husband didn 't think he could make it
down the aisl e at his daughter 's weddin g sure hit home with me.
I was a-widower when my daughter married and I flatl y refused
to "give her away, " She was air I had. She was married in the
Presbyterian Church and (he preacher said nobody had (o give the
bride away in his service: She walked down the aisle all by herself
and not to the strains of Lohengrin , either. <Jl was too sad and
sounded like a funeral march ' . I had them play "Pomp and
MIND OP MY OWN
•
Circumstance . '* Sincere ly,
DEAR ABBY : Nobod y believes roe, but this is the truth. 1 hod
a wart on my thumb for many years . I went to a doctor and he
told -mc to. leave ' .it- .- -alone. I was very self-conscious about it because, as you know , warts are not very pretty. A friend of my
mother 's was visitin g one day arid we got. on the subje ct of
warts. She told me to tie a thread around it , go out in the yard
after dark and bury a potat o upside down , and the wart would go
away just as soon as the potato rotted. Just for a j oke, I did it.
Within one month my wart disappeared. Can you explain it?
.
BAFFLED
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DENNIS THE MENACE
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DEAR BAFFLED: No. And neither can anyone else. There
(s no scientific explanation for some of the legendary "cures"
that appear to work in ridding people of warts,. My advice is
to let a doctor decide the treatment. He Is more dependable
a potato , too , it
than voodoo. Of course if you want to bury
¦' ' ¦'¦¦¦
won 't do any harm-y
:- .' -- :¦-' '
. CONFIDENTIAL TO "DONE WRONG IN FLORIDA" : Nonsense. Because one woman "did you wrong " is no reason to retire from the human race. All women are not alike.

Classes Over 12
Months Suggested
ATLANTA. Ga. < AP) — Gov)
Ernest Vandiver says a proposal
to hold public school classes .12
months a year is very -provoca-

tive and he hopes legislative committees: ywili y give it . thorough
study.
.
But. he added at a news conference Monday, "My 13-year-old
son has very passionately requested that I veto that piece of legislation."
.
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APARTMENT 3-0

By Alex Kotz ky

Yes , a full 4% - at ' a full-service b^rik! Federal regulations now permi
Certificates pf Deposit held for one year or longer.
Certificates are available in $50 denominatiOTispanct

y

yv _

¦- -

interest .starts the day you buy them. Your money is
insu red. Your 4% bank interest is guaranteed and
paid to you by check every 12 months. Stop in to- : morrow and give your dollars a raise in pay by buy ing

REX MORGAN, M.D.

4% Savings Certificates. You'll not only be getting
more interest but also more services - the extra serv-

By Dal Curtis

ices available only from a full service bank!

' .- - ' By. ' Ernie, Bushmiller -

NANCY

MARY WORTH

By Saunders and Ernst

THE

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OP W INONA

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
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WEATHER

Two-State Deaths

OTHER TEMPERATURES
By THE
¦ ASSOCIATED PRESS

Visiting hours; Medical and »urglcal
patients: 2 to A and 1 to 8:30 p.m. (no
children under 12).
Maternity patients : 2 to J:30 and- 1 to
1:30 p.m. (adult * only).

Fire Damages Car
On Arcadia Street

' , "' ¦'
High Low Pr .
Albany, cloudy .....,., 40 23
Albuquerque , cloudy - 55 V30 .:- , ..'
Bismarck, snow ...... 7 -15 .04
Boston, clear . ........ 45 29 ;. ...
Chicago, clear ....... 18 -5 .01
Cleveland, clear ..... 30 5 ..
Denver, snow ; ......, 27 -19 .72
Des Moines, cloudy ... 15 -9 .' ".
Detroit, clear ........ 28 8 .02
Fairbanks , cloudy ., .y 16 '2 ..
Fort Worth, snow ..... 58 20 .02
Helena, clear ......... 9 -23 .01
Honolulu .............. 78 70 ..
Indianapolis, clear ... 20 3 ..
Kansas City, clear ... 34 2 '.:' .".
Los Angeles, clear ... 78 55'. . - '- ..
Memphi s, snow. .¦¦¦¦¦ 42 20_ .01
Miami, clear . . . . . . . . . 82 54" yy
Milwaukee , clear ,... . 15 -7 . . -.
Mpls,, St. Paul , snow ^ 3 -3 T
New Orleans, cloudy . 54 35
Mew York , clear .....47 28 .01
- .-20 V-7 ,¦:;,.;..
Omaha, clear
Philadelphia, clear .. 46 26 '.03
Phoenix, clear ...- .- ;.. . 70 42- .-'•..
Portland ,VMe., clear ¦ 42 39 ¦ ...
Portland , Ore., clear . 52' 36 - ..
Rapid City , snow; ... ;21 -6 .03
St. Louis, cloudy ..... 24 0 .- .
Salt Lake City, ctear . 49 23
San Francisco, clear . 79 58 ..
Seattle, cloudy .. ..y 49 40 .01
Tampa, clear ........ 64 43 ..
,., 49 27 .02
Washington , clear
----< T-Tra<;e). :

ARCADIA. Wis. (SpeciaD-Arcadia volunteer firemen extinguished a fire in a car driven hy Mrs.
Gaylord Hanson , rural Arcadia ,
Sunday morning, Mrs. Hanson was
flagged down by a pedestrian as
she traveled on Main Street here.
Damage -was estimated at $200.

Edwin C. Hanson

BLAIR,Wis. (Special ) ~ Edwin
C. Hanson, 80, sportsman, nature
lover and oldest native-born Blair
resident, died Monday noon at
Lutheran Hospital , La Crosse,
where he had been confined since
Dec. 28.
He was born here April 9, 1881,
son of Mr. and Mrs Christian
(Berger) Hanson . His father was
the second businessman in the
community and operated the first
general store in Blair. .,. '.
He married Helga Olson cf
Chimney Rock Oct. 30, 1907, and
they operated the , Scandia House
hotel for the next 28 years. This
is the present Blair Hotel. She
died in 1948.
V^Survivors; are: Twoydaughters,
Mrs. Oscar (Corinne) Hovre, Blair ,
and Mrs. Ray . (Hel en). Olson, La
Crosse, six grandchildren and
three great-grandchildren .
Funeral services will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. at Zion Lutheran
Church ,' the Rev. E. E. Olson officiating. Burial will be in . tiie
church cemetery. There will be a
devotional service tonight at 7:30
at Frederixon Funeral -floine.
Friends may call at the funeral
home Wednesday morning, then at¦
the church until service. . ' . . , .

Shelter Survey
Scheduled for
Buffalo County

COCHRANE , Wrs.-A shelter
survey by federal and state personnel of existing public buildingi
Arlen Olson, Homer, Minn .
that could shelter 50 or more peo- John F. Bufmeister , 626 Clark's
ple is scheduled for this month in
Lane.
Buffalo County, according to HowMrs. Robert E, Holien, Peterard Mohnk , civil defense director.
son, Minn.
Plans of the federal government
: Mrs , Walter Moser, 315 W. Sarinclude needs for modification of
nia St,
shelter ¦ areas and stockpiling of
Mrs. James P. Moger, Red Top
food supplies: Each area will have
Trailer Court.
a custodian and be open to the
Mrs-. Mairie A. KiedrowsW, 159
public for emergency purposes and
Chatfield St.
. CLAIRE,.. Wis.-Th.ey. na- participati on in CD exercises.
EAU
Mrs, Hulda B. Linden , St. Chartion 's defense program could lead A GENERAL survey of th« U. $.
les, Minn.
to renewed production of military is to be completed-by next DecemFrank Subject, 221 W. 5th St.
goods^at . Eau_ Claire, Wis., by Na- ber. Mohnk . said , but modification
lantic .states.; If will continue cold or colder in
WEATHER FORECAST . . . Snow flurries
R. H. Jackson, 428 W. Broadway.
, Inc. the
'
Mrs. Norman H. Eggert, Rushare scheduled tonight for the Great Lakes , the most of the naiibn-exce^t^r^heJowetj Piiclfit--- tional Presto Industries
' annual report of _ shelter- areas' is tb start within
company
said
in
its
ford ,' Minn .'
a ' month or two .
Ohio valley and the eastern Rockies with some
coast area where temperatures are expected to to stockholders Monday.
At no time will the federal govFred B. Reed, Park Hotel .
light sno'w in" thg. northern Gulf area and parts remain the same as ' IVIonday night. (AP PhotoThe company has plant facili- ernment build shelters for private
Ed F. Griesel, 666 Winona St.
Map(
fax
of the southern Plateau, Rain is expected in the y - ties totaling some 900,000 square homes, Mohnk said, but It may
Births
feet at Eau Claire, but except for initiate an incentive for large pri;lowef"'Klississippi valley and. southwestern AtMr. arid Mrs. George R. Larsome space leased for storage to vately owned apartment , houses
son, St. Charles, Minn., a daughother companies the facilities are and factories^ to incorporate shelter.' - . '" '
idle.
Argentina Opposes
ter areas within the structure .
Mr. and Mrs. George E, Riesing,
National Presto , which has its Mohnk said a number of resi1754 Kraemer Dr., a son. ;
Collective
Sanctions
headquarters at Eau Claire , got in- dents in the Urne area are buildDischarges
to defense business in World War ing; fallout shelters ranging in size
Joseph E. Meyer, 118 Liberty St.
WASHINGTON (APJ-Argentina
II. In the middle 1950s, it trans- from single family unit s to tha
Mrs, Arthur Schaale, 321 W. Mill
apparently opposes any collective
¦y St." ferred its production of commerT multifamily type. The Weisenbeck ,
Mrs. Clara Hagen
sanctions against"""Cuba,--;. Latin¦ _
cial items such as kitchen cookers Castleberg, Hayden , Lindstrom
Mrs. DeWayne Yantes and baby ,
STRUM , Wis.—Mrs. Clara Hag- American diplomats say. X '<-. ":¦'
_21l Liberty St.
._ .
en, 70, died of a heart ailment They said, that seemed to be the PRESTONi„Minn :. — Bids ' for the present bridge across : Root to a plant in Mississippi.
and Owen families have extensive
...
Defense work at Eau Claire dur- plans which include everything
Mrs. Everett j; Gora . 715 E. Sth
eahy Monday at Buffal o Memorial essence of a series 6i ¦; proposals $350,000 in coupon bonds to finance River: ^rom "Highway
16
in
the
ing . the Korean War involved as
. ' st. '-v .
Hospital , Mondov i .
forwarded to President Kennedy construction of bridges at Peterson village of Peterson This is slated many as 2,000 workers at peak pe- needed for the comforts of life,
^
- Wilfred M. Herold, Winona Rt. 2.
Mohpk said. Some, shelters are beA lifelong resident of this area, by Argntina's President Arturo and Lanesboro will be opened iii for ... 1.96S" construction.
riods. National Presto *has made ing built in spacious basements
Mrs. Eldon R. Conrad and baby ,
she was the former Clara Engen, Frondizi.
,
office,
of
Fillmore
County
Audithe
The
Lanesboro
bridge,
from
y
Arcadia, Wis.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ole En- The . diplomats based their es- tor 1 Charles V. Michener next Main street west across Root such military items as fuses , and others will be built undershells, cases and aircraft frames ground with entrances to the baseMrs. 'William F. Hill aad baby,
gen, and was born Sept. 25, 1891. timate of the Argentine proposals, Tuesday at 11 a.m.
River to the Athletic Field, .7 of at Eau Claire.
257 Wilson St.
died
several
Her husband , Alfred .
which have nqt .been made public, The two bridges will cost an a mile, is estimated at $200,000. In a; preface to the company 's ment. .
Mrs. Edwin G. Schultz and baby,
years ago.
on news dispatches and on atti- estimated $435,000, Micftetier said This will be a 1963 project.
St. Charles, Minn.
Mrs. Hagen is survived by three tudes expressed by Argentine dip- it is expected that state aids will The Legislature last year also annual report, Melvin S. Cohen, THE SHELTERS Indud* heatpresident, noted that the company
facilities , air filtering, dehuMiss Marcia L. Jenkinson , Dako- DULUTH CAP ) - -; A remark sons, Orville and R a y m o n d , lomats,
pay the entire cost , but the faith passed a law permittin g, a levy in 1961 received an award of a ing
midifiers, regular toilet facilities ,
ta , Minn.
and
Arnold
,
Cameron,
Strum.y
taxing
and
credit
of
the
unlimited
of
five
mills-to
retire
indebtedness
.
taken as a wise crack to a young
Wis.; a daughter , Mrs. Otto (MjrtFriday at St. Joachim's powers of the county rnust be of highway departments resulting research and development contract a water supply well within the
woman In a restaurant resulted le) Bollinger, Mondovi; two sis- a.m.
new type 175 mm. shell." basement s radiation
detection
Catholic Church , Plainview , the pledged to; the amount of the from increased costs of highway forIf "a
OTHER BIRTHS
the shell is adopted for. pro- equipment , and auxiliary electric
early today in a shooting and a ters, Mrs. Olof Erickson; Osseo; Rev. S. E. Mulcahy officiating. : bonds. State aids have averaged maintenance and construction.
af ter the developmen t power. Some of the food supplies
TREMPEALEAU, Wis.-Mr. and police hunt for the man' who did Wis., and . Mrs. Lyle DeRusha, Burial will be in St. Aloysius Cem- $403,700 the pa^t twiTyears.
Maintenance costs on the hilly duction
phase,
production
could be accom- already in basements are suffiMrs. Robert Lettner , Trempea'
'
'
Chippewa Falls, Wis.; 12 grandchil- etery, Elba.
'-'
areas of Fillmore County, are high ,
leau, a son Dec. 28 at St.; Francis it.; - y y
, great-grandchil- Friends may call at Johnson and A NEW LAW passed by the the county auditor pointed out. " plished on National Presto 's exist- cient to sustain a number of famdren
and
eight
Taken to & hospital for treat- dren.
ing eight-inch shell line at Eau ilies for a much , longer period
Hospital , • La Crosse.
Schriver^-Poneral Home from 10 Legislature last year made it posthan suggested by the government,
: ALMA CENTER , Wis.—Mr. and ment of a foot grazed by a bullet Funeral services will be Thurs- a.m. Thursday until time of serv- sible tb hasten construction of THE BOARD of Commissioner! Claire, Cohen said. . '.'
Mohnk said.
Mrs.;;Claude Sumner , a daughter was Robert Hampton , 24; Duluth. day at 2 p.m. at Strum Lutheran ice Friday.' The Rosary - ' Will' - be needed highway projects by/bond- placed this five mills in its highing on future state aids , Michener way levy this year, Michener said.
Dec. 31 at,KCQbn» Clinic, 'Black He was released; later.
Church. The Rev. A. T. B16m will said at 3 and 8 p.m. Thursday.
WHITEHALL TEACHER QUITS
River y Falls, Wis.
said. From such aids, the county The board anticipates that it will Social Security Talks
officiate. Friends may call at- the
WHITE HALL . Wis: (Special) —
Eugene H. Hoti
expects , to pay off the bonds at take about two yeass_to retire the Slated at Fountain
STICKNEY , III —Mr. and Mrs. Police said investigation showed church after 4 p.m. Wednesday.
Mrs.
Verdis Thompson , Pigeon
.
y
(Spee-vents:
these
Wis.
000
a
year
beginning
highway
fund
Tndebtedness.
the rate of $50,
INDEPENDENCE ^
: Donald Stella, a daughter ThursStrand Funeral - Home is in
Falls , resigned as 3rd and 4th
,
¦
/
60,
Feb.
1,
1963.
An
overdraft
was
reCity
of
$216,586
and
Gilmanton
Hackett
Hotz
cial)-Eugene
day. Mrs. Stella is the former
Hampton was sitting in a booth charge of arrangements.
grade teacher at the Whitehall
Margaret Vaughan , daughter of
died at his home in Chicago at 3 The Peterson bri<3g£ j s estimafed ported in the highway fund at the
young
pizza
shop
and
a
'
effective Jan. L Mrs. Lloyd
at
a
school
'
FOUNTAIN
CITY,
Wis.
:
So;
r
eplace
annual
board
meeting
Jan.
3.
to
cost
$235,0001
It
-will
after
a
long
illness.
Mrs; Bessie O. Tow
a.m. Sunday
Mr: and Mrs. F. J. Vaughan , 216 woman and two men were sitting
''the -.' .foster son of Mr.
cial Security field representative Fischer , Whitehall , has been hired
He
was
E. Wabasha St.. Winona.
(Special)-Sirs,
,
ETTRICK
Wis.
nearby about 2 a.m. Hampton
Marshall Nogle will discuss recent to complete the term, The second
and Mrs. Jacob Hotz, Arcadia. He
made a remark taken as an in- Bessie Oakland Tow, 97, last of was born Aug. 11, 1901:
changes
end answer questions at semester [or the district closes
family of this area,
TODAY'S BIRTHDAY S
sult by one of the men, believed the Oakland
two open meetings Friday, at the Jan. 19, according to John Brown,
wife, the forSurvivors
are:
His
Wednesday
died
at
Rushville,
!Neb.
to be the boy : friend of the girl.
Fountain City Auditorium at 1:30 administrator. Students will reLewis Calvin¦¦ Fort , Houston Rt.
She was a sister of Odell Oak- mer Flora Baker; one son, Eup.m. and at Gilmanton High ceive report cards the . following
walked
up
to
The
boy
friend
"
grandchildren.
-, '.
:
i .; 5/-; " . .land, Town of Franklin, who gene Jr., and three
¦' ' - ' ¦
week;
School at 8 p.m.
Hampton , poured the contents of died several years ago,
servicesWill be ThursFuneral
Janel Louise
Mueller
Winona
.
;
a coffee cup on Hampton's head
Rt. 3, 3.
She is survived by . several day at 3:30 a.m. at Ss. Peter &
and hit him oh the head with the nieces and nephews in this area , Paul's Catholic Church, Independcup.
Mrs. William Lambert and Ru- ence, the Rev. Edmund Idimek
Municipal Court
Hampton slugged the man , who dolph and Clarence HalvoTson',; officiating. Burial will be in the
wenfe to his car, came back with Taylory^lrs. Hans Morken , Town church eemetery.
)
WINONA
a gun and confronted Hampton^ of Ettrick , and Mrs. Joseph Nel- Friends may call at Wiemer Fu- ;XA CRESCENT , Minn. (Special ised to abide by the will of the
Robert J; Ives, 25, 1078'fc W. There was a tussle , then a shot. sestuen, La Crosse. Her; sister-in- neral Home , Independence , after —The La Crescent Village Coun- people in his decisions.
Each councilman will be- provid King St., forfeited a $10 deposit The two men and the girl fled in law, Mrs. Odell - Oakland ,, lives 2 p.m. Wednesday. The Rosary cil voted Monday night : to install
a
speaker
system
in
the
Village
ed
with a copy of "Booth Village
on a charge of having no valid a car, . . .
will b& said by Knights of Colum- Hall , purchase a tape recorder for Manual' -: at city expense.
at Blair. - .' :
Minnesota driver's license in his
bus at\8 p.m. and by the Holy a permanent record of council
possession . He was arrested by poHans Hilden
Name Society at 8:30.
REQUESTS FOR pay increases
meetings . and publish proceedings
lice Monday at 8:23 a.m. at 4th General Inspects
LANESBORO . Minn. (Special) of $50 per month by Milo Shephardin
the
Times-Chief
,
local
newspaend Johnson streets.
Raymond L. Snure
Hans Hilden , formerly of Lanesson and Harold Vetsch of the vilper.; ¦
Ft Lewis Divisions
boro, died this morning at Albert CALEDONIA, Mirth. (SpeciaD lage
maintenance "crew were taRaymond . LeRoy Snure, 68, life- This .action came following an bled to give the council opportunIMPOUNDED DOGS
FT, LEWIS, Wash. UP) - Wis- Lea, Minn .
acceptance
speech
by
the
new
time area farm er, died suddenly
ity to study the proposals.
consin 's 32nd Infantry Division Funeral . services will be at 2 of
radyor , William Mishler , who wicli
Non e impounded .
a heart attack Monday evening Clarence
In answer to a question by Dr.
p.m. Thursday at Johnson Funersta»
and
the
4th
Division
,
both
Vetsch,
new
councilman
, Phillip
-Available for good homes:
Township
in
Union
home
at
his
Utz when the village will
Lanesboro.
al
Home,
was elected Dec - 5.
Several males and females; tioned at Ft. Lewis , were inspect- Friends may call at Johnson near here.
have legal counsel, Mayor Mished
Monday
by
Gen
.
George
H.
large and small , including a large
4, 1893, he was the son
MISHLER
defeated
Ruisell ler said that appointment is beDecker , Army chief of staff. A Funeral Home Wednesday evening. Bom July Mrs.
male golden retri ever.
Snure. Senn, who was in the large au- ing made, subject to approval
George
W.
of
Mr.
and
Ft. Lewis spokesman said the
Ambrose Bedtke
He never married.
dience attending the first council of the council. L, L. Duxbury Jr.,
visit -was routine.
Caledonia , was village attorney
PLAINVIEW, Minn. fSpeciaD- Survivors are three , sisters, the meeting of the year.
¦
FIRE RUNS
Ambrose Bedtke, 38, died Sunday Misses Daisy, Mathilda and Lucille Mayor Mishler , stressing the during Mayor Senn's term.
Monday
Myron Waldow of Caswell EnSnure, all of Caledonia, His par- importance of keeping the people
Navy Plane Crashes, atHeMilwaukee.
10:36 p.m.—Fire on fhe trailer of
was born Sept. 24, 1923, in ents, five sisters and three broth- informed , suggested the l o u d gineering Co., village engineers,
Quincy Township, son of Paul and ers have died.
a truck owned by Fairbanks Log- Fou r Aboard Killed
speaker, tape recorder , and pub- presented , plans for the new well ,
Now a flew Senior Citizen plan is available to those
Rose Bedtke.
ging Co., Brownsville , Minn., was
services will be Thurs- lication of the proceedings , which pumphouse, pumping equipment
Funeral
(AP
)
MANILA
—
A
U.S.
Navy
He lived in the Plainview area day at 2 p.m. at First Presbyter- Editor Gordon Neumann has of- and discharge pipe to water mains.
out on arrival of firemen. The
in normal health who are 65 or over , and to scms and
truck was parked one mile east Skyraider attack plane crashed all his life until moving to Mil- ian Church , the Rev. John Ce- fered to do as a public service. The well has been completed nt a
daughters who want to assure this protectioh for
of Stockton on Highway 14. Driver after takeoff from Subic Point waukee six years ago where he dar officiating. Burial will be in The mayor also pledged his co- cost of $7,920, It is 550 feet deep
^
was Duane Cobey. Damage ap- Air Station today. All four crew- was employed as a constr uction Union Ridge , Cemetery near Cale- operation to any group striving for and has been test pumped up to
their parents. The plan provides substantial benefits
men were killed , the Navy said, worker. He never married.
1,000
gallons
per
minute.
peared minor.
donia.
better and new business and new
¦
toward :
The victims , two officers and
He suggested that when bids
Survivors are : His parents , of
Friends may call at Potter-HauA little left over ham in the two enlisted men , wero attached Minneiska; one brother , Michael , gen Funeral Home Wednesday af- industry in the village and prom- are called on pumping equipment,
refrigerator? Chop it fine and add to the aircraft carrier Lexington. St. Paul , and one sister, Mrs. ternoon and evening and at the
council ask for prices on 500- and
HOSPITAL COSTS FOR
900-j? a 1J o n s-per-minute nails to
it to a beef stew. You'll be sur- Their names . were withheld Phyllis Carrels, Wabasha,
church Thursday from 1 to 2 p.m,
compare the cost difference on
prised at the good flavor!
• Medical Care
pending notification of kin.
Fdneral" -services will be 9:30
• Room and Board
¦ ¦'¦' »
installing larger equipment. ;¦
'
Gust Isaacson
Nursing Care
• Surgery
GALESVILLE, Wis, (Special) HERBERT Stanford, presldwj
.
Gust Isaacson 89, died Monday
including nursing home care
of the Taxpayers Association , —
Here 's the Sale You Hav e Been Waiting For
evening at a La Crosse hospital
asked why the council had not anf ollowing hospitalization
after a nine-day illness.
swerd his group's question on
A retired road contractor , he
why a larger pump In one of the
No upper age limit. As long as you are age 65 or over,
was born Dec. 12, 1872, in AshiP'
present wells was not considered
this
pun , Wis. and had lived In
instead of tho new well and equipH , you can make application. If only one of a couple is
community most of his life. He
ment. He said council had been
over 65, the other may be as young as 56.
was a member of the Masonic
inf ormed by Taxpayers AssociaLodge .
ST. PAUL (AP ) — Gov. Elmer tion that a used pump with a
Both husband and wife can be covered under a sing le
He married Ollie Chalsma In L. Andersen asked President John capacity of B80 gallons per min1939 who survives him.
F. Kennedy today to remove ute was for sale by a La Crosse
policy.
Special Groups of Men's Furr.ish.ingi, including dress shirts , sweaters , sport shirts , hats,
Other survivors nre: Three sons , Thomas Carter as acting director brewery.
Cyril , St. Paul ; Nolan , Oconomo- of Indian affairs in Minnesota.
Renewable for life. Premiums will not be changed beCouncil conceded that the matslacks, hosiery and neckwear from our regular stock of quality men's furnishings.
woe, Wis., and Howard Chalsma
He wrote the president that the ter of a larger pump had been
cause of occurrences to you , as an individual—but
(stepson) , Holmen; three daugh- conduct , of Indian affairs in Min- brought up but had no record of
A FEW EXAMPLES
ters, Mrs. P. E. (MardelD Math- nesota "is suffering from a lack a specific pump.
may be changed only for all policyholders in your
Alan Charley, ex-mayor , said ,
eny, Jacksonville , Ore.; Mrs. Rex of confidence in the acting direcclassification.
(Laurlne ) Enkins , Spring Valley, tor...and the absence of coopera- "If you are going to put equipto
Regular ».* to $6.95
R ^r »»
S2,0
Arthur (Violet ) Lewiston , tion between his office and the ment 7.10 feet 'into tho ground , it
nnd
Mrs.
^t^L
"
Long sio«v<»
Eau Claire, 17 grandchildren and Indians , as well /ite various hud better bo good." H.e said pnst
All Wool Worsted Flannel
ono sister, Mrs. Ncls Olson , Ra- agencies interested in tnis work. " exerienco had proved it Is costly
NPriCWFAB
Wh y not call us hr details—today ?
do otherwise.
cine.
The governor Inclosed resolu- to Tho
pump and equipnm t will
Funeral service will be Thurs- tions from the executive , commitday at 1 p.m. at First Presbyter- tee of (he Minnesota Chippewa be given further study by the counian Church , the Rev. Richard Hill tribe and from the governor 's In- cil.
¦
A letter from Gov. Elmer L.
for
<
officiating. Biirinl will he in the dian , action committee demanding
^5.00
— ifiz-st-rtn
~-.
i n r *™
-Andersen-on -a -foderul sutvey. -of
CUFFED FREE
'SInrteirX^metery7"FHtriWs'"'-Tfia'y Carter 's removal ".""
fallout shelters for civil defense
call at Smith Mortuary Wednesday
wns read . Council members and
HE
ALSO
Inclosed
a
letter
from
_
church
p.m.
and
at
the
from
7
to
9
Regular 513.95
. ;,, „,
R«gul« HUS
Episcopal Bishop Philip MeNairy Winston Reider , CD chairman , will
Regular $5.00
Thursday afternoon.
LANEROSSI
attend a regional meeting for furof Minneapolis.
MANSMOOTH WHITE
ther Information.
McNalr
y
In
his
letter
Bishop
Hurd
Mrs.
George
DOBB'S
WOOL
PLAINVIEW , Minn. (SpeciaD- said ho was convinced tjio local
COINCIL agreed to pay mileMis. George Hurd , 75, died at Rest bureau of Indian affairs adminis- age for Donald Anderson of the
"is
unsympathetic
io
Ihe
Haven Home here this mornin g IraWon
police , who will attend
ne 'ds of Indians and deliberatel y auxiliary
after an illness of six years.
six radiological fallout classes in
programs
of
uncoo
pe
rative
wilh
The former Pauline Malenhau,JJ
Winona.
3 for $10-00 .
Game & Lake Origin,),
er, she wa.s born here April state , county and individual efAt the MiKge.stioii of Cha rley .
24, 1885, daughter of Mr. and Mrs . forts in behalf of the Indian peo- council agreed to have the village
"
ple.
In
August Malenhauer. She lived
Sandlnp Altobtll—Phon« SJ54
BRENTWOOD
Regular $5.95 8, S«.50
Edward Urncsv-Phone 3295
Regular $1.00
Bishop McNalry is a member -of maintenance department establish
this area all her life ,
a
good
skating
rink.
Indian
ad
visory
committee
ol
NYLON
the
CAMP
whom
she
husband
George,
MANHATTAN
Clarotica
Barth—
Phona
2159
Vincent
Her
CorrMo—-Phona 7823 .
Request of Clerk Robert Kies
CWFTLTFIK
married Apri l 14, 1901) , nt Plain- the secretary of th e Interior. His for n $300 a year raise was takG«orgt» Vondrashek—Phona 2732 Robert Molor-Phone 3547
Ilhlll
oo
letter
was
addressed
lo
view , died in lOIIII ,
en under advisement although
Gordon'"Seiko—Phon» 8-1654
Kermlt Selkc-Phono 8-3055
She was a member of Plainv iew Nash , commissioner of Indian af- Council wan Donald Schlicht voted
Jot Gallagher—Phone 5056
fairs.
Martinson—Phone 41\9
Arnold
¦Methodist Church,
against the delay, calling attenE. J. Baudhuln—Phone 9J79
,
Carl
Glanders
One
nephew
.
yoari
In
tion
to
Ihe
increasing
duties
of
a
veloron
of
39
Carter,
t*JW
Cardigan & Pullover Styles
, 2 pair 31.25
Plainview , survives.
the government service , :il years ihe clerk duo to increase in popFuneral services will be at 11 of it with tho Bureau of Indian ulation. Kies said ho jponds at
a.m. Thursday nt Johnson and ¦Affairs , said no one had cont acted least 1O0 hours.a month on clerk' s
Schrlver Funeral Home , Ihe Rev. him ahout any complai nt s.
duties.
Walter Crabtrcc , Plai nview Meth"I have n 30 year record withAt tho r equest ol Arnold Frick ,
Now York, New York
odist Church , officiatin g. Burial out a blemish ," ho said. "Appar- council will arrange a public hearwill be in Greenwood Cemetery. ently these people don 't try lo net ing on the zonin g onliiuiiuv adoptFriends may call at Ihe funeral the tacts. No one had contacted e<i at the December meeting as
"JVofnd fo r Quality " " home from Wednesday..e.venlm!„urb , me about any charges or com- soon as I. D. Shadock , zoning ex121 West Third Street
pert , can lie pres""'
plainU. "
til the time of service.
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Eau Claire Plant
Looks for New
Defense Orders

Fillmore to Sell
Bondsior Roads

Duluth Man
Shot iikFodt

Getting PA System

La Crescent Council
Exp ecting &

Andersen Asks
Kennedy to fire
Indian Director
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SOVIET BUS DETAINED . . . A bus loaded
. With Soviet army officers is shown as it was detaincd for 75 minutes by U.S. .military policemen
lor screening purposes at Fricdrichstrasse check-
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rK.ii.tzu. ran* riNi* , . . A new aaaui on io me. At a cost oi approximately ?>n ,uuu, uie panning was
House
of Representatives dining room is this cenremoved in- one piece with the plaster stiffened by
.
tury old painting of Lord Cornwallis surrendering chemicals. It was placed in the dining room and
at Yorktown. Painted on a plaster wall in the House thenfeEbuched , ready for , the official opening. y<AP
of Representatives Chamber in 1857, it was covered
Photofax )
hy paneling during remodeling about a decade ago.

.

point in West Berlin . Arrow points to Russian officer
talkin g with American officers. In foreground are
a U.S. Army jeep and an American military police
sedan. I AP Photofax via radio from Berlin)
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Personalized
Hair Sty le
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Would yen like n
hunk of Chicken ,

H O G A N' S
_..

Meadow s, left , won for women in television , and
actress Anna Marin Alborghetti fnr women in the
theater . (AP Photofax )
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A ww luur-do can do iroiidc cs for yo u'i Come
iii ami let Vei n dctf yn the style that brings
out ytuir lorelirsf /cnliircs.
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Ponnanonts $7.50 and up
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AWARDS GO TO THEIR HEADS . ..Two winners of the millinery ' industry's "Golden Hat"
awards for lllfil exhibit four lints following presentation of (he- awards In New York. Actress Jayne
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By AUGIE KARCHER
Daily News Sports Editor
It will beV "Winona vs. La
Crosse tonight - in high school
basketball!
Winona High's Winhawks will
play host to La Crosse Logan
at WHS and Cotter High will
travel to La Crosse to do battle
with Aquinas.
For .the Ramblers it will be a
ease of trying to avenge a 50-41
setback suffered at the hands of
Aquinas Dec. 1.
For the Winhawks it will be
an attempt to match the 51-44
triumph . of Cotter over Logan Dec. 20.
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Cotter and' Wtabrfa High . .&$$pi
present two different pictures.
The Ramblers are buoyed up ' by
a surprise romp over Austin Pacelli last Friday night.
The Winhawks, however , ' had
nothing to be joy ful about after
a severe shellacking from La
Crosse Central.
The two Winona teams played
their extremes in those contests.
Coach John . Kenney of. the
Hawks admits even Logan has
him worried . And if he had any
dept h on the bench ,which he
doesn 't, he 'd be pron e to . sit out
most of his regulars.
"The boys that should be carrying us aren 't and that has
\

beferi a big factor ," says Kenney.
Even the return of Bob Grausnick , leading Hawk s c o r e r,
wasn 't enough to offset the loss
of Dave Hazelton.
Kenney moved two of his junior starters into the lineup of the
the jiihior varsity for Monday 's
game at Plainview . Wulf Krause
responded with 22 . points and
Marty ' Farrell with 12. It has
been his policy to use only underclassmen and seldom a starter.' .
Logan played a pres * against
Cotter and is almost certain to
follow suit against the Hawks ,
seeing the success Central had
with it Friday night.

'LACK HUSTLE'
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- . ¦' ' .. ¦ ¦•¦ '¦ ¦
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MOORHEAD, Minn. (Special)—
In the wake of , St. Mary ' s 69-62
loss to the Cobbers of Concordia
College here Monday night , Redmen Coach Ken Wiltgen promises
lineup chan ges, "and lots of 'em."
Wiltgen said after the game,
"We lack the . hustle and will to
win. We don 't want to make the
sacrifices that are necessary to
have a successful ball team. We
are not prepared or mentally
alert. One thing is certain there
are going to be plenty of -lineup
changes by the time we come on

¦ ". -

¦
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the floor for Saturday 's game."

points with Denny Burgman and
Al Williams flipping in field goals.
THE REDMEN just couldn 't
The offensive^ machine played
seem to get going against the Cob- well enough to take the halftime
bersy although they did lead 35-27 lead , but in Wiltgeri 's opinion they
at halftime.
shouldyhave been ahead by 20.
Four times; in a row in the first
"WE MUST have blown, eight
few minutes Concordia brought the layups in the first half ," he said.
ball down the floor, and lost it with- "You can't play like that and exout getting a shot at the basket, pect to win. " ;
but things on the Redmen's end
At thei outset of the second 20
of the hardcourt were no better; minutes Concordia hit
seven
With 16 minutes to0 play in the straight points while the Redmen
half the score was 8-4 Concordia , counted on a lone layup by Marty
but St. Mary 's rallied/1 for nine Lillig, who finished with 11 points,
to trail by only 37-34.
The two teams traded buckets to
make the, score 42-38. with 16:03
Jeft and then ' the Cobbers started
to roll. ¦:
Glen Wheeler, who t tallied 11
points , hit three successive baskets
oh a layup and took two hook shots
and Les Torgerson , who : led Concordia with. W, contributed a layup
to give the 'Cobbers their first
'
: ¦' C y
second half lead of . 46-42 with 13
y -v VV ,-' y {
*
minutes to play.
AUGIE KARCHER
\
THEY MAINTAINED the four
' ¦' ¦' ¦<
.. •.
V .
boij rt advantage until Mike StallSports Editor
i mgs hit a jump shot and Lillig
added two free throws to knot the
kM*Aa«>akA*a\A*a«alM«iAAa«UUka\Jli\a%AII
score at 54-54 with half the period
BEMIDJI STATE College really 1elf the impact of the class- gone.
. Concordia, spurted away to stay
room deficiencies; among its athletes.
behind baskets by Wheeler and
- .- Eleven BeaversWere forced to turn in their togs because they Frank Johnson , who finished with
¦
lost the battle of the textbooks.
15. , " ¦
With seven minutes left the
Coach Jack Vinje 's basketball team was hard hit , losing starting
center John Pierson , Gerald Derby, a top guard , and sophomore score was 59-56 and the Redmen
field goal in
Gerald Finnerty, plus two freshman prospects. Vinje 's reserve didn 't score another
the contest until Tom Hall hit on
center , 6-6 Merv Heitschrnidt, also is no longer in school because two layups in the final 15 seconds
' ' ' ¦' ¦¦ ' '¦¦ " ¦¦
of low grades.
: •. and by that time Concordia was
Bemidji wrestler Dave Frank, conference 167-pound champion, safely in front 69-58.
In the seven-minute span St.
also 'has been ruled ineligibl e for the season.
Mary 's scored only: two points on
a free throw each by Tom Ruddy
THE 4VYEAR-OLD Three-! baseball league, of which Winona arid Burgman, who led the scoring
was a member not too long back , dies an officiaLdeath Jan. 15.
with 12 points.
The oldest Class B League in organized baseball folded with
ALTHOUGH the Redmen failed
Sunday ' s business session in- 'De 's Moines. Its $11,146 treasury will tb hit from the field with any regularity, the story of the game was
be disbursed among the : six club members of
:;
written
at the gift line.
'
, ; ' . .y .y
19G1.
Both teams had 25 fiel d goals but
Three of the cities , Des Moines, Lincol n and
Concordia cashed 19 of 27 charity
Topcka , will have ho teams in 1962, but Fox
tosses to 12 of 16 for the Redmen.
In the final two minutes alone
Cities, Cedar Rapids and Burlington are expected
St. Mary 's blew six easy shots,
to snitch - to the Class A Midwest circuit.
four of them crucial layups that
could have brought a victory.
MAX MOLOCK; St. Mary 's baseball and hockey
And now for the Redmen, who
coach , is in Chicago, today and Wednesday for
have been up and down all season,
its another MIAC test Saturday
the winter meetings of the American ' Association
night at Terrace Heights when St.
of College Baseball Coaches at the Conrad-Hilton.
Thomas brings its quint to town
Molock hopes to complete the spring schedule
for an 8 p.m. contest.
.
Molock
for his Redmen bascballers while at the sessions.
Monday 's loss left St. Mary 's
'
'
• " •- ' '- . •'
2-3 in the league race while the
PETERSON HIGH SCHOOL recently dispelled the theory that win was Concordia 's third in six
¦
starts.
basketball is the ONLY sport during the winter.
Concordia (W)
Jt. Mary 's (S3)
basketball
holiday
final
game
at
its
lq n pi la
Between halves of the
fg ft pl fp
Johnjoti
4 7 3 15
S 1 1 »
tournament , Peterson gymnasts staged a well-received exhibition M.StalKngi
0 ( 0 0 Hendr'hten 0 0 1 0
Valaika
, i I 111
Conrad
1 0 0 3 Wheeler
. ' / ¦ " '¦
of gymnastics. -

Behind the !
Eight-Ball ]

SPLITMAKERS IN WINONA BOWLIN G: Elmer Gabrych 5-10,
Len Dorsch 5-7 , Leo Prochowitz 5-6 and Norman Banicki 5-6, all in
the Winona AC Sportsman 's League , all on the same night ;. . Jaclc
Salwey 2-7, Don Hagen 3-10, Jack Kasimor 5-7, A. Gcsell 2-4-10,
Fred Burmcister 5-7, al St. Martin 's
'
•
• ' . '•
JIM ROBERTS hfls resigned as manager of Westgate Bowl,
cffccliv-c Sat urday.
Roberts joined the Westgate staff , when the lfi-laiie plant opened
this fall. Me had operated a bowling center at Ladysmith . Wis. llis
future plans are indefinite , he says.
Paul Gardner hasn 't announced a replacement as yet.

...

• •
THE CUSHION : Mont du Lac *at Duluth

has added a new
OFF
T-har tow which can ¦handle 1,200 skiers per hour . . . The mishap
which cost Winona High the services of Dave Hazelton for two
weeks with torn leg tendons is an example of why John Kenney
permits no skating, skiing, sledding for his cagers except during
the one week of Christmas vacation . . . "Skating is worst of all
for a player ," says Kenney, who has nothing against the popular
ice sport , except' that one fall can wreck a eager for the year . . .
Former Winona woman 's bowling star Jerri Modjeski is scoring well
in Tuc.1011. Ariz., leagues. She is now Mrs. Bid) Mlchalowskl . , .- - .

Kaehler Leads
BanWm Scoring
COLLBOESAlter four games in the Park- \ MAJOR
S|. Jflhn'J (N.Y.) ' 1M, Brldooporl
Basketball
Recreation Banta m
Provld«nt« Ih MaiiachuMIH 45.
Dtliwire 7», Swirthmore 41.
LeaKue, Ihe statistics show RonKentucky 77, Vjn derblll «l.
nie Kaehlcr of Peerless lending
Tulans »». Florida 47.
nil scorers with H.t points for a LSU 74, Qiorgla ».
Vlrfllnla »D, South Carolina ?5.
20. 3 por game average.
Clemson 75, Florida Sfafa tt.
it, The Cltadal 51.
Rill Hermes of Red Men Club ¦ Furman
Auburn 44, Mliilulppl St.
is second wilh .IS mints for a Slolion 71, Mfrcor 57.
a], Michigan Stato 78,
15,1 average nnd , Jeff Biesnn?.. Wlicontln
Purdua n, llllnoli l».
Central Methodist , third with 51 Iowa 74, Norlhweitorn *?.
Mlnnaiota IH Indiana 100.
poinls and a 12.3 average,
St. Louis II. Tulia If.
BANTAM SCORING
Ohio Unlvanlty il, W. Michigan
TP

Avp,

. . . M
K««hler, Penrlun
Hormiii, Red Mon
5*
Blcunif Conlrnl Melhodlit .. SI
Percy. Red Mon ,
<*
WIHoon, Sunbeam . '
Stcpliemoti, Contrnl
"
«
Scmllrn, Alhlotlc
1*
Slolr, Ptorlutt
MtOIII, Alhlotlc
"
1*
Ferguion, Red Men

».>
"¦'
12.1
'J.I
"
'
'•'
*
J.'
*,1

**

. ¦

Southpaw 'im O'Toole led Cincinnat i' s pitchers dining lflBl with
J7C National League strikeouts in
252 innings. Joey J n y had 157
strikeouts in 247 inninKs.

B|.

II,
Oklahoma 54, Mhiourl 51.
Iowa Stat* 47, Oklahoma 5lain 42.
UPPER MIOWIST COLLEOBSMlnnoiota Duluth i7, SI. John'i i& ,
Ouitavut It, Macalaifar 44.
Concordia at, SI. Mary 'i 43.
Moorhead Statu tl. B«mld|l Stala 14,
¦au Clalra Stall 12, River Falli Stata
44.
Sioux Falli IJ.D,) IDS, NorlhWM'arn
(Minn.) 41.

¦
Only six filrl golfers player ) in
all 24 Ladies rVJ A tour events in
lOlil. They were. Mickey Wright ,
Betsy Bawls, Mary Lena Foulk ,
Marlene Hagge, Jo Ann Prentice
and Betty Jameson.

Burqman
Hall
Ruddy
Janien
Lillig
Williams
T.Stalllnsi

5
3
3
*
3
2
3

3
0
3
0
5
0
1

313
3 a
3 1
5 8
3 11
3 4
3' 3

Odrll
Pell
Pettrson
Torgerson
Bangj
Browsbers

V
3
1
I
1
5

0 1 3
A 3 I
0 0 3
HH
0 0 3
1 111

.
TOTALS 3$ If 15 <f
TOTALS 3S 13 1? «3
Shooting Percentagei — Sf. Mary'» 55
(or 7S — .333. Concordia 35 lor «3 — .397.
35.37—<1
ST. MARY'S
CONCORDIA
37 »-it

Duluth Pounds
Johnnies for
6th Straight

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Minnesota Duluth warmed up
for its Saturday meeting with
IIaniline Monday night in an 87-56
romp over winless St. '. .John 's.
UMD , now 6-0 in the Minnesota
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference
tackles the Pipers (4-1) in St. Paul
Saturday night in what may be
the last chance for any one to toss
a roadblock in ' the _ natli to another
"""
conference title.

Thirteen players got into the
scoring list as Duluth idled along
for a .11-27 halftime lead , then
shattered the Johnnies with n 5fipoint outburst in the second ha lf.
Tom Adams and Bill Mattson
led the parade with 22 points
npicco. Crni'g Muyres managed Ifl
for St. John 's.
In other MIAC games , Concordia topped St, Mary 's 69-62 nnd
Gustavus defeated Macalester 70fit. fn a Northern Stnte Conference
tussle , Moorhead bested Bemidji
State fi.VM.
Bill Nordstrom poured through
21 points for iho Gusties who aro
3-3 in the MIAC , as is Concordia.
Big Jim Nagcl flipped in 32
points for Moorlicnd whllo Bill
Clino hnd 20 for Bemidji, 17 in
the second half ns the Beavers
put on a- strong rally.
Tonight' s slate has St. Thomas
nt Augsburg in the MIAC and Bemidj i nt Valley City, N.D., in a
non-con ference game.
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Beaulieu Nets
Six Goals as
Redmen Romp

Wiltgen Raps Redmen
After 69-62 Reversal
¦ V- ' " -vT*""

-

The Ramblers , who have Con- ' gaine Friday night and Winona
tinued to show improvement with
takes to the road lor a Big Nine
every game; " will need another
tiff with the Scarlets ¦at Man' ' " •
top performance tonight. The ' . kato.
.'
Blugolds ha-ve lost only to cross¦¦
town rival Central in -it .games.
Coach John Nett' s Ramblers
will go with its new starting five Mill City Skier
of Lar#y Modjeski and Sam Cza- To World Tournament
plewski at forward , Bob Judge
at center , and Gene Schultz and
¦
LAKE PLACID , rv'.Y. fAP) "'.-,.
Rich Starzecki at the guards..
Skiers from Colomdo , Minnesota,
The Ramblers were able to
Vermont and Maine will make up
run frequently. against Pacelli the United States team that
will
and it's obvious the "fireman " compete in the world ski compegame is their best style,
tition in Poland In March ;
Cotter homes home Friday
Michael Elliot , 19, of Durango ,
night to take on Marian of Owatonna in a Ravoux Conference Colo., Karl Bohlin of Minneapoli s,
Itobert Gray of .('ujney, Vt.. and
Jolar-Bower of Auburn. Maine ,
Were chosen for the team Monday " . by officials of the U.S. Nordic
Committee. Alternates include
Larry Sorenson o( Duluth , Minn.

NORTHFIELD , Minn. (Special)
—Andre Beaulieu , St'. Mary 's
freshman iceman from Canada ,
turned in a double hat trick as
the Redmen hockey team shut out
Carleton College 10-0 here Monday. ' . •' ¦
Beaulieu was sensational as he
fired in six goals , four of them
unassisted , to lead St. Mary 's to
its third win in as many starts
and the first in ._ M1AC competi¦
tion ,
y V "" - - .' .
¦ Dick Cahhvell was the big man
in . the nets for the Redmen as
he stopped 1.4 shots in recording
his fir.st collegiate shutout,
ON THE FOUR goals Beaulieu
registered unassisted he skated
the length of the ice and through
the entire Carleton team to bang
home the scores with devastating
accuracy. The left defensemen also
picked, up assists on two of . the
other Jour scores to . . add to his
performance.
Beaulieu got the Redmen rinksters off (o a fast start as he
flipped in three goals in the first
period when St. Mary 's moved to
WRESTLER . . . Annette
a 4-0 lead.
Palmer , yabove, W'ill meet ; , The first came with 8:30 gone
on an assist from Robert Magnum ,
Barbara Baker in the semithe second at 12:30 unassisted and
final bout on Friday 's Winona
the ' third at 13:50 from. Ed TierWinter Carnival wrestling card
ney who also scored two goals
at Memorial Hall. The bout is
himself , one at 15:43 of the first
¦¦
• a best of three fall affair , 45frame, during the course of the
contest.
minute Cime limit. The rin g
In the second period it w a s
show ¦ starts at 9:10 , p.m. to
Beaulieu
twice in a row unassistallow Friday evening shoppers
ed. The first came at 4:00 and
to attend.
the second at 16:30 : before Don
Berrigany another Canadian product , fired one home . on an assist¦ from . Mike Fronter at 19;50.

Badgers Nudge
Spartans to
Share First

EAST LANSING , Mich. UP! The upstart Wisconsin Badgers
held a share of the Big Ten basketball lead today after corning
from behind
on the play of - . Ken'
¦
Siebel, Ron Jackson and 7om
Gvvyn to beat Michigan State 8378.
The victory Monday night .Was
the second in as many conference
starts for the Badgers. Minnesota
has won both its starts and Ohio
State its only outing. The Badgers
now will turn their attention to
semester examinations and vyon 't
return to action until Jan. 23.
Tlie game was rough and tough .
In the final 'second Gwyn squared
off with State 's Pete Gent after
the Spartan had sent the Badger
sprawling.
Wisconsin won the game on the
fou l line.
The Spartans. 0-2 in the conference and 5-5 overall , were charged
with 23 fouls and Wisconsin eight.
The Badgers hit on 1!) of 31 free
shots while Michigan State put in
8 of 10. '

?- .

. ' '. - ,
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HUNGRY? . . . ;. Indiana 's Jim "Rayl appears ;
ready to • eat the .ball as he falls , to the floor
while fouled Monday night in Klinhcsota!s 10-i-

MEET 1CWA NEXT

^opners ^now rower
In 104-100 Triumph

MINNEAPOLIS (AP ) — The
Minnesota Gophers -. put a.: new
page in their school record -.-book,
today, the result of their 104-100
ambush of the Indiana Hoosiers.
The totaj* erased a handful of
scoring--marks set in the 1955-57
era-Aut more important it stamped the " Gophers , a power : to be
reckoned willi ; as the Big Ten
basketball season picks up steam .

game—running and shooting with
'
seldom a thought for defense.
The real difference , - though ,
came at the free throw , line where
the Gophers dunked 30 of 41 'While
Indiana had to settle for 18 ofV25.
Five of the free throw points
came in the last four minutes as
thev Hoosiers fouled repeatedly
trying to grab the ball,
Minnesota, -' now 2-0 in the con The Gopheri did - . if mainly ^y ference after beating Purdue Satheating the Hoosiers at their own urday, takes on the Iowa Hawk-

BERRIGAN hit his second unassisted with 45 seconds elapsed
before'" Bie'a'ulieu again got into the
act unassisted at 3::30 in the
'.
third period.
\Vith : 8:10 remaining Tierney
slammed home his second score
on an assist from Beaulieu to end
the day 's scoring.
Five penalties were assessed
during the final frame and one WINS BY NINE
St. Mary 's skater summed up the
situation by saying, "We were so
darn cold by that time that you
had to slam- and bang around a
little to keep warm. "
Next action for the Redmen
puckslers comes at the hands of
the samp Carleton six Thursday
at the Terrace Heights rink at
7 p.m.
LOS ANGELES (AP) -A rookie
. In other MIAC action Monday
Augsburg squeezed past St. Olaf with only six months experience
. .
5-3. . y
on the tournament trail has won
the first major prize of his proSt. Mary 's - O O )
pot.
'Carlqlon (0)
Caldwell - . . .
G
0. Hydnkt fessional career , the $45 ,000 Los
Boaullou
LD . - . . . - . . ., D. Wood!
Maqnuson
RD..,
D. Anicll Angeles Open.
McCormick
C
M. Dan™'!
Phil Rodgers of . La .lolla , Calif.,
Tierney
. . . . . . . . . LW
B. Ingcrsoll routed the older , more established
Trytcr
- .. RW
S. Hall
pros Monday with a tournament
ST. M A R Y ' S SPARES: Borrlgan, Front-

Rookie Rocfgers
Vidor of 1.^.

er, Dm M cCormick. Kekhh, Ulrlch, McKeown, Fredlor.
CARLETON SPARES: Oriscoll, KoetlUr,
Slalborg, Sow, Hand, Roybco, Ulland.
FIRST PERIOD: Spring, SI. Mary 'i
BoauIKu (Magmiion) 1:30; Benulliu (Unaislitod ) 13:03 ; Oeaulltu (Tlernoyl- 73:J0 ;
Tlorney CBcaullcu and Trytcr) 13:43. PenBltiff^ — Berrlnan (lllonal chcck l.
SECOND PERIOD: Scoring, SI. Mary 'l
— Beaullcj (Unassisted ) 4:00; Beaulieu
(Unassisted)
16:30; Berrlgan (Fronter)
H:50. Ponaltlos — Berrlgin (holding).
T HIRD PHRIOD: Scoring, St. Mary 'tBcrrlgen (Unassisted) :4Si Beaulieu (Unassisted)
3:30: Tierney (Bragllcu) «:|0,
Penalties — Don McCormick
(Inferioruncoil
Antell (slashing),- Ulrlch (tilqli
stick); Ulrlch (charging)| Ingersoll (tripping),

AFL to Assess
Fines on toaches
Griping in Public

The Badgtrs , tiklng their second straight victory here, had
- SAN imm. Calif; 'AP ) built up a 14-pbint lead with
American Football Leiigue club
seven minutes left in the half.
owners , mimajjors and. coaches
Then the Spartans launched an
STOPS: Caldwell (SM)
4 » 11] will be fined tip to $1,000 if they
aggressive attack in an attempt
Koklsh (SMI
« 0 0 1 ' gripe in publi
c about officiating.
Hydnko (C)
10 » 11 1]
to catch up. They succeeded in
, Commissioner Joe Foss says.
rutting Wisconsin 's edge to . #>•
j He said Monday nigh t be won 't
33 but trailed 41-37 at the interTwins Bonus Player
I fine Sid (lillman , San Dictfo
mission.
'
j chargers clinch. - for grilling pubMichigan State kept up the pros- Allen to Marines
&
licly
about
officials in the. chainsure in the second half and
'
ST. PAUL Ul - Bernie Allen. pionship game hut added :
squeezed out in front .'54-53.
"If (hoy complain Ihe press
The score was tied at RI , (if) , rookie Minnesota Twins bonus
09 and 74 while the lead changed second baseman , will outer Iho or at booster cluii meetings in the
Marines Feb . 25 under the six- future , I' ll Rive Vm the ax. "
hands eight times ,
months plan ,
j Foss said h< > tiiUI the unhappy
Jackson clinched the victory
Allen , 22 , former Piirdiie 11II1- AFL representatives to lake their
with a driving layup nnd fl free lete , wi ll start training at I' ani s ! gripes to the leagues office ,
W("re i"kc"
Lhr.oNy....tO; mskt ihe...5cpM...njL?4e . . J.S.I.;.!.'.ir.l.-... SJ ' . nj itl_ j ^ st-herlj il_rd fpr v..A'
-.!.l?icV1x!.8 .Ar.s-s 'ons,
Jnckson was Ihe game 's top release Aug. 24. lie played lor *"«n^" ^ ,"» "i1'1"— s» *'lrp^sr'rri"r i" '"s ropo7T7""pTii>*':
scorer , gett ing 23 points. Siebel Wilson in the Carolina league last ; or retireni ciil fund discussion , a
added lil , Gwyn 13 and Ikarden season , and ' was on the roster In : br iefin g mi 11 Sill niillion suit
13. Ted Williams was high for report for spring training with Iho I ag.'iiiK-t the rival Nati onal Footstate wilh 14.
Twins at Ochuidn , Fla.
i ball Leagim nnd officiatin g.

NSCC OPENER TONIGHT

WSC Matmen vs. St. Cloud

Coach Bob Jones takes his
Winona State wrestling learn
into its first NSCC cont est at
St. Cloud tonight still "cautiously optimistic " afterthe trip to
the east prior lo the holidays.
"Workouts have been going
real well ," Jones stated . "I
think physically we aro ready,
now its up to the kids lo get
themselves up for their match
mentally , "
The Warriors , who finished
second In the conference last
season , should get n strong test
at the hands of the Huskies.
St. Cloud lost to Sin to last

100 Big Ten triumph over the Hoosiers, At right
are the Gophers ' . Ray Crork and Bob Bateman ,
who committed the foul. (AP Photofax )

Miro ' .s.sful defense of (heir l.'ji rlelon Tourney title dropped thri'«
of their (our dual meets thus
far , will lie loiikinx lor victory
BOH.
No . :! in a i fn.v .
The Statesmen plan only mm
hi Die WIN I , Slate was beate n
swil< 'ti in the lineup Larry Will by hock H OMMI ' S defending NMA
is, who has been wrest ling at
chatiipiitf j , Hloomshurg and Cor123 pounds , will move lo Iho
nell before winding up the t rip
IM division and (lordy Marchon a winning note at Rocheskuida will go at 123.
The rest of spots remain unter Institute of Technology.
Wcdcmclr - r is the only Warcharged- Jerry M'ilhann will be
at 137, Leo Simon , 147 , Sinn
rior still unbeaten. He won nil
four of hh mat dies nn the eastCiricllcy, 157. I'at Flah erty, 107 .
ern swill) ! to go will) his Carl
Al Mau.ssner, 177, and J erry
eton climnpfonHhi p in tho heavyWedemcicr at heavywei ght ,
Tlwi Warriors, who after ¦ weight bracket.
year hut by Die narrow mnrglti
ot 1(1-13 aiid the Huskies hnvu
an all-veteran squad this son -

record ninc-under-par 62 and 72hole total of 268. A pro barely a
year , Rodgers - left his nearest
challengers
behind
by
nine
strokes.

It was the widest margin cf victory since Mike Souchak piled -up
the same score over Billy Casper
and ' Doug Ford in the ;Motor City
Open at Northville , Mich. , in
August 1959.
Rodgers ' round cracked the 3B> car-old tournament record of 63
shored by Tommy Bolt ( 1956) and
Ken Vent'iiri (l»5?. i and erased the
72-hole score of 272 set by Lloyd
Maiignim in 195C.
Rodgers ' previous fame was
limited. He won the nntionnl collegiate championship as n sophopio»«'»in IflSR at th e University of
Houston , lie was low amateur in
Ihe Los Angeles Open in I 960.
Last year he won the Mexican
Open in Mexico ('ity, and In
October he won the Sahara ProAmateur at Las Vegas.
R odgers' first thra e rounds here

were 67-71-611. Most observers
thought die would yield lo pressure
on the final round and the winning
effort would rome from Fred
Hawkins of VA Paso , Te*; Roll
fi onlhy, Ihe 1961 L A . Oram winner; Lionel Hebert or possibly
even a lal .« challenging Mike Souchak.
••'"U'nrtRWvVinplrhert-'that~whm-hr
moved into a .'l-stroke lend in the
first nine hole.-i and never let up
with Ins birdie-barrage , Rancho
Golf Club ' s par is ;tii-35-7l. Rodgers did it in 32-30-fi2.
Lor Ihe record , Hawkins and
Gonlby were the nuiners-\ip at
277, Jt was worth $:i,325 apiece.
Tha more famous players closed
strong lint wero never serious contenders , They inclu ded;
U.S. Open Champion Gene Littler, 2RI . $1 ,060 ; Arno ld Palmer
2li:i . $1125. ' National PGA Champion Jerry Bnrber , 21)5, $'t-lfl. 67;
Gary Player , 2117, $l.u; ' 1061 National Amateur Champion Jack
Nicklaus . newly turned pro , 2B'J,
$:):i .rt.

eyes at Iowa City Saturday night.
Iowa hammered Northwestern 7469 ^lisTJon Nelson pumped in 36
points for an Iowa career scoring
record. The O-fobt-6 senior has
1,206 points in his threes seasons.
Tho Minnesota total of 104 was
the highest ever scored by a
Gopher quinl , topping - the old
mark of 102 set against Purdue
and -Northwestern . In ' 1955 and
against Iowa in 1957. y .
Indiana 's 10O points erased tha
old opponents ' mark of 97 set by
Illinois in 1956 an<i the combined
score.wiped out the 102-88 total
set in the' Minnesota-Purdue game

'
of '55.- "

: - '¦

The Gophers .piled irp an early
leiad , as big as 17 points late in
the first half , but then saw the
Hoosiers start to hit and coma
BIG TEN STANDINGS
Pet .
W.
L.
1
0
1.009
Wlscon »ln
MINNESOTA
........... 1 . S
1,000
OMo state
1
0
1.000
Illinois
,
1
I
.SM
Purina
. .... ,..;...... 1
I
.50*
Iowa
1
1
:soo
tndlins
,,, I
1
.309
Michigan ' .
.009
....,...; 0
1'
I,
.009
Michigan Stat*
....... . «
Norlhwdstern
..
0
J
.009

back lKird. Minne.Mla led 50-47 at
the hal f hut Jerry Bass hit three
straight 'baskets early in the second half to put tlie Hoosiers in
front 6V i>t) .
Don Linehan ' j two free throw*
broke a 71-a II tie OIK J from then
on tlie Gophers hung on . generally
staying about 5 points m front.
Three free throws lis- Rii ard Boh
Bateinari made it |nO- <io as Indiana was forced to fo Ml
Hay Cronk , who cnihxl wi th 2-i
po ints , sank a jiair of tree throws
to tie Ihe old record and reserve
guards Al Dniskui and linn Static
twik (- .'ire of th e new liiph «j lh
a pair of free thnr.vs id the waning
tiiornents.
Slim Jimmy I lay I of ihe Honsiem , ptai'tin u slow l;- - , \\uu nd iip
with 3'^ points , Jni -liiding eight
field finals in (he M-cond . half.
Tom Iliilyanl. perlusps 'Indiana ' *
best hand , had :!'_'.
Eric

Magddnx

of

the

Gopheri

enjoyed another (mc iii ^ht , collarin>f ,tO [midK , ni fi'.f of tlwiii mi
4ip.|n»—a4uJ..4:e.biuuiil;i....itabhud,-£laie
in. Center Tom Me v lrann had ,i
hard luck in ^ ht , rr.dn u: with l-l
poinls but M C I I V .', ;i lin. 'i'n nr mor a
shots roll o(( the , r u n
The (l opheri slwt -l^ 1 |>er cent
from the . field , Ind ia na -t2 7 per
ecnt.

Jurgensen
Has Surgery

PIULA DKLIMIIA < MM -¦ Tho
; I'liiludelp h ia Kaglrs ' .ill pru qu.ii ' ter hiick , .S onny .Jiitye cseii , undi 'i" I RIICS surgery lod iiy to repair In- '
u.i- ; Mn ercly
I rlfjht shoulder w liie ' i
separated in the National Foi>l I ball League Kuniirr 'up llnul.
j The surgeo n . Dr M ike MamlaMary 'Mickey i Wright became rino. who also is the club ' s te;un
the only woman golfer lo score ! physician , said t h e :' ~ year 1.1 ' -i
the Grund Slam when she won '¦ star who set PUSH 111 ^ records 1;*
the 1U01 LSGA 0|Wi , LJ'GA and his first year as 11 regular "shmilii
Tltleholders- championships. II c r be i*ll right for nr\t season. "
feat Is comparable to a rnnle win I "He might even ' be p laying ha *ning the Open , PGA and Mastern 1 ketball in aboul eight weeks, "
titles the same year ,
said Mandnrino.

!NCAA Requests Nichols Captures
Tepe's 617 High; Seven Men No Probe of Singles title in
Register 600 in City Loops I AAD Dispute St. Charles Meet

¦

EdWard C. Werle
Dead in New York
.

'_ * »¦
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Stocks Regain
Some of tosses
Of Past Week
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69H Kennecott 84Vi
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was fairly active.
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Risk testified at the hearing on Goodrich
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deiit , Kennedy has been urged by
the railway 's application to aban- Goodyear 42% Truax -Tr ay.41% . Chrysler added a fraction.
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spilled 430 and Grace Drugan of
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Greyhound 2614 U S Rub 56 i after. VDu Pont halved an early
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BATON ROUGE , La. (AP ) . —
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St.. Martin 's Ladies League and Charley McClcndon , a gridiron
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Buying :K«ur5 are Irom S a.ni, to 4 pm. .
Her males totaled 092-2.585,
I over ' representation , to the inter- ;I: The i n vincible grandmother ' The North Wiestcrn contends it is, No. T dark northern 2.33%- Monday
;
through Friday. Thcie quotations ..
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Main Tavern totaled 2.011. Isabella Lewisville , Ark., nati ve, it was a
ball and track -and field , particu- pion has. amassed , a 20 game total dollars , if the trains were discon- 2.52%. . X \
fat hogs discounted 20-40 cents per hur>Rozek hit 518 and Joan - . Wiczek promotion from the ranks, lie
larly in regard to international j| of 4,150 in five days of qualify- tinued ; ..' ;.
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Bar which shot a 949 game. Chris ITiendiiig a four-year. contract . at " ¦'¦fit, Charles City bowling toiir- . .
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Westgate Ladies — Marcy Wie- after serving one year as an aide 76 howlers to win by a 10-pin
spective sports, would hold the ;
Barley , bright color 1.16-3.50; Slags'.
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cattle market Is: Steers «nd heileri
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Cited in Plea
For 400 Service

Ladewig, Lown
Lead Qualifying

iMcClendon to Get
|$18r000 at LSU

Looks Like Ohio First,
Ni ne to Rght^r^^

Dressen to PHof
Toronto; fufillo
5till on-0ut#

i Baby Sitter
Held in Death
[Of 2 Infants

'
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^i ' ^MO ^^^x-:?

! Buckeyes Top
Cage Ratings;
Cincy Second

Eau Claire Rips
Falcons 82-64

Puferbaugh
Suffers TKO
In 2nd Round

County Fairs
Big Business,
Federation Told

" '

Winona Jayvees
Stop Plainview

*

Republicans in
Wisconsin Want
To End Session

Want Ads
Start Here
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7 Business Opportunities

Personal*

—

.

This newspaper will be responsible for
only one Incorrect Insertion ol any
' classified advertisemwit published In
fhe Want Ad section. Check your ad
and call 3321 |f a correction musf be

THERE WE RE |ust as many fooThiTrdy
drivers 50 years ago but In those days
- . -they ' -drove - something that . had more
sense than, they ' dldl RAY MEYER,
' -INN. ' -KE EPER, WILLIAMS HOTE L.
'"
-V" NOTICE
NOTICE : IS HEREBY CIVEN, that an
application for -enewal of Radio Broadcast' license has t>ecn filed wllh the Federal Communications Commission by the
V. lora Broadcasting Company, a Minnesota corporation operating radio station
KAGE. Radio station KAGE broadcasts
on a frequency of 1380 kilocycles. The
noma ot the applicant for renewal of
Radio Broadcast License -Is
Wlnoria
'Broadcasting Company.

37'

__ __

FOR UEASE^Brarwl new, modern. . Service
Station .' In dowrto^n Winona. Large
'parking area. Contact Mr: Bowers. Tel. ,

n h
*

'

¦
_

'

¦
___.

:tm^^:)ff H q[ . \ .^

Homes for Sale

\99 UsBd Cart

109
_
~
BROADWAY WEST " «4» B^osmVrrj\<!(f. ' /bLKSWAGEt4-i'«87 3iybori^at*mii«-ii
room home, modem aril on " one. Ii\rit , ' Lookt. like new and -r .unV better - m'sn
I7.0O0. Furnished ' If desired.
\ ' > hew. Brand ntw 30 month battsry.

fNVESTMENT for your future. No down
payment to qualified buyer, take over
existing contract on going coln-opersted
laundry. Write ; C-33 Daily News.
~~
~"
WE sffNGHOUSE
A U NDftOMAT
3nd
*nd Main fOr lease to responsible, cart
able party. • Excellent opportunity for *
embltlous couple or individual. See Erv
K. Helland, JSOj Junctlon. .- . .

GOODViEW, B3D 47th Ave7~m-,rs>tll71>m-'

Bernard
er transferred . 3 bedroom rambler, Hi '• ,/iB3,
years old, «xlr« larot klrShen, hard-.!
- . wood Hoars, attached garage, built-lnj, j
oil heat,, full bath¦ ¦ . with shower. Ttl. !
¦¦ '
¦.7M0. . y ' .
.
. ' ¦
_
WANT a 3-bedroom home at a . nlct
tow cost. Neat and clean. Good location.
4 rooms .0ovm and 7 up. l-car garage.
Swell porch. No work to do, rnova right
In Near fha bus (Int. ABTS AGENCY,
INC., Realtors. 159 Walnut St. Tal. 4143
or after hours: E;, R. Clay 8-3737. Wm.
¦ R. Pagel 4S01, E
Abt i 3184.
^ ^_
WALL 509^-4 rooms and Wis, A-1 condl- tlon,: new aluminum siding, 3 anclosad
porches with combination windows, carpeted living room. Only M.950. Will arrange loan with payments Ilk* rent.

MADISON, Wis, Mft-The WisYOO CAN make it possible if you can qualify to operate a United - Rent-Alls store.
consin ; Legislature's Republican ¦
Profitable,, sale operation. More than 330
'
Auto Service Repairing
10 stores
:. majority appeared intent today on made.
now operating . coast to const . 57,000~
~~
$8,000 Investment reburled'. Financing and '
:
~
calling a halt to the longest law:
" ".
V
NEW- 'L6CATION
training available. Write for tree broLilla ¦ Auto Body Shop
making session in the state 's his- In Memoriam
chure: United Rent-Alls, Inc.. 2637 North
Tel . V732
' • • ' ¦- .
765 _ E. _8th _ .- ,¦ ' __
27tl>. Lincoln, Nebraska.
tory. . '• ' •;
—
~
"
'
MCNALLY— "V
WALK THE DOG, water the lawn ,
A GOP sponsored resolution pro- IN LOVING MEMORY ot our son Sgt. YOU
40
feed the chickens, mend the root. WHY? Money to Loan
posing an immediate adjournment Orrin -McNelly who left ui 18 years ago Because you are reasonable, kind 'o
¦' ¦ - BOND FINANCE-c6T~~
today;
becauseanimals,
and
things
last
lonountil' Dec. 10 awaited action toHe- Is. gone -but not . forgotten .
125—J6C0 on your furniture, car or
er .il they ore eared ' .for. How aboutAs "dawns - another year,
day by the Assembly. In the Sensignature. Tel. 8-3603, 159 E..3rd St; ' ¦
:your car? Preventive service is.Impor-.
"
"
In
our
lonely
hours
of
thinking/
;•
tant
here
too
.
Bring
11
to
RUSTY
AND
ate, t h e Republican leadership
¦
Thoughts of him
are
near
always
REAL'- 'ESTATE LO A NS..
BILL'S AUTO SERVICE, 62. Chatfieid '
'- . ' ¦ ¦ Missed : by ' Mother,
made preparation for calling it
St. Tel. 5423.
.
!
Sisters
8.
Brothers
FRANK WEST AGENCY
quits by- week's end. ¦ ¦ ' ' . " '
~
L.I KE RENT
14 j 121 W.' PAYMEMTS
And both : GOP camps were lTF :LbvmG MEMORY ' S~.tny ' beloved Business Services
Second
Ttl. £240 -.
, Fred Petersen, who . passed' away i
~
~ —
ready to ac< epF~ eIflier alternative brother
18 years ago:
I 5ITR BEST AD if the ~lob we doTlEO I
I miss you brother dear,
1007 :
rather than risk talk ing their way
j RROCHOWITZ , Building Contractor,
¦
1[ ¦ E. : 6th. Tel. °734 1. .
. i
More and more each year.
_ ~
into another new week: e
~ -"
Your loving,.srplle and heart 50 good,
"
¦

Tel.

Cuitom Man 44nor. Automatic fr#n*.
mlsslon, radio, low mllei, one we Midi
hew. Save money on this popular model,
.
.
JJ095. 34 months to pay,

7

61 Falcon 6

Station Wagon *<3oor : mod«l. Oelux»
trim, itutomatlc trantmlwlon, radio,
wwtewall tires. Otva w« . »old n«w , tlVS. ¦ '
Liberal allowa 'nn for.your old car.
.

.

'51 Studebaker 6

Frank West Agency
121 VV. Second
Tel. .5340 or 4400 evenings.

Champion mod«l eoach. Only 13flX) actual jnleil firit J295 takes It. .
yf . W 'e Advert lit Our PrlCM " «w- ' :

~
'
OLMSTI
AD "ST^NlVrt h«rTak^ir» coiv

MMDm

: and neat. 5-room house, all on one floor .
3 bedrooms, combination living and
dining room, kitchen hat built-in
cabinets.
hardwood Itoors, ' full lot, ¦ garage. %7,90O;

W. STAHR

LOANS^f?

'

'61 Comet 6

E.

VVitiona Needs This Service

Oeonnn, Lewlifon, Minn.
¦
¦•
'.'. ' ' '
>.

r
C©AAPACTS
"

^V/
37 Years in Winona '
\mamv'
. Lincoln-Mercury—Falcon-Comet
I DOiN~fHE "fwiST or even a"~yedate
'. PLAIN NOTE-AUTO-FURNITURE
Open
.Mon.
&
Fri.
Eve.
8,
Sat.
p.m . .. - -.- ..'¦ ' . ..
LoH..for Sale
. I. wish that I couid see vou no* tnii ,-' ' waltz, can give your rug that woe-be.170 . E. 3rd St ,
Tel. 3915
~ _
~
The Assembly resolution carries
~
share your company.
FORD i-doorT^ Rsdin, :Hr sy9 a.m. to S p.m.. Sat. 9 a.m. to noon.
H6'M E? iuy a hom# s'lte
gone,
bedraggled
look.
Our
skilled
BUlLDiN<j
A
Sadly missed by
heater., automatic transmisa provision that would aiithorize
with a view of
Sugar
Loaf.
West
sion, cower sfeorlno, power
Mrs. Dean ' Rnettger, .- technicians will remove that sweeper Horses, cltTleTStock
. prool ..embedded flrit that causes carBurns Valley and Glenvlew . No city
V 'W
43
the Assembly speaker and the
St. Paul. Minn..
brakes. . Local one-owner. .
pet wear. Call today. WINONA RUG
Taxes and only 30
seconds
fo city
~
Your continued , ratmnagn
"
Senate's presfdent 'pro , tern- . to ', re- Lost ana round
SERVJCE, li* W. - 3rd. Tel. HOLSfEIN HElFERs andV cows, jprlrl fl'
limits. Lots to suit your Individual toste.
4 CLEANING
tells
us what you w/!"t
ers.
'O.
»
3722,
Nelv.
'Nelson,
.
Rushford, Minn,
Your choice now available and reacall the Legislature on 10 days'
.
.
y-wvv
flnd we tir *. - sure v;e "il
~
™
"" BROWN ' BiLLFbCDVXosrin v'l~"
~
Tel . UN 4-9110..
/
"
V
lonably priced. Call Bob Stein at Ttl.
please you with - 'tl ¦JQC
NCOME TAX 'SERVICE
¦
notice any time prior to the Dec MAN'S
4743 or , 8-3450 .
clnlty of Westgate Shopping - Center.
. this one . , : . . •? - I J 7 J
.
Farmer 's . . Deadline Feb. IS
ATTENTION "»IRMERS-Start " thr? " new
¦
10 date:
sum of currency and very val. . Large
year out right. Ship your , livestock with
Dakota, Minn. .
MEA "ST"B ELLEVIEWV- Choice iotsT $50 down,
¦ Mrs.
¦ ¦ - - W, J. Mattes,
Tel.
3252.
¦
papers.
Reward.
uable
'
¦
.
'
..
'
the
Winona
Coop.
Democrats rose immediately to
..
$10 , a month, have sewers In streets.
Shipping Assoc. Tei.
.ji -Tel. Ml 3-3092 .
See Shank.
_ B-3241 lor prompt pickup.
the attack Monday. They charged Personals
7
15 W. 2nd . ', . .' •
Tol. 8-2711
~
_
'REGlSTEREb~ HEREF6RD~~'
HOAAEMAKER'S . EXCHANGE ,
A
rticles,
for
Sale
,
T
ypawrirej^^y-^ . .>,y>J7
5,7
'
: BULLS
-2,
Republicans
with
favoring a duR "ALTER AfT6NSrwiil sultTdu! "WAR Open Mon. - Fri! Eve. .' - .
S5i - . B y 3rd.
..
serviceable aqe.- Arvid Jenkinson. Ridge- ~"¦' ' '""
y_
"""""
.
: . A\EDJCIME CADIN ETS
.
| WO LOWER than comparaFlve models!
R E N .BETSINOER , Tailor ,. 66' 2 W.. 3rd
"lame duds '* session of the lawway, Minn. Tel. Witoka ¦ 2572 ,
¦ - ¦ HEAVY construction
¦
. .
• The; Prima. 20; portable addlnq machine,
.
" scoijfs ,'
For cloqged sewers and drains:
making body and "shirking " sev- -si, . . .
P
f
.
-le
'
f
SULFASTREP
boluses
Glass
Mirrors
.
lor
bac!'.,- lbs. " -of compact, . '. complete ,' work
^
¦ de^cribri the C A T S in our ln^ki'i- ' - ff
Tel. 9509 or 4436
V year guarantee '
on " the
" ' - ¦ Prircd Irom SI?.95 :
INFORMATION
¦ ' ! - . . abililv.- - wlUi' features ' nol usually found
WILX PAV HIGHEST CASH P.RICES "
o ^ i'OF
terial '.diarrhea mclritis. Effective, ef- ' . ,
¦
eral controversial issues. . a:.yailing. CLASSES
.
.
..
car . ' showroom
FOR YOUR CITY , PROPERTY
Catholic Faith begins, Tues.' Jan.. 9, j
L*t . (ho ¦lomtior.ifur* '
ficient , economical, GOLTZ D R U G S ,n*
in - lo- .v :;;riced machines. All far only
'
¦
'
inclu
ding
,
r eapportionment , 7:30 p.m. at the South Clubroom. '
action ,
droDr the wind - w hi '.he ' lh,rpur;h the .
SITS plvivlax ' .at ' WINONA T Y P E W R I T E R
. - .£.' 3rd. .- . - ' . . . '' .
"* streets and thi> *how MM, you i\in s)*.or>
CATHEDRAL OF SACRED HEART. _ ' :•j SAV E TIME . i . money and your dls- !
V
PLUMBING & HEATING
.
SERVICE. 161 E. 3rd. Tel. .8-33(10.
medical care for the aged , ' addiMINNESOTA NO, 3. GILTS, due lo larrd-.v
.
"
(Winona
Only
Real
Estate
Buyer!
"
In comfort at .; Nystrom 'j. Another, of
position
wilh
.
lhat
16?.E.
Jrd
St.
's
a
hot
water
heater
,
Tel.
?;
.'
.17
weight |j
soon. 'Also serviceable boars, Irloie v.ictional school aid appropriations , DON'f" STO P EAT TN G but loseOnly
P:o. . eo« 345 ,
our excellent: used car buy* " i's ' tMV N57 . '
Washing, Ironing Machines 79 • Tel. 5993 .
98c. )j ' keeps oceans of hot. water flowing day ; . cinaied. Waller ..Carlson, ' Theilman, Minn.
with. Dcx-A-Dlel tablets." ¦
,
.
onio
i
l
.
Stop
In
and
r.cc
us;
OLD5fW08(LE
e'.}- ^- d^V ' s?rfan, h _ %
and public aid for transporting 1 safety
' '
'
'
I
FORD HOPKINS,
Tel.
Wabasha
56541,93.
_
_
_
KENAAORE—used automat ic washing ma-rndlo, heeler,- n-j tnmafrc "tr^nsmfssfon.
parochial school students.
'. Tel , 8-3561.
"
'
"
'
"
'
garments.
Ex;
chine.
similar
1—Any
2
FOR
'
j 2 .
GUERNSEY HEIFER-va ccinated ;- D ii e
¦
~
~
¦
'
pertly Cleaned and pressed for regu- J ' ' • . PLUMBING S HEATING
Jan. 29. Ear lyn Knutson, Rt . 3. , CalYOU SAVE WORK,
yy y - v:..; . :;. :- $99 ^:.. .
tlme. . clothes " and
¦ ' . 217 E. 3rd
Assemb lyman Robert Huber , D- j lar price of one. Call Turners ' Clean- ¦ —
. Tel. 3703
edonia, . Minn. - .- .money
with
a
Super
Speed,
V/rlnkle-free,
LaundererS; Tel. 7500 lor tree |
!
ers
and
"
'Triple - Safe,
AH . Fabric
Kclv .lnator
West Allis. noted that the Dec, 10 j pickup and dejlvery, .
PUREBRED HEREFORD BULL—No - pa'
clothes dryer."Built Better to Serve You
pers,; age 9 months, . S125:
team
IM W. Jnd ¦ -: . '
Tr.': D-^583 •'
. reconvening ' proposal; would place j EVERY HOUR bl -the day, every day -.!j. 827 .E. .4th St.
. Tel. MM j mares, wl. 2,800, sound, gentle,good
Bijtler."
KELVINATOR!
WINONA
FIRE
S260. Joe
'OPEN. 7/ONDAV-FRIDAY EVENINGS
.
the issues ; before a new Legisla- | ol the week, you 'll find good eating at
&' POWER, 78 E. 2nd. 1el . S06S.
• Hurnfeld,. ,.„l;3 ' Crescent,
Minn.
Tel.
'"'
¦
RUTH'S RESTAURANT, 126 E. 3rd. Sea i| Help' Wanted— Female " ".'26 \ ' T W "5-2449, '
ture , inasmuch as the general
MAYTAG .AND
FRIGIDAIRE -. Fast,
,
food specials, declicibus' chicken, -steaks \
~
'
expert service: Complete: slock of parts.
"
"
SPRINGING
HEIFERS.2-F
election is Mov. 6. The minority j' grilled the way you like them. '.
'
II HbuSEKEEPER .FOR SMALL farrti" fam- - .rom cows wilh
H.
Tel. 2871.
Choate
&
Co.
_
¦
500 lbs. production record. Fred
. <*y
_ >—- .
fl oor leader said the mo-vc would I ARE ~ YOU A"""PRbBLEMVbRiNKER^Ma"n jj ily, widower, no : children , Protestant¦ • over
Kram, St. Charles, Minn. preferred. Write C-39 Daily News.
(
j
,
'
F^rcsh Used Cars
Wearing Apporel, Furs
find "members Hot re-elected' .. vot-, L- or woman ,. your, drinking creates numer- ]¦'
'
~
'
. problems. If .you need and want - EXPERIENCED WAI TRESS—Wanted. A"p- I HESS & CLARK'S 2-w ay calf, scour -tabTo Choose From.,
'""
ing any way at all on issues be- [ ous
;
let=.:
V..39 (o- 4 tablets.
MUSKRAT . COATVMatching,
Building Materials
help, contact Alcoholics Anonymous, Plo- ',- ply to Miss Marsh, Hole! Winona, before ;
61 NATURAL
fur ' hnt.
Excellent
condition.
Clean,
cause they didn 't give a darn I neer Group. Box .122, Winona, Minn.
tj >™- '. y _ ¦ _ '
1
'
~ "
Tei, 2349 . .'
qloied Polar ized way. Call at . 171 - Wl !
'''
"
"
"
about, legislation ."
PERCENT bFF on ail costume jewel- ! LADY BETWEEN . 2545 years; neat a"?- |
.'^"
ANIMAL HEALTH CENTER.
'Ith..
Sale. ! pearance, for general . Work ,-.to live :n, ~^T "
Democrats want , to, adjourn too , ; ry durind our ' January . Clearance
¦
I
during
business
huiir.% ON't.V.
the
Contact owner , Wabasha Cleaning Works. ! Poultry, Eggs, Supplies
JEWELERS, next ' to
! RAINBOW
Wanted—Tp Buy
Huber said , - but desire more "to i Post Office on 4th -St . ¦ . - .- : . .
.- ! Wabasha, ' Minn.
~
~
~" ~
~
i R 6O STERSV)2— 15c " per pound. Tei, 8-1240 ,
'
"r
WM. MILLER SCRAP fRON i Meral. Accessories , Tires, Parts
finish our work first. "
j HOUSEKEEPER "Ti N~>ARM h'ome, lof ]
V;inpna, Minn.
CO. pays highest prices for.scrap Iron,
i adults. Can have Sunday and Thurs- '
. metals, hides, wool, and raw fur ,
'!• ¦ day
afternoons ' oil. on . all
weather j Wa nted—Livestock
46
222 W. 2nd.
Tel. 2067
.-- . ¦ road. Write C-34
Daily News. '
-Closed Saturdays . - .
HAMPSHIRE/ GILTS. 10—W anted , disease
HIGHEST JUNK PRICES
'¦ t
free herd. Tel , 8-1240 . Winona, Minn!
; NEW AND USED.
M: 8. W. IRON AND METAL- CO.
Our u sed car lot is overstocked
SOWS ""WANTED—15, to farrow in March.
Wc recap, rcfrcarl and repair;
207 W , 2nd,; across Rbynj . Gas Station .
Prefer second
or
third litter
sows.
""
- .. and we nuist move IS. cars by
'
.HIGHEST PRICES PAID
. - "| also repair endless belts.
- Write C-53 . Daily News/.
for scrap iron, metals, rags, hides, raw .
'
HORSES—Air kinds, sell .where you . gei
the end of this week in order
fins and wool!
.
.
¦
the most money. We pick up. Waller
1261 East 'vnlii ". ' . . '. ' . Tel. 8-1925
Marg, Black River Falls, Wis. Call colto make room for tiew trades
¦ ,:lecf 13-F-I4.,
-.' '. Motorcycles, Bicycles
. ' INCORPORATED
Are you interested in a career ;
~' ¦ ' .' -. - Tel . 5M7, |
coming in. . "•:¦' .
450 W... 3rd '.
. Top priceis. for all livestock
"-- in"-rnotorcycici""~and
FOR
BA
R
GA
I
NS
;GREMEL5BACH
STOCK
YARDS
office position? Do you like to
: Lewlston. Minn.
Rooms Without Meals
86
icootcrs see Allyn. Morgan, Lake B lvd.
¦
' ¦•' , 573 East- 4th .
:
Wincha . y
:;
Daily Hog .Markaf ¦- .- - .
- meet people? Do you like a
ROOMS '-TF.OR
GENTLE MEN-WittiTrT "o'r .j Trucks , Tractors ,Trailers
. /
/;
.v
Tel. 4161 on springing ccws-helfers.
.
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Kitchen Cabinets :

I Home Buyers , Inc.

Winona . Tire & Retread

Sam Weisman & . Son's, j
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East End Goal &
Cement Products Co,

:, x ^^W^a^^xCHtvROin^co,

Slabs & Lumber

."Xov 'ra doing fine,Mr.Wallow .

You 've taken off another quarter
of a poaind this week. Slow and
easy—that's, what does it. At this
rate in another three j/ears you'll
be down to within 15 pounds of
your normal weight. "
' "WouW . you miml taking this
plate back to the kitchen , waiter?
The gravy 's, too cold. And by the
way, tell the chef to , put a little
more on , I like oodles of it. "
"Why don 't you go lo. my doctor , Elrner? He lets you eat all
the fat you want. "
"This one 's for Elmer. Don 't
use a shot glass. P OUT it from a
thimble. He ' s on a diet. "

"Why don 't ypu go to my doctor , Elmer '.' He lets you have (our
pieces of bread a day—and
mashed potatoes twice a week ,
plus ice cream on Sundays. "
"I don 't , know who the fnt guy
is, .loe, Bill every morning on
the way to work he stops and puts
his nose against the window and
watches me toss pancakes. Wonder why he doesn 't come in and
have some?"
• "Gee , 1 sure (lo envy ymi ,
Elmer. I eat , and eat . and cat—
• nnd I can 't put on an ounce to
save ray life. "

S;

officials

estimate

thai

MINNESOTA STATE
Communist North Viet Nam has
300,000 to 350,000 men under arms. EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
In the past year guerrilla ac163 Walnut Street y
tivity by the Communist Viet
Cong rebels more than doubled , . ' ¦ ' ; ¦¦ . Winona , Minnesota according to W. Averell Harriman , - assistant secretary of state. Help Wanted—Male
27
The number of Viet Cong oper~
~
WARRIED MEN SEE KING PERMANENT
ating in South Viet Nam is estiEMPLOYMENT—12.37 per hour to start.
Company will train men who qualify.
mated at 18,000 or more. U.S. ofApply at Winona Hotel Fri. evening from
ficials said • there has . been a
5 to 8' p.m. Ask for Mr. LaPean.
inci;
violent
increase
in
sharp
GENERAL- .FARMWORK—Married Imian
dents in recent months.
wanted. Separate modefn living quarU. S. Ambassador Frederick E.

Nolting Jr., is conducting an overall review of American policy in
South Viet Nam with foreign aid
representatives and officials of
the State and Defense departments .
A State Department spokesman
said that the United States "is
not sending combat troops to
South Viet Nam except for traiing purposes—if you want to regard them as combat troops in
that light. "

Gilmanton Residents
Parents of First Child
At Buffalo Hospital

ters. Leonard Stoskopf Harmony, Minn.
_ Tel._ TU6-3331.
~
MAN PRESENTLY EMPLOYED to represent Targe company evenings and
Saturday work. Will not interfere with
present . occupation.
Small
guarantee
with unlimited potential earnings. Our
men know , ol this nd, all replies con. fldentlal. Reply by letter to C-36 Daily
News.
'~"
"
"
'
ENERGETIC YOUNC, MAN for Iqcaf es tabllshed food route. No experience necessary. Thorough training provided . Car
. needed . Man selected can earn over
5)00 every week , Tel. 4611 for interview
appointment.
"
WATK INS ROUTE now open for 2 ambitious nien, ?l to 45 yearn. Good oarnlnrjs. II Interested call from 6:30 to 9
p.rn., Tues. and Wed. evening, 1011 E.
7th.
"
ASSISTANT OFFICE- MANAGER or junior accountant for S.E. Minn, manufacturing plant , 2 years experience deTIF
able. Salary neooliable. Send education
and experience resume to C-41 Dally
News
FIELD

MANAGER

TRAINEE

lOTtCp:

TIRES

;
: CALL THE LUMBER ; ,

!

Dave Brunkow & Son

Sales & Service

Furniture, Rugs, Linoleum 64

chain saws , Mayratli elevators,
. Oregon chain and ,.

USED
FARM MACHINERY

DURAND

IMPLEMENT CO., INC.

New '62 Chev. 2 ton , 2 speed,
lonj,' uiieol hasc.
- , Was._ S3">I>3 . sale price .$2995
New T>2 Chev . ' : ton p.n. . .
Was $2495. sale price 11990
¦
New '62 Chev. » < ton p.u,
r
r
).
)
l,
$2,
Wa.s
sale price $2051
'60 Ohcv. ' ' 2 ' ton p.u.
' ' . Was . SITttR .;' sale price $1413

Hardt 's Music Store

On Hand

..

. 1" E. 3rd

Radios, Television

New (Jc'iil Mix-ail
Ready to M;ikc -Profits for
Vou , Mr. Feeder,
A new shipment of (i and »
ton wagons jus t in.
Stop and inquire aboul our
¦ New Hoi land ADD program ,
designed to put cash money in
your pockets.
New and used side rakes ,
mowers, and flail choppers en
hand.

Winona

Houses for Rent

95

Wanted to Rent

96

HOWARD E. 428—2-bedroom,. "all modern
home, enclosed porch. Tel.
3066 or6960.

71

MITCHELL Slereo-hi-tl console, " ReqularIS' priced at $139.95, now $109.95. FIRESTONE STORE, 200 W. 3rd.

^BEDROOM home wanted for fam ily of
4, moving to area Feb. 1. Prelcr larm
home or housing unit along the river.
Must be within commuting . distance of
Wlnonn. Write C-40 Dally News.

Winona TV & Radio SeTvice
Bob Moaosek.
Tel. 3834
Ji E.' . Jnd.
~
~
Don Ehmann "TV Service

Hardt 's Music Store

1957 BUICK 4-door V-3, blue .
Hydramatic , really clean. V>sa5
1959 CHEVROLET Impala 4door Hardtop, rose and white ,
Turboglidty V-B. ... . . . ?1G45
1953 DODGE Sierra VViipm , 6
, attractive gold ..awl .
passenger
¦
white , V-JJ , -"Torqueflile , radio ,
heater .
$1203
1957 FORD Ranch Was on , .6
passenger , glistening while , V8, automatic transmission , ra, $IU 5
dio , heater , whitewalls
105H CHEVHOLF.T Impala, .let
black finish . 4-door , V-fl , ' I'litomatic tran.sniis.Mnii, power
steering
.
Si:''!).")
1960 DODCF Part 4-door Sedan , fi cylinder, automat ic
transmission. Economy
$1710
plus ,.
1954 CH K V It 01, FT -4-cioor ,
standarrJ transmission , ' green
and white. Really sharp. ?.v.);-i

111.") .lolinson
Tel. - LMUfi
()j )s:h lonite liil ti.
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Next time you are making while
sauce to serve wilh cooked chicken or linrd-eookod eg,g.s, add diced
raw celery to it for a texture contrast. _

(First Pub. Tuesday, Dec. 3«, 1961)
S T A T E OF MINNESOTA, COUNTY OF
WINONA , ss. IN PROBATE COURT
No. , 15,244
In Re Estate of
Mtlan Klmmol Zonk , Decadent.
Ordar for Hcarlnu on Petition to
DMermlne Descent.
Edwnrd John Zenk havlno filed In this
Cnurl a petition represcnrlno,' amonn other
thlnos^ that said decedent riled Intestate
more tlmn five years prlnr to the tlllnri
thcrnnf . loavlnn certain prnp-' i'ty tn Winona
County. Mlnni.solii, and thai no Will ol
said rlrrrx'dent has bren pruved, nor mlrnliv
Islralloa nt lirr cslalo (limited, In this State
and prnylna thai the (lescent ol said properly bo dolnrmlned anil ftint It be assloned
to Ihe persons entitled Ih'iretoi
IT
IS ORDERED, Trial tli» hearlnn
thereof ba hnd nn January l». 1»«, al
11:00 o'clock A.M., Iieloro this Court In
the probate court room In the courl house
In Wlnonn. Minnesota, nnd that notice
hereof ha olvon by the publication of thii
orrttr In Ilia Winona Onlly News and by
mailed notice as prnvlriml by law.
Dalt-rl December 21, 19*1 .
E. |). l.llir.RA.
Probata Judge.
(Probate Court S«al)
»tr«al«r »• Murphy,
Atlorn«y» tor Pelllloncr.

IT IS ORDERED , That said petition be ,
heard and said accounl cxamlnod and adlusled by this Courl, at tho probato court
room In the court hour. " In Ihe Cll • ol
vyinona, County of W inona, Slate ol Minnesota, on the 26111 day ol January, 196?,
a| 10 o'clock A.M.I and that this order he
In the
t'lereot
server!
h" . publication
vyinona Dally New) nccordlno lo law.
Dated December 29, 1941;
E, D. LiriCRA,
probate Judrje.
(Courl Seal)
V/llUam A. l. liulqtilst.
Allorney for Petitioner ,
(First Pub. Tuesday, Jan, 5, 1962)
S T A T E OF MINNESOTA, COUNTY OF
WINONA , ss. IN PROBATE COURT
No, 11,126
In Ro Eitate ol
Faye Ella Llebus, Decadent.
Order for HearWn on Final Account
and Petition lor Olslrlhutlorl.
The representative ot Ihe above named
estat e having tiled her llnal account anrl
srtllemont
anrl
allowance
petition lor
thereof and tor diilrlfcuflon lo tha perjona
Hereunto entitled ;

111) 1 (,'iiri'ie .Avenue , Minneapolis

OFFICE WORK

Young man , 21 to :ir>, e.xperi-,
oiiced iii ' office procedures '
wanted.
yV Permanent position.
-,'•.• Ciutitl stiirtiiif! .s'llaiy,
•,' 1'aiil vacations.

•:' ¦Free hospilnli/alion.
•/ • Fringe beiielits ,
'

•'; (Jhnncp for advancement.
Apply in per -on ,
no phone culls .

Firestone Store

'

' siMSOP

MAYIH. V/C'RC RUSHING tho
1>U'' ;
v^e're otrltino ready lor spruid- v '^'t ouf 1
complete Scoll' s Lawn Piogram Center
ROII I1 I1R0:> . STORf. , tit/, r.. <th St
Tel. <007 , We deliver.
'
MEN'S IC E SKATES-SI XI I?, never worn.
I hockey nnd I fi gure , /cnlth 500 ,D
Ti-I. 1163.
B - IranshtiT [i-.r.kM r.iillo
l.OOK-S like nev; , ' wears 'like ill?^'."1-*!ifjwt"
olrl linoleum with hl lictrn Ir.i ni.parenl1 1
r.l.ixn. Paint Oepoi.
i

!
1
1

$1.29

it Coast to, Coast
7."> Mii.st .'inl

U'iiKiim

(hi-il retrlne75
«0, FRANK j Stoves , Furnnce* , Parts
(th.
1 SUNRAY
I9(,V modi-l (jas
stnviv
inert
7ENITH TV • - at roduced prices, Seel! 1 months. Must sell. lei . fl MHO after
FRANK UI.IA A .S.TNS, 7i) l F.. (ith,,|
3.
flAOY I1EDS .ClH'M'„ "" nparliiii-nl site <ins5 ' n.rCTRIc and 'l.i -, r.m'ies, water hfn,'
M.ive, lirr' nklii' l •.(•I-., rtrfiS'.iirs , (Inubloi
err, .
Iluih
tr.nii- In-;
liv tall Si-rvke
wa- .tiluhi, li(inkra'.i>s , v,,iinu l lamp laPANOf. Oil IIIIDIJII-' «'0 , 907 I., Mil
lilev bi-cls, chairs. OK
FURNITURE,
St . Tel. 74/9 Adoliili 7AKhalo«ski
V71 ;
| lr<l SI. lei, B- .'l/lll
... -

IIHlLVEKf. WW lo «W,
rotors
125
Used TVs
LILI.A J, SONS, 761 E

New anil I Vsi'd
2110 West ;tnl
Wlnniin
A.SJ J I PV U' ODI I Hiii'iiin j ,' Jlrnh 'i's
vaporl;.er-dr'hu
P R A K.f - K A I .
rtulomalli
Al ' o
Situations Wanted—Female 29
mldlllur t lor icllet nl cold',, cmiuhlnrj,
f | W OIK I nnd Coal Hanoi's rind
olher
conncsllve
syniploins.
OOLT7.
'
"
BAOY S I T T I N G - w i l l ca ra for child in
DRUGS, J74 C, Ird.
| I lcali'i's . Usi'il Furniliiic.
my home while Mother works. Profpr
fllrl. Good enre and child to play with, POLE TOWIl L R A C K - ? r|ii(|s , I armM NF.UMANN'S HAUGAIN STOI1K
capicllv.
Iiprlmi
action
kivips
sturdily
Tel. e-VM.
Tel . tl-21.1,'1
In pas'lion. Versatile , iler.ornlive, prac-• I
121 K . 2nd St .
tical , 13. At. IIAMIILNLK'S, i l l Man-

IT IS ORDERED. That Ihe haorlna
Ihcieol be bad on January 34th, 1962, at
11.00 o ' clock A M,, before this Courl In
Ihr probato court room In Iho court ho'.is*
In Winona, Mlnnt'.ott, nnd that nolle*
hereof be given by publication ol this
30
?rd»r In Ihe Winona Dally Nows end bv i Situations Wanted—Mal«
~
milled nollca as provided by law.
HAVE
ELECTRIC " TYPEWRITER , WW
Dated December 27, 1961 ,
typ'! Anything, including r.lenclli. l o t . 6066
E. D. UBr.HA,
or 923-1.
Probato Judoe.
IProbdle Courl Seal)
HAVE ANYTHING YOU mu'.
l tinvi- l/ pcd?
Goldhnro * Tftr oerton.
I win type nnythlnn ynu want , ev«n
Attorneys lor Petilloncr.
slenclls. tol. 6066 or 9233.

MORGI: electric
dryer, J'
years
small chrome dinette , set. tei, ilV7

kato _ Ave.
..

^^

.

V( .[ [ v r
^Condlllon,

3nil s. Jo'in'.oii

I
t

old;;
lays.

Typewritori

(AIH

1)2 . 10.
A-1
chain ',av,s, VII and up.
7 used (l.uden t illers
AUTO l-l .E C T R I C S t R V I C L

Use-el

,
|

I el. H51
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Automcoiles
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Imy your ear or truck .
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$1495
Nystrom Mot-ors , Inc.

lit"*
IIV IIKI and everything
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nirw In this !-llnor home mi riirn'jr lal
In 'joocl v/est Incatlon, Three tiodr onms.
I¦¦ ; ceramic tile b.iths, t)ii»1-ln Move , riven A I U I dhpn' .al. Nrw gas hrl w.tler
furti.n <). SI',,WO

All-on one fli.or home, un larud lot m
¦
f.orxlvlow. Car (Ji ted llvirrl room I4<24 ,
i bedrnorris, one v/ltri cherry pnntilinci
and all wllh double wardrobe! , fncepli(iinlly Una basement Oil hot wate r '
h.neho.ml len ' . 117 .»0
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TYI'I'WHI ICH rj an rt" Bdrtinirmachines lo<
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WANTS TO RENT
3-Bedroom House

USED TEI EVISION SETS-V-all slje picture
tubes . Get that sxond set al

. ¦U SW CARS' - .: ;

N'o Cash Ncej iled.
[.')) to :i(> months to |i;iy.

;

""'.WARNER "& SWASEY \\m
Moving to Winonn . Erb. 1.

Wlnona 'j Finest Electronic Repair
lor M II Wakes
980 W Fifth
Tel. 6303
Autho rized denier for
ADMIR A L-'MIINTZ- .ZENITH

MB - \¦' X \^
SS
- ^''
'

'5!) .C|icv-.' l'. -i ton call and chassis , short wheel haso. '
.Was .$17as, salt? .'price $1.";!)8 .
'5f> Ford 'j ton panel.
Wa.s $898 . sale price $f.9« '
'56 Ford 1 ton, call and'clinshis.
Wa.s ' $12!)f! ,. sale pric' ?i><ja

70

VUtcnnnoT-n

Open tonight till 6. :

.Must Sacrifice ' Entire . . Slock.
' . of- New and Used Trucks. We Need the.liqom! ¦ ' . -. ; ' ¦

91

"
"

-SEE -

TVirnnH

TRUCK SAt E'¦

HUFF . 439—5 rooms and bath, - .heat and
hot water furnished, 2nd. floor. Tel. 1110.

~
USED FURNITURE--sofa b«i "and " chair Apartments Furnished
_
. suite, $35; twin silo bed an'J spring, CE 'NfRALLY~ LOCArED-?. V roo^Ts X r.nd
SIO. BORZYSKOWSKI FURNITURE, .302
bath
with
,
kitchen
privileges. For one
Mankato . Ave
'. woman. Tel; 5129. y
_
Good Things to Eat
65 KING w!~626^4 room's ", and bath.ymlJ:
die apo couple preferred. . 4 months -»c ;
COMB AND. extracted honey. W rite Elcupnncy. Tel , 7537.
.
. .
mer Keller, Cochrane, Wis.
~~
""
"
~
CENTRAL LOCATION— 3 large furnished
EXTRA SPEC|AL Weal"thy Apples. S1.49
rooms, with bath, on 1st floor. Front
per bu. Bring containers. WINONA PO- ' and back porches and private entrances.
TQTAO _ MARKET, 118 Market St.
Hoot, water , and hot water furnished.
Immediate possession. Tel. 7774 or 8-2035;
Household Articles
67 ask for Syd Johnstorje.
~
CLEAN carpel's wlttr our Carpet "sham- WEST " L6CATf0N~Really~nl"ce31basement
pooer FREE with purchase of Blue
apt. No children or pels. Tel . . 209)
Lustre shampoo. Deposit required . H.
from 1 to 6 p.rri. for appointment.
^
Choate 8. Co.
BDWY " E. 255-3-roorh furnished apt. ,
refrigerator, gas
stove, prlvale bath
Musical Merchandise
and entrance. Also, 1-roqm lurnisried
USED STEREO and Hi-FfconsoielTScveral
apt., refrigerator, gas - ' stove, priva te
models to choose from at
bath and entrance, S26.

¦ ' . on .
John Deere Machinery. New
Idea equipment , McCulloch
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^
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¦
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I rempealeau. VV .Is. Tol. - 14

;

Buick-Oldsmobile-GMC

104

KENDELL
!
LUMBER CO. j

48

U.

WALZ

¦
,. \. .' ;;;' Mo.. 8-3G67

'
NEW VORK <AP ) - Remarks
that give weight watchers a slow

epecial for his birthday. How
about lighting a candle on a jpjece
¦
^
¦
of -melb"a :"""(o&st ?¦"• ¦"Excuse me, sir, do you want
three or four lumps of sugar in
your coffee? "
^

X ¦ .- 3'5:,y-:-—-

i WITHIN ; A WEEK :

81

¦
- :0.f . all kinds are available
. -.,: in all price ranges.-.
j
:

Snug As A-Bug.' : '

102

. "HANK" JEZEWSKI

DAILY NEWS I
^V\A!L
I
SUBSCRIPTIONS;
¦

FRANK O'LAUGHLIN |

44

. Tel. «935

Ms Wfllnul

JAN. 15 AAon I i' in. Il.viic- ti. I'tr- im.)!
IMopoilv. IV.irl S I , Ai < -id! .1, Wiv ,\\ri.
M.iry Knjdlio.i. UAIICI , W L O Lnulljh,
1
Auclionccr , Northern Inv Co . clerk.
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BUZ SAWYER '

' ¦¦ By Roy Cran*

Tuesday, January 9,1962

' B Chester Gould
»

DICK TRACY

By John Prentice and Fred Dickenson

RIP KIRBY

"

THE FLINTSTONES

:

^

Hanna-Barbercr

y

BEETLE BAILEY

BLONDIE
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NOW ... the "TOP ' Dry Cleaning
Sale of the year at HADDAD'S
' ^ Mm\\

^iS-

ANY *§L CLEANING ORDER 1
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So check your closets now for garments you know will

have to be cleoned anyway one! take advantage of the BIG
BULK SALE savings toclayl
4

Only at Haddad' s
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^^^^ ^^
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that cvcr happened to your clothes.
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USE OUR CONVENIENT

DRIVE - IN PARKING
-LOT AT REAR OF OUR
BUILDINGr

W E ALSO 00 ACTIONS
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By Morf Walk«r

il/ ¦¦»&_¦

____ ii___ J_i
Main St.

Across From Post Office
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By Al Capp
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YOUR FASHION DOLLAR BUYS WO RE HOW !

I LADIES' COATS I LADIES' DRESSES i
«__ ¦ -w
*
f^^

Reg.

535

""^ M
S

$

.__
*^
$ ^f B i

Reg-

A'
S Ji

*»'" Xj V

JJO

Reg.
45

Re 9-

S55

4j4 ' '

"TU

¦
¦ ' ¦ '
' R^ 1*
Values to $12.95 Values to $10.95 Values to $1 2.95

$4-88
to

Values

$g.79V

$7-79

$14.95 Values

59 79

to

$17.95 Values

to

$19.95

$\m\l 79

Hi 79

79
79
79
$8
S
COAT
CAR
11 13 is79
-j,

_

_^

^IJ»k A «B _*

Re9' $10'95

Re 9- $1495

.

Reg. $4.95

Reg. $5.95

Reg. $17.95

Reg. $19.95

¦

I BLOUSES and SWEATERS I I

Hero 's your opportunity for BIG SAVINGS on Hadclctd' s finest
%> •
quality cleaning. Any $4.00 cleaning orde r for onl y $2,98.
on
v
V
.
During this slack season you got volume discount
largo

' li'.:.
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: '
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orders.
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By Milton Canniff

STEVE CA'MYON

^

-

By Chic Young

'

i.

'.

Reg. $7.95

Reg. $8.95

$3.79 $4.79 $5.79 $£.79

i

SKIRTS and SLACKS
' -

Reg. $6.98

Reg. $7.95

Reg. $8.95

Reg. $10.95

$£79 $£.79 $£.79 $*.79

- ROBES ™»* *T^^*tt*tf-^\ts *9^9 GIRLS' COATS
.^ $[3 tz *]5

DRESSES
I GIRLS'
79
79
$ f9 $ 79
*2 *3 4 5

Vol. to $3.95 Vol. to $4.95 Vol, to $5.?5 Vol. to $7.95

j j o r d ax r
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60 West Third Street

